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RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF

The Rhode Island
Normal School
ADOPTED APRIL 7• 1915

RULES AND REGULATIONS
THE RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL
I.

TRUSTEES

As prov ided Oy law, the management of the Rhode I sland Normal
School is vested in the Board of Trustees, which is, therefore, the
final authority in its administration. The fo llowing rules a nd
regulations a rc prescribed for the government of the institut ion, but
the Board of Trustees reserves the power to amend, suspend, or
revoke any of their provisions.

II. ORGANIZATION
At a regular monthly meeting, to Lc held on the first Wednesday
in February, in each year, the Board of Trustees shall be organized
by the election of officers and the appointment of standing committees, to serve fo r one year and until their successors a rc chosen.
T he officers shall consist of a president, vice-president, chairman,
and secretary. T he Governor shall serve as preside nt, the Lieutenant-Governor as vice-president, and t he Commissioner of Pu blic
Sc hools as secretary. A chairman shall be elected to preside at
meetings in the absence of the president and vicc.. prcsidcnt, and to
act fo r the Board of Trustees as it may determine.
It shall be the duty of the Secretary to record the acts of the
Trustees at their meetings; receive communications nddressed to the
Trustees and make proper reference of the same to a committee or
the Trustees; transmit their rul ings, instructions, and other acts to
persons concerned as occasion may require; keep the financ ial
accou nts of the Norma l School; prepare pay rolls of teachers and

employees; arrange for the auditing and approval of bills and payrolls; certify to the State Auditor the approval of bills and pay rolls as
authorized by the Trustees; endorse checks and money orders
payable to the B.hocle Island Normal School or its Trustees; transmit
all moneys received to the General Treasurer; draw checks in payments to teachers and employees, and perform such other duties as
pertain to his office and as may be assigned him by the Trustees.
He shall serve as secretary to any committee of the Trustees and
keep a record of its meetings when requested to do so.

III. MEETINGS
The Board of Trustees shall hold regular monthly meetings on the
first \Vcdncsday of each nlonth, and a majority of its members shall
constitute a quorum. Special meetings may be held at the criJI of the
president, chairman, or secretary.
The order of business at regular monthly meetings shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading of records.
Financial stateme nt.
Approval of bills.
!''rom the Secretary:
a. Communications.
b. Reports.
c. Unfinished business.

5.
6.
7
8.
9.
10.

Heports and recommenchtions
Instruction.
Hepo'rts and recommendations
Supplies.
Ueports and recommendations
Building and Grounds.
]{eports and recommendations
:Mileage.
New Business.
Adjournment.

from the Committee on
from the Committee on
frpm the Committee on
from the Committee on

IV.

COMMITTEES

1. Standing committees of the Trustees shall be appointrd as
follow!j:-Committee on lnstruction, composed of five members;
Committee on Supplies, composed of three members; Committee on
Building and Grounds, composed of three members; tlnd Committee
on l\Iilcagc, composed of three members.

2.

:Members of the standing committees shall be appointed

annually at the rcgul:t.r monthly meeting held in February, and they
shall serve until t heir successors arc chosen. Vaca ncies may be

filled :.1.t :my mrcting of the Trustees.
3.

The standing committees shall perform the duties

a~signcd

tlwm herein, subject to the direction of the Trust res, and such otlwr

duties as

ma~·

be delegated to them by the Trustee:-;.

4-. Special committees may be a ppointed and c;npowcrcd by the
Trustees to act in thei r behalf.
5. In case a quorwn is not present at nny regular meeting of the
Trustrc:-; and for such reason no action i:-; taken by the Tru:-;tcc:-; o n
bills du<' at the ti111C or on other urgent matter, any eommitl<.'C' may
:.lulhori7.<', on hrhalf of the Trustees, the payment of such bill:-;
in('urred in it s dep:ntmcnt and act for the Trustees in other matters
of its drp:utment demanding immediate attention, as it may deem
nccrssm·y.
6. All eommittees sha ll report their official acts nne! the condition:-; of the ir respective departments and make recommendations
for improve mC'n.t wh<'n they deem it expedient or \\"hen called upon
by the Trw;lC'C's to do so.

Committee on ln:struclion
1. ThC' Committee on ln~tru ction shall have supervision of
instruction and government, and it shall be its duty to formulate, as
occasion mny rrquire, courses of study and training, conditions of
admission of students, and standards of promotion and graduation,
and submit them to the Trustees for adoption. It sha ll recommend

changes or improvements in its discretion, but no change shall be
made without its recommendation and the approval of the Trustees.
2. It shall nominate candidates for all positions in the institution,
except those connected with the building and grounds. So far as
practicable, nominations for teachers for any academic year shall be
made to the Trustees at their regular monthly meeting in the preceding .i\Jay.
3. It shall supervise extension courses and all lectures and
addresses for the school, and shall recommend to the Trustees
instructors and lecturers therefor.
4. The committee is empowered to fill vacancies temporarily
among instructors and lecturers until the next meeting of the Trustees,
when it shall report thereon.
5. It shall give advice and direction to the Principal and Faculty
on rules and methods of government and instruction, and recommend
to the Trustees, as it may deem expedient, improvements in the
organization, practice, and regulations of government and instruction.
6. It shall hear complaints or appeals of teac.hers, students, or
other aggric\'Cd persons, pertaining to government and instruction
in the institution.

7. It shall be responsible to the Trustees for the proper expenditure of appropriations rpadc by the TrUstees for instruction, lectures,
clericnl assistance, and incidental expenses of instruction, as authorized by the Trustcesj and all pay rolls and bills arising therefor shall
be audited and approved by the chairman or his substitute.

s:

It shall be the duty of the committee to see that all the rules,
regulations, and directions of the Trustees relating to instruction
and government arc carried out.
Cmnmiltee on Supplies

1. The Committee on Supplies shall have supervision and direction
of all material school equipment, except furniture . For this purpose, it shall purchase, or authorize the purchase of, books, apparatus,

and other school supplies, as seems necessary, and mnke provision for
necessary printing, binding, advertising, postage, and office supplies,
2. Tt shall be responsible to the Truste<>s for the proper expenditure of the several appropriations made by the Trustees for its deportment as authorized by the Trustees; and all bill~ in curred therefor
shall be audit<'d and appro,,ed by the chairmHn or other member
of the committee.
CommiUee on Building and Grounds

1. The Committee on Building and Grounds shall be charged
with the care and maintenance of the building and grounds.

2. It shall appoint, with the appro~al of the Trustees, a superintendent of buildings and grounds, and is authorized to engage and
discharge such help as it may deem necessary, and shall report
thereon to the Trustees.
3. I t is empowered to purchase, or to authorize the purchase of,
all supplies noeded for the building and grounds, including material
for repairs, furniture for the building, and everything necessary to
keep the grounds in proper condition.
4. It shall be responsible to the Trustees for the proper expend iture of the several appropriations made by the Trustees for the
care and m:dntenance of the building and grounds, as authorir.ed by
the Trustees; and all pay rolls and bills i1~cunecl therefor shall be
audited :mel approved by the chairman or member of the committee.
Comtnillee on llfileage
1. The Committee on Mileage shall have charge of thC' distribution of the approp riation for mileage among students of the
school, and shall direct and approve a.II payments from said appropriation, in accord with the rules and regulations of the Trusi('('s
governing the distribution of mileage.
2. It shall authorize payrnents of car fare:; to student tea(' hers, as
provided by the rules and regulations of the Trustees goYerning the
same, from the amount allowed by the Trustees for car fare, and all

bills and schedules of payments therefor shall IX' audit<'d and approved
by the chainnan OJ: other member of the committee.
V.

DEPARTMENTS

For the purpos<' of classifying instructors and studl'nts and of
directing both profeStiional study and pradice in l<'aching, lhNr shall
be two allied departments of the institution, to bC' known as thf>
Normnl Department and the Training Department.
The Normal Department shall mean that part of the irt.r.;t itution.

whose work involves a preparation for the prof£>ssion of publ ic
education, in distinct ion from practice in teaching.
The Training Department shall include observation and prarli<'rteaching and shall consist of the Observation School and all state'
training school::; that are no,w or shall hereafter be established by the

Trustees.
l\linor departments of instruction and training shnll b<' establishcc~ by the Trustees on the recommendn.tion of thr Committee on
Instruct ion.
VI.

FACULTY OF G O VERNMENT AND I NSTRUCTION

The Faculty of Government and I nstruction shall consist of two
div isions to be known as the Faculty of Government and the Faculty
of Jn.struction.

The Ji'acully of Government
T he re shall be :J. Faculty of Government to sC>rvc :111 an advisory
council of the Principal for the govenm1ent of the school and to aid
him in his administrative duties, under the direction of the Trustees.
Said Facult.) shall include, in addition to the Princip~1l, the Din,etor
of the Training Department, one or more represrntn.tiv('s of th<'
Observation School to be nominated by the director, approved by th<'
Principal and elected by the Trustees, and three or more in>:>trudor~
of the Normal Department who arc heads of departments of instruction, to be nominated by the Principal and elettcd by the Trustees.

The orgnnization and duties of the Faculty of Government shall
be determined by rules and regulations recommended by the Principal, approvrd by the Com mittee on Instruct ion, nnd ndopt('d by the
Trustees.
The Faculty of I nstruction

The Faculty of Instruction shall b(' composed of all persons
appointed by the Trustees for service in connection with instruction
and trai ning in the Normal and Training Departments. It shall
hold a meeting as often as once a month during the academic yC>ar
under the direction of the Principal, or of the Director of the Training
Department, if the Principal so elects. The objects of such meetings
sha ll be to promote a unity of pmpose and action among the teachers
of all the depa rtments of the institution, to increase the efficiency of
instruction and training, and to secure t he highest standn.rd of
professional education of student teachers. For such ends, there
should be instruction in approved theories and progres~ive practiCe
in public edlfCation, consideration of professional cour:3C'S and training
fo r t he service of puhlic education, discussion of methods of school
instruction and guidance, study of the basis and aims of public
education in its relation to popular govenunent, reeognition of
professional ethics and comity among teachers and school officers,
and consultation on questions arising fron1 the work and interests of
the institution. The meetings should be a teachers' forum for fre('
discussion.
The Faculty of Instruction may, by a majority vote of its members,
make recommendations to the Principal or Truste<>S for improvements
in the poli cy or work of the institution. It may be ns::.igned other
duties by t he Principal with the approval of the TI'Ustees.
VII.

PRINCIPAL

1. The Principal shall exercise immediate superv ision and management of the N onnal Sc hoo l in accord with the rules and regulations
for its gove nunent and under the directio n of the Trustee:;.

2. He sha ll recommend to the Committee on Instruction nominations of teachers and assistants to serve under his direction or
supervision. For the annual election of teachers on the first Wed nesday in May, he sha ll make such recommendations ten or more days
before said date; and to fill vacancies, he shall make similar recommendations as octasion may require.
3. He shall recommend to the Committee on lnstruction, instructors and lecturers for extension courses and speakers for addresses.
4. He shall direct, or superv ise the direction of, teachers in the
performance of their duties, require of t hem a true observance of
the rules, regulations, and directions of the Trustees, and report any
evnsions or violations t hereof to the Trustees.
5. He shall recommend to the Committee on Instruction rules and
regulations to determine the organization and duties of the Faculty of
Government.
G. He ~Shall recommend to the Com1;.ittee on Instruction, for adoption by the Trustees, conditions of admission of students, courses of
study and training, standards of promotion and grnduation ; he may
recommend improvements, but shall make no changes therein without
authorization by the Board of Trustees.
7. With the ndvice and assistance of the Faculty of Government,
as provided in rules and regulations, he shall admit stude nts properly
qualified to the Norma l School, direct their work, determ ine promotions, and recommend candidates for graduation to the Trustees.
8. He shall re<'ommend to t he C01nmi ttee on Instruction extension
courses for teac hers in servi ce and courses of lectures and addresses for
the school and pu blic.
9. lie shall convene the Faculty of Instruction, as provided in
these rules and regulations, at such times as he may deem Lest.
He may require the attendance of any teacher at such meetings or
excuse any teacher therefrom. He may call special meetings of
teachers in his discretion.
10. He may excuse, in his discretion, any instructor for an
absence not to exceed three days at any one time, without loss of

salary, on account of visitation of schools, attendance on edurational
meetings, giving addresses, or other necessary cause, provided that he
render an account of such excuses in his monthly reports. This rule
shall not be so construed as to give any teacher the right of absence.
11. He shall have power to employ a substitute teacher at the
expense of the institution, when necessary, in the absence of a teacher
incapacitated by sickness.
12. He shall make a monthly report to the Trustees on the condition of the institution, with recommendations for improvement,
and transmit the same to the Secretary before the monthly meeting of
the Trustees. He shall, in addition, make an annual report to the
Trustees and transmit it to the Secretary as soon as practicable after
the close of the academic year in June. He shall transmit to the
Secretary an d other officers of the Trustees such information as
they may need in the discharge of their duties.
VIII.

DIRECTOR OF THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT

The Director of the Training Department shall be a member of the
Faculty of Government and serve as first assistant to the Principal in
the administration of the Normal School. The duties of the position
of said Director shall be as follows:
l. To serve as principal of the observation schools and to exercise
the direct management of the training schools, under the authority
of the Trustees and the supe rvision of tho Principal.
2. To recommend to the Principal and Committee on Instruction
nominations of teachers for said schools and to direct them in the
performance of their duties.
3. 'ro require of said teachers true observance of the rules and
regulations of the Trustees, and the directions of the Principal and
Director, and to report to the Principal and Trustees any evasion or
violation thereof.
4. To call together teachers of the observation schools, including
special teachers, for instruction and direction in their work, as may
seem aJvisablei and to convene critic tc~tchors of the training schools
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for the same purpose, thr rxpcn~rs thcn'of to be p:1id on the approval
of the Committee on Instruction.
5. To make assignments to student teachers for ob:.C'n·n.tion and
prndicc teaching, with thr approva l of the Principal.
G. To approve th<' tclt<'hing qunlificn.tions of studrnt tC':lCilf' rs for
graduation and to report thereon to thr Principal :l.nd Trustees.
i. To recommend at any time to tlw PrintipaJ wa~·s and means for
the im.proYement of the observation and training schools.
8. To advise the Principal on the location and m~\intenu.nce of
training schools.
9. To present to thC' Principal an annual report on or after the
close of the academic YC'flr.
10. To make special reports and perform other dutit's as Director
as the T rustees may dC'tennine.
IX.

TEACHERS

1. E:-..cept as otherwise provided, teachers shall be elected annually
at the i\ fay meeting of the Trustees for the academic )ear beginning
in the follow ing September. Vacancies may be filled at any meeti ng
of the Trustees on nominations of the Committee on Instruction,
and temporary appointments to fill vacancies until the next meeting of
the Trustees may be made by said Committee.
2. I n case a.ny person, elected to a fJO::>ition in the Normal School
and notified thereof by the Secretary, fai ls to notify ihe Secretary of
the acceptance of his election within one month thereafter, his
election is thereby annulled and the position to which he was elected
becomes vaca!lt.
3. All supervisors, teachers, critic teachers, and assiJStants shall
be responsible to their immediate superiors and shall follow their
directions, but they shall h:we the right of appeal to the Committe<'
on Instruction and the Trustees. They shall observe high standards
of professional ethics and comity and aim to promote high professional ideals and conduct among tho8C who are preparing for
serviC'e in public educat ion.
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4. A teacher may be excused from his duties by the Principal,
without. loss of salary, to visit schools, to attend educational meetings,
to give addresses, or to be absent for necessary cause, for a period not
to exceed three dayti at any one time; but this ruledoesnotgiveto
any teacher the right of absence.
5. A teacher incapacitated by sicknef'IS may be ahsent, without
IO!:)S of salary, for a period not to exceed one month, and during
absence thereafter on account of sickness the salnry paid a substitute
shall be deducted from his salary.
6. Permanent tenure of position, to continue during good be htn·...
iour, may be granted to any teacher or employee after a service of
three years in the Hhode Island Normal School by a two th irds vote
of the membership of t he Board of Trustees at any regular meeting
of sa id Board: Pro··ided, hoV'ever, that any person having any such
tenure may terminate the same by a resignation in writing given to
the Trustees at least six months before such resignation shall take
efTcct; and provided, further, that the Board of Trustees may terminate any such tenure of any teacher or employee by a vote of two
thirds of its membership at any regular meeting of the Board, such
tenure of position to end :md terminate at the close of the academic
year in which such vote shalt be passed.

X.

SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDING AND GROUNDS

1. The Superintendent of Building and Grounds shall have immediate charge of the building and grounds, under the direction of
the Committee on Building and Grounds, and be accountable for
their proper care and condition to said Com mittee and the Trustees.
2. He shall recommend to the said Committee the engageme nt

discharge of employees in his department.
3. Under the supervision of the said Committee, he shall haw
dir<'ction of the E"mployees under him, nssign them t heir duties, and
require a faithful performance of their work.
4. He shall consider the needs of the school and convenience of
teachers and students in thE"i r usc of the building and its equipment,

~tnd
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aim to promote its interests in the discharge of his duties, and coOperate with the Principal and teachers for such pUI'pose.
5. As authorized and d irected by t he· said Committee, he shall
purchase necessary supplies for his department, cn.use necessary
repairs to be made, and perform other duties incid{mt to his position.
6. He shall keep the sa id Comntittcc informed of the condit ion of
the building and grounds, especially with reference to the need of
repairs or new equipment, and recommend improvements to the
Comm ittee and the Trustees as occasion may require.

XI.

STUDENTS

Adrn.ission
Conditions of the admission of students to the Normal School shall
be as follows:
1. Applicants for admission must declare their intention to complete a course in profes!':!ional education and to follow teaching n.s a
vocation.
2. If residents of Rhode Island and recipients of free tuition,
they must give a pledge to teach in the public schools of Hhode Island
for at least two years after attendance in the Normal School unless
excused therefrom by the Trustees.
3. Students shall be admitted on certificate only from such
secondary schools k\S have been approved by the Board of Education,
under the provisions of Chapter 446 of the Public Laws, and have
met additional requirements of the Trustees.
4. Students residing in Rhode Island will be admitted with
free tuition, but a y~arly tuition of 150.00, collectible half-yearly in
advance, will be required of every student not a resident of Hhode
Island .

. 5, Applicant8 for adrl.ission who present certif~cates from principals of approYed secondary schools
that they have sc:ccestfully reviewed, durin~; the
last two years of their secondo.ry school courses, the
subj e~ts of Er.glish gr;ammn.r, arithmetic, geography,
ar.d !nstory of the Un~ted States , shall be excused
from <;he entra:1ce exarc.in'1.tio:;s in said subjects.
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Normal School. A violation of this rule shall be deemed sufficient
cause for suspension or expulsion.
:Mileage and Car Fares
1. The annual appropriation for mileage shall be apportioned to
students and, in addition thereto, payments for car fares shall be made
to student teache rs assigned to training schools as hereinafter
provided.
2. One half of the annual appropriation for mileage shall be
d istributed to students at the end of each school semester under the

direction of the Committee on l\lileage.
3. Apportionments of mileage shall be made in propo rtion to the
distance students reside from the school, fractions of miles excluded,
and thcit· length of attendance, exclusive of days of absence.
4. Students who reside Jess than five miles from the school shall
not be entitled to mileage, unless ordered by the Committee on
:Mileage for special reasons.
5. Students who do not reside in Hhode lsh\.nd shall be entitled to
neither mileage nor em fares.
ro assignment of a student tcarher shall be made which wi ll
6.
incur an Pxpense of more than two dollars t\ week for ca1· fares,
exclusive of mileage, except by vote of the Trustees.
7. Student teachers nssigned to tmining schools in places in
wh ich they reside shall receive no mileage, but may receive reimbu rsement for payment of car fares between their homes and Providence,
or elsewhere, when such travel is required by the school.
8. Student teachers not residing in Providence a nd assigned to
training schools in said city shall IX' entitled to mileage as when
attending the Normal School; but shalt not receive JX\yments fo r car
fares.
9. Student teachers resid ing in Providence or the non-mileage
zone and assigned to tmining schools in other towns shall be entitled
to receive full remuneration for the payment of car fares between
their homes and their training schools.
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10.

Student teachers whose assignments require them to come

from their homes to Providence to reach the training schools to which
they a re a&;igned shall receive mileage as when attend ing the Normal
School and, in addition, shall be entitled to receive fu ll remuneration
for payment of car fares between Providence and theit· traini ng
schools .

.11. Student tcach~rs residing ~e~ther in l;rovid~ncc 1~or the nontnJlcage zone and asstgncd to trammg schools nctthcr m pla..rcs of
residence nor in Providence nnd not receiving mileag<' shall be entitled
to full remuneration for car fa res bet ween their homes and tra ining

schools.
12. In cases ~lr i s ing for which these rules do noi seem to provide,
the C'ommittf'c on !\lilcagc sha ll determine the proper amoun ts to be
paid for ca r fares of student teachers.
XII.

MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS

Records
All records of students of the Konnal School relati ng to :schola.rsh ip a nd training sha ll be considered as confidential and not open to
public inspection.

Release
The Secreta ry shall receive applica. tio n ~, pre:;Pnt<.·d hy graduates
of the Normal School , for excuses from teaching in Hhodc Island,
and may grant the same in his discretion on behalf of th e ]•rwslees.

Collections
All co llections. and contributions of monC'y and of :lrli('iPS of valur,
sales of books, papers or other articles, c:anvas$i ng for suh:;cri ptionii,
soliciting or collecting membership fees for nny orga.nizntion, mnong
the pupils of the Hhode Island Normal Rchool, including lhC' Observation School, shall not be allo\\'t"d, cxc<'pl with thC' approval of the
Trustees. The Principal, Director, supervisors and tcaclu.'r:; of ~aid
school a re directed not to cause, C'ncouragc or pl'nnit any violation or evasion of the foregoing regulation of the Trustcc:s.

HY ·

qv1Ipp :pucv :j3ooTH,

A PROPHET IC DREAM.
It was summer in the year 1880 and I took the album wherein
I kept the pictures of the class of '71) to look once more at the fa·
miliar faces. And as I looked at them a great wish came over
me to see my classmates and I cried aloud "0! if I could only see
them and know what they arc doing!" I had scarcely made the
exclamation when a curious little figure appeared at my side and
a curious cracked Yo ice said " Yow· wish is granted." I stared
in blank amazement. He threw over me a mantle of gauze which
he drew from one of the recesses of his great coat, and telling me

to look at the first picture in the book announced himself ready
to show me my class·mntes. I mechanically turned to the first
page and met the upturned face, the earnest eager look of one
whom we used laughingly to call the infant of the class, because
we envied her commanding figure and perhaps her superior in-

tellect. The tiny elf waved his wand ancl out of a huge cloud
of smoke there slowly arose a huge globe. He struck the globe
and with a rumbling noise it opened nnd presented to my view
a large brick house. After a second the walls seemed to melt
away and disclosed a room which was evidently a library.
Here were three persons, a gentleman, a lady whom I instantly
recognized, and a young boy apparently about sixteen years of age.
· I looked to my magician for an explanation. "She married a
widower with one son, a man whom thousands delight to honor,"
was his gruff answer; and the scene faded from sight. I turned
the leaf over and on the next page regarding each other with an
expression of affection were two whom we held as the "stars of

the class." The globe opened as before, and this time I saw a
crowded street lined on either side with tall, narrow bnildings.
My eye rested on one •t the right which bore the name "Alfred
Building," and soon I saw the outerwalls vanish and a law-office
was shown in which sat the friends, one busily writing, the other
listening attentively as an impatient client told his story and pre-

sented his papers. "It is well," I thought. "The clear, vigorous
intellect, the patient surmounting of all difficulties that placed

these two at the head of our class, find fitting work in the study
of law."
On the next page are placed the pictures of two who were

always associated in their work, and in the thoughts of the
class. I wondered if they still retained each other's friendship, but
I did not wonder long, for the globe opened with a sharp report
and I saw a large room fitted up as a laboratory.

And here,

the one with her slight willowy figure raised to its full height
and her face flushed with excitement, lecturing in an eager, rapid
rnanner to a crowd of attentive students; the other quietly but
rapidly filling receivers and arranging rc~torts and crucibles, were
the two chemists of the class of '75.
The page to which I now turned showed me the face of one who
was universally beloved for gentleness and goodness. The next
picture which the globe gently opening revealed to my eager sight
was a tiny white cottage, surrounded by a well kept lawn and a

brilliant display of flowers. In a prettily furnished room sat a
lady teaching two golden haired children to read. I knew her at
once ; she had the same sweet face, the same innocent blue eyes

that characterized my class-mate in the days of '75. And her wol"k
is to scatter flowers in the path of the life of these two. The globe
opened again before I had an opportunity to look at my album,
this time discovering a large building, larger than any I ever saw.

There were four large doors through which the population of
the world seemed pouring in a ceaseless tide. There was no
need of my joining that crowd, for the massive walls to my eyes
were as transparent as the clearest glass. The hall was literally
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packed. A burst of applause greeted a lady who was ied to her
seat on the platfonn by the dignitaries of the city. I was disappointed when I saw her. She was a large woman with black
hair and eyes. " No one I ever knew," I thought. An alinost
death-like silence succeeded the burst of applause as she rose to
read. The clear ringing tones of her voice struck a chord of
remembrance, and then and not till then did I recognize the
reader of the days when we alternately quarreled and made
peace.

At the next opening of the globe I saw a large building, on

the front of which were the words'' Young Ladies' High School."

The fading of the outer walls showed a hall in which the pupils
were allassemblcd. With surprise I noticed that the three teachers
who occupied the platform were members of the dea1· old class.
The dreamy Edith, the earnest Mary, the practical Lillie had
all found their work here. :Mary, who is apparently the principal
of the school, spec1ks to the scholars, reminding them that it is but
five minutes before th d teacher of Geometry comes, and they go
on with their work with renewed industry. As the globe did
not close, it flashed across my mind that this teacher of Geometry was also a class-111ate. At the expiration of· the five minutes
the door opened and- -" Why it is Lou-" and then I stopped.
Words cannot express my astonishment! There was no girl in

the class who hated Geometry as she did ! "They call her the ·
geometrical enthusiast," growled my guide, "and she well deserves the name."
The next view presents a hug~ bTick building with granite
trimmings, situated on an elevation of land which slopes gradually down to the river. The words over the door "Aylsworth
College," and the groups of girls on the lawn tell the story.
On next looking at my album I saw the pictures of two who
were inseparable in the days of '75. One was a leading singer
and the other was noted among us for her good humor and her
ready smile. The globe opened such a short distance this time
that it was with difficulty that I saw a small brown house on
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which was the sign " Private school by-" but all I could see of
the names was Ke of one and Sp of the other, the rest was
strangely blotte<l, a1Hl you will have to guess what they were, as
I did.
The next scene presented was one of the principal streets of a
large town. Here quietly wendingtheir way along the crowded
thoroughfare, I saw two young ladies who were evidently bent
on some important business.

One was dressed in mourning and

had lost her bonnie brown curls, but the deep brown eyes, the
slender figure showed me my class-mate.

The other was known

to me instantly by her pale face and heavy braids of mingled
black and gray. One carried a book marked on the back
" Whitney's German Reader," the other a music roll, aml it
needed not the gruff explanation of my guide to know that one
wad a teacher of German nnd the other a music teacher.

"Do you know," asked the latter "who has accepted the posi-

tion as teacher of the girls at the Reform school?" "I do not.
I know o! no one who possesses sufficient power added to gentleness to manage that class." ''But I do," returned the other,
" it is l\1addie _ ·_., but the rattling of carriages in the street
drowned her voice and I was left to my conjectures concerning
the last name. One bought a paper of a passing newsboy and
carelessly turned to the title page ; but the carelessness soon
changed to astonishment, and she exclaimed breathlessly," Here
is a beautiful poem signed 'I. R. W.,' the sixth one I have
noticed in a few weeks. Don't you believe it is"-but the globe
closed with a snap, and whether she believed or not I did not
hear-but I do.

I waited a longtime; the globe at last slowly and to the sound
of sweet music, showed to my delighted eyes the pleasantest
primary school-room that they ever beheld. Pictures hung on
the walls, flowers were on all the desks and plants in all the
windows. A small lady sat in a huge arm chair surrounded by
a group of little children. She looked so pretty and so much

;j

as she did in the days long gone by, that I tried to reach out my
hands to her, but the gauze mantle was as heavy as lead and I
could not move. The globe closed suddenly, and I was left in
darkness. :\fy guide turned to me with a growl. Now what
have you been doing in the five years that have elapsed since you
sang the parting hymn in "Xormal Hall?" And I meekly faltered" I am a farmer's wife and do try to faithfully perform my duties
as a citizen of the land of Steady Habits ." And l awoke, and it
was summer in the year 1875, and I sat in my room with my

lap filled with photographs, representing the class of '75,
and on the "table at my side stood a curious image, used as a

match safe.

A1Hl my eyes filh·d with tears as I asked "In the

coming years shall we know aught of each other ? Shall we

forget each other in till' cares and duties of our future life?" But
I was comforted hy the answer which came in tones as clear
and distinct as thoagh a human ,·oicc hitd uttered them.
It is t.rue odr life-paths may no more be together.
Let us pray to our Father to guide each to his home,
That at last w..: m ty mt::et whcrl! parting comes never,
In an unbrokl'n circle at our dear Father's throne.

LucY BooTH,

Class Pro]Jltet, '75 .
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THE BUILDING .

The Staie Xonnal School building is situated on
B'encfi t street, between Angell and a.terman streets.
Tbe building was constructed by the city of Providence, in 1843, for the accommocln.tion of its high
school. Upon the erection of a larger and more commodious structure for tha.t purposc1 in 1878, the city
sold the old High School building and grounds to
the State for the uses of the Normal School.
The building is a plain, but substantial edifice, built
of brick, and three stories in height. The size of the
original structure was fifty-six feet by sm·enty-six, to
which an addition has now been made in the rear,
fOrty-two feet by thirty-two. There are three entrances, one on each of the streets which bound the
lot. The entrance on Benefit street is for the tearhers
and visitors; the one on Angell street for the young
ladies; and the one on \Yaterman street fOr the young

"r

gentlemen
Entering from Benefit street 1 at the right of the
hall is a. reception room., twenty-one feet by fourteen,
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from ·which opens a room, fifteen feet by thirteen, for
the use of the Trustees and Examiners. ln the rear
of this room is the gentlemen's dressing-room, which
connects directly with the Waterman street entrance.
At the end of the entrance hall is the heating apparn.tus, which consists of five of Gold's patent steam
furnaces: with the necessary radiators and other appliances. At the left of the main entrance is the
chemical la.born.tory, thirty-bvo feet by twenty-eight,
connected with which in the rear are two liu·ge storerooms. The laboratory is provided with a teacher's
desk and pneumatic trough, and two working tables
for the use of the pupils, which will accommodate
twenty at once, and furnish every facility for individual practice. There are also many other conveniences
for laboratory work, including a special ventilated
chamber, with glass doors, for the perfOrmance of experiments involving noxious gases and odors. These
rooms are twelve feet high
The second floor js reached by n. handsome ash
stairway. This story is bisected by a hall twelve feet
wide, which connects with the stairway in the addition
leading to the main hall. On each side of this hall
arc two rooms, each twenty-eight feet by twenty-one
'!'he two on the south and the one on the north-west
are fitted up for rccitn.tion rooms. In connection with
the south-west room is n. small ante-room, which is used
as a. philosophical cabinet. The north-east I'OOm has

been converted into a dressing-room for the young
ladies, and is reached directly from the entrance on
Angell street, by a short and easy flight of stairs.
These four rooms are each thirteen feet high. Two
recitation rooms have also been secured on this floor
in the additio1\ one on the south, twenty-eight feet by
eighteen, for general purposes, and the other on t.he
north side, twenty-four feet by eighteen, for drawing.
These two rooms, owing to the eleYation of the floor
above, a.re fifteen feet high. Ample room is furnished
in the halls on this floor for the erection of cases for
collections. Already two cases of minerals and one
of birds have been put in position.
A flight of easy stairs leads to the third story, in
which is the Study Hall, occupying the whole of
this floor in the original building. It is also reached
from the ladies' dressing-room by an independent
stairway on the Angell street side. This hall is sixteen feet in the clear, and is unobstructed by pillars
or posts, the roof being supported by heavy trusses.
It is furnished ·with one hundred and twenty single
desks, made of cherry, with lids, and portable chairs.
A number of beautiful engravings and photographs
adorn the walls, among the latter being a set of pictures of the Governors of the State who hav·c been
connected with the school since its reestablishment.
At the south of the hall is a small lobby, which is
usccl for a library. On the cast of the hall is the
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platform, twenty-three feet in length, and nineteen feet
deep, but which projects into the hall only five feet,
the remainder being recessed back into the addition,
so as not to
upon the looks or availability of
south of the platform, in the new
the hall. To
part, is a smal1 reception room for the lady teachers.
Immediately in the rear of the platform is a recita.tion
room twenty-eight feet by seventeen. This is separated from the platform by sliding doors, which can be
thrown back so as to furnish sufficient space to seat
the whole school, apparently on the platform. Opening out of this recitation room, on the north-east, is
the principa1 1s office, which connects directly also with
the main stairway leading from the second to the
third floors.
Thorough ventilation has been secured by the erection of two new shafts of ample size, and carrying a
furnace pipe or cast iron throughout the entire length.
\Vater has been introduced and freely distributed
throughout the building. The walls are tinted so as
to produce a pleasing effect upon the eye, while the
wood work is finished in imitation of oak

PROCEEDINGS.

At a. meeting of the Trustees of the State Normal
School, held September 6, 1878, it was
Voted, That it is expedient to provide for suitable public
exercises on the occasion of the opening of the new school
building, and that Messrs. Leach, Cross and tockwcll be a
committee tonrrnnge therefor.

At a subsequent meeting, held October 2, 1878, in
'·iew of the f.1ct that the building could hardly he
su01ciently completed at the time of the transfer of
the school on the first of December, to permit the
holding of any public scn·ices, and for other prudential considerations, it was
Voted, That the dedicatory exercises of lh<' new building for
the .,.ormal School be deferred to the end of the prc.-:cnl term.

The Committee of .\rrangcmcnts, deeming the occasion a fitting opportunity for gathering up and pres<'nting to the people the whole history of Xormal
School work in lhe State1 invited the Rev. Augustus
\Y oodbury, of Providence, to deliver at the dedica-
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tion an historical address. Mr. Woodbury accepted
the invitation, and Thursday, the twenty-third day of
January, 1879, the day before the close of the term,
was set apart for the exercises.
On the day appointed, at 12 o'clock, M., in response
to an invitation extended by the Trustees, the General
Assembly, together with many of the former officers
and teachers of the Normal School, and many friends
of education from different sections of the State, assembled in the hall of the new building.
The exercises were opened by a song, n The .Merry
Mountaineers," from the pupils of the school, under
the direction of Mr. Benjamin W. Hood, the teacher
of music.
His Excellency Governor Van Zandt, President of
the Boarcl of Trustees and presiding officer of the
day, then spoke as follows:

Lcul?:es and Gentlenwn:
As Chairman of the Board of Trustees, I have
pleasure in welcoming you, and it affords me gratification to be able to say that to-day the State Normal
School ceases to be an experiment, and is one of the
permanent institutions of Rhode Island. This building was purchased for a reasonable price, and has
been altered and arranged in a prudent and economical manner. rrhe teachers are admirably qualified,
intellectually and morally, for their duties, and the

n.ttendancc is steadily increasing. I have no doubt
that this central location will present greater inducements and facilities for parents to send their sons and
daughters to the school
The people of the State will derive sa.tisffwlion from
a comparison of the expenses jncurred in the armngemcnt and conduct of the r onnal School, with those
connected with the erection and management of other
educational institutions.
At the conclusion of his address, the Governor introduced the lion. Samuel II Cross, of Westerly,
Chairman of the Joint Special Committee of the General Assembly, who made the following report:

REPORT

BUILDING COMMITTEE .
At a meeting of the State Board of Education, held
on the 8th day of June, 1870, a. committee was appointed to im,.cstigate and report upon the condition
of the schools supported wholly, or in part, by money
recei,Ted from the State; also, upon what should be
clone to raise the standard of education and to secure
more systematic and efficient work in these schools.
This committee reported it to be of primary impor~"'ce that the State should provide a 2\onnal or
Training School, where such persons as were desirous
of becoming teachers could obtain, without cost, a
practical education,-an education adapted to the
work of the school-room.
The Board being aware of the fate of a similar institution in the State, not many years since, could not
be sure that success would aitencl their eflOrts in this
dircction 1 at this time. Howc,·er1 on the 14th clay of
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December, 1870, after careful consideration, the Board
voted it expedient that the experiment should be
tried; and to this end, adopted a resolution, asking
the General Assembly to appropriate the sum of
510,000 for the purpose of establishing a State ~or
mal School This resolution was presented to the
General Assembly, a.t its January Session, J S71, a.nd
on the Hth day of ]\ [arch, 1871, an appropriation of
$10,000 was made. :Much time was spent in perfecting plans and securing teachers for the institution,
and m·erything that could be was done to insure it~<;
success. It was decided to locate the school in the
city of l)rO'i.-idence, and its establishment. being but an
experiment, it was thought best to lease buildings
necessary for its usc, until such time as results should
demonstrate its usefulness, and the State shonlclrecogni,;c it as being essential to its educational interests,
and provide for it a suitable and permanent home.
Rooms were leased of the Jlon. A. C. Barstow, and
on the 6th day of September, 1871, the school was
opened with appTopriate exercises, and with a. number
of candidates fOr admission far out-numbering the anticipations of its most sanguine friends. The success
which has attended the efl'orts of the Board of Trustees, ably seconded by Professor Greenough and his
efficient corps of teachers, to make this one of the
first institutions of its kind in the country, it is not
neccs.o;.;ary to detail in this report. Not many months
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aflcr its inception, the fact became apparent to the
Trustees and to its friencls generally, that the uscfulncFS and succes..;;; of the school were greatly hampered
by reason of its straitened quarters. The great benefit
deri,·ed from the institution in all parts of the State,
had made its success and necessity no longer doubtful.
It was then determined to take active measures for its
recognition as one of the permanent institutions of
the State, and to secure for it the location and con,·cniences c6extensive with its needs and advantages.

On the 28th day of January, 1875, a .Joint Special
Committee was appointed by the General Assembly
to ascertain and report at what price a suitable location for the State Normal School could be obtained.
SC\·m-al locations were considered by the committee,
among them, the PrO\'idence Hig h School estate,
possession to which it was thought could be had
upon the completion of the new city 1I igh School
building.
The commi ttee, accompanied by Prof J. C. Greenough, the principal of the school, and ~[r. A. C. )[orse,
an architect of the city of l)rO\·idence, made an inspection of the building and g rounds proposed. and
decided tha t this location was the most desirable of
any presented; that the supposed price at which it
could be purchased was the most reasonable, and that
the necessary chm1ges could be made in the premises at
or within a proper cost. 'l'he committee reported the
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results of their labor to the General Assembly, at its
January Session 1 A. D. 1875. The report was accepted, and the s..·unc committee was continuecl 1 with
power to purchase the Providence IIigh School estate,
pro\·ided it could 'be purchased and fitted fOr the uses
and purposes of the State Normal School at a cost not
to exceed $40,000. Proposals for the purchase of the
Providence High School estate were advertised for by
the city of Providence. The committee thereupon employed the architect, ~lr. :Morse, to. make plans and
estimates of the cost of the proposed requisite improvements. The plans and estimates submitted by
Mr. Morse were considered so favorable 1 that the
committee felt justified in submitting a proposition to
the city to purchase the esbtte for $30,000.
On the 1st day of July, 1878, the city transferred
the estate to the State. Thereupon the building committee requested Mr. Morse to make specifications of
the 'vork to be clone, and to obtain proposals for doing
the same.
July 6, 1878, the committee met to open the proposals received, and accepted that of Messrs. IY. C.
Davenport & Co. 1 to do the work rcquirecl 1 for the
sum of ·8,387.00.
Since then they have done other and ncces.c;ary
work1 by order of the committee, to the amount of
$898.01, making the whole amount paid Messrs.
Davenport & Co.. "9,285.01.

1..!
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Tn addition to this, payments ha\'e been made for
services of architect and for work uot specified in
the contract, to the amount of $705.78, making the
total amount of expenditures to be $39,990.79.
To ~lr. Morse, the architect., the committee arc
greatly indebted, and they tender him their personal
thanks for the great interest he has manifested in these
changes and imprm·ements, and for the invaluable
assistance he has rendered them from the commencement to the completion of the work.
The committee arc not unmindful of a. desire to
bear testimony to the faithful manner in which :Messrs.
Davenport & Co., the contractors, have performed the
work placed in their hands.
The duties of the committee will be completed
upon the deJi,·ery of these keys to you, Mr. Stockwell, the representative of the Department of Education of our State. And the committee present these
keys to you with no little pleasure, knowing as they
do, of the fidelity and ability with which you have
discharged all the trusts reposed in you by your fellow-citizens.
~[r. Cross then de]i,·ered the keys to ~Ir. Stockwell, the Commissioner Of Public Schools, who accepted them with the following address:

ADDRESS

COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

~11r.

Chairman:

It is with feelings of unusual satisfaction that I rise
to accept these keys at your hands. The setting
apart of any building · for the work of education in
any one of its manifold branches is an interesting occasion, and may well call for our sympathy and attention. But when we come to the dedication of a
Normal School the significance of the act is greatly
enhanced, and we arc warranted in ascribing to it a
chief place among the events of the hour. A Normal School is preeminently a centre of influences
which radiate in eYery direction. From its very constitution it must constantly reproduce itself, through
its graduates in their respective fields of labor. Is it
too much, then, to say that this day marks a new
epoch in the history of' common school education in

this State,-the day which beholds the permanent es-
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tablishment of the Rhode Island Slate Normal School
in this beautiful home of its own?
J can but feel it a special honor to be pennitled to
stand in this place and receive1 on behalf of the Trustees1 through your hands, this genero~s gift from the
State to the cause of popular education. I can assure
yon, sir, that the Trustees are not unmindful of the
increased responsibilities and enlarged opportunities
"1\'hich the occasion brings to them. But they accept
them with the purpose to meet the one and improve
the other, to the best of their abilities. As in the
past, it will be their aim in the future, to so conduct
the school as to enable it to lift up the schools of the
whole State to a higher plane of efficiency and value.
Jn their behalf, I thank you, sir.
the thanks of the teachers
I desire, a1so 1 to
earliest history of common
of the State. ],rom
schools in Rhode Jslancl 1 the teachers have been most
persistent in their demands for suit..'tble facililies for
obtaining a better preparation and a more complete
equipment for their work. lienee they rejoice to·day
in the dedication of this school for the teacher. They
look to it not merely to furnish those who have the
high privilege of its training and discipline with the
means of accomplishing a better work than they
otherwise might do, but to exert a reflex influence
upon the whole profession. They believe it will be
the centre of an energy which shall pervade the entire
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Statc 1 enter every school-room 1 and ultimately mould
and sway the doctrine and discipline of CYcry teacher
lienee. sir 1 they rejoice in the promise of this occasion.
But there is another class in our communities, much
more numerous than the teachers. who arc specially
interested in these exercises. l refer, sir 1 to the children, who are the pupils in our schools. 1 should
deem myself recreant to my dutY; as well as negligent
of my privilege, did I not here recognize the paramount interest which they must have in this event.
This school. in its ultima.tc analysis, means, if it
means anything, an end of empiricism in the schoolroom, an O\·erthrow of the novice and Lhe installation
of the skilled workn1an; it means the substitution of
mtional methods for irmtional, or no methods a.t all;
it means order in place of confusion, true discipline
instead of self-rule, de\·elopment instead of repression.
To all of these new conditions of school life the average pupil will respond with hearty good-will. However indisposed to persona.! el-fort1 or to the recognition of' authorily 1 he still rqjoices in the domination of
a master spirlt. and in the guidance of a skillful hand.
~ot the least of the fruits of this da/s doings will
therefore be fOund in the lives of tho~e who shall be
trained up. to paths of usefulness. whose characters
shall become sym.metrical and perfect. through the instruction a.ncl example of the graduates of this school
And lastly 1 sir 1 I feel that T mu!:it express what I

'
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know to be t he ~cnt im e n t of eYer.'' friend of educ~t·
tion in the Statc,-that of deep g ratitude that our
publi<.: :-:thool system i~ now complete, and its future
progress and de,·elopment a&3ured in these a mple pro,·i:sions lOr its support and nourishmcut. ],'or the perfection of these mTangements. for the wise counsels
whcreb,v ~o muth has been secu red with the means
provided, g reat credit is clue to you, sir, and to the
ge ntlemen ll)::sociatcd with you by orde r of the C:en·
era! ~\.sscmbly. To each one arc special th<mks due
for the fidelity with which the trust has been di:s·
charged.
1t now becomes my privilege to tmnster these keys,
and with them the care and custody of this building)
to you, )[r. Principal. But least im.portant of all is
the care of the property, valuable as it is. Hig her
interests of a transcendent character arc invoh·cd in
thi~ charge.
'l'hcsc keys carry with them the control
and mastership of the school which shall occupy these
spacious and well-appointeclrooms; they stand for the
firm and wise gu idance which shall be needed, fOr the
applicn.tion of sound principles and correct n1cthods
in :til of the 'work to be done here, for the culture of
11 true manhood a nd womanhood; in brief, for the full
and complete equ ipment in knowledge, power and
cha racter of the future tcnchers of our ~t.tte. 1t i~
bccnusc we ha,·c had in Ihe pnst the highest proofS of
your abili ty and success in doing this thing, that L
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now take the deepest ~at i sfact i on in asking you to
accept the~e en larged facilities for you r work.

[t is

also meet that it ~h o uld be said h<.'re to-da~·~ that this
~chool 1

in its present ,·igorous tonclition 1 with the

promi~c

of a still greater activity 1 is due in no small

measure to your own earnest and faithful labors.
Bu t while we recognize the ntlue of all that has
been accomplished in the past, we cHn but feel that it
has been done in spite of1 rather than in consequence
of: the cond itions in which the r-:chool has been placed
\\" e believe that the sa me ellOrt~, under more favorable conditions, would ha,·c secu red better result:o'.
Hen ce it is1 that we now commit t his building, with
all of itf-i apparatus, into you r h:mdr-:, in the confid ent
expectat ion that you will be able to both enlarge
the scope of yo ur work and increase its efli ciency.

)fay you be long spared to preside O\"er the dC'sti·
nics of the Rh ode Island Rtatc C\ormal Rchool!
)lr.

tockwell then transferred the keys to )h·.

nreenough, the Princip;ll of the school, ,,·ho rcspondrd
as fOllows:
In accepti ng these keys from you ns Commissioner
of Pu blic • chools and Secretary of the Boa rd of Trustees1 l undertake a servi<:e fOr the , tate.

Xo one can

perform this service ns pC'rfectly as its importance demands; but aided by my associates1 under yo ur direction, gcntl C'men of the B oard of 'J'rustces, with your
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co6pcra.tion, fCllow·citir.ens of Rhode Island, and rely·
ing upon llim without whom human strength is but
weakness, I will strive according to my a..bility to so
discharge the duties imposed, that this school shall
appropriately snbserYC the highest interests of the

State
The following selections from the Holy Scriptures
were then read by the Hev. Thomas T1aurie, D. D., of"
l)roYiclence, who followed them with the Vrayer of
Dedication.
'·Wisdom c1·ioth without: she uttcrcth her voice in the
::.h·ccts; she cricth in the chief place of concourse, in the
openings of the gates; in the city she uttcreth her words.
1
' flappy is the m;m that findeth wisdom, and the nwn that
getteth understanding. For the merehnndise of it is better
than the merchandise of siher. ;mel the gain thereof than fine
gold. She is mo1·e precious than rubies: :mel all the things
thou canst desire arc not to be compared unto her. Length
of <l<lys is in her right hand; and in her left hand riches and
and all her paths
of
honor.
her: and happy is every one that relnineth her. The Lord by
wisdom haLh founded the earth; b~· understanding hath est:lblished the hea\"ens. By His knowledge the depths arc broken
up, and the clouds drop down the dew.
1
' J[y son, if thou incline thine car unto wisdom, and apply

shalt thou understand the fear of the Lord, :lnd find t.heknowl-
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edge of God. For the Lord gi\'eth wisdom: out of his mouth
cometh knowledge and understnnding.
1
Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and
'
wirh all thy getting get understanding.
<~ Wh ether there be prophecies, they siHlll fail; whC'thet
tongues. they siH'tll cease : whether knowledge, it shall ,·anish
awlly. For we know in plll't, and we prophesy in part. J[ ftll)'
lll<lll think that he knoweth anything, he knoweth nothing yet
liS he ough t to know . But when tha t which is perfect is come,
then that which is in part shall be done awa.v. Por now we
SCC thl'OUgh a gl!lSS, dnrk l,\' j but then . face lo face : now f
know in part; but then shall I know e\'en as also I am known.
"Thus saith the Lord, J--et not the wise glory in his wisdom.
neither let the mi ghty glOl')' in his might; let not. Llu.J rich
glor.'' in his riches: but let him that glorieth, glor.r in this.
thnt he nndcrstandcth and knoweth me, that r am the Lot·d
which exorcise

only trne God, <llld .Jesus Clu·ist, whom thou h<lS sent: in
whom :lrC hid nll treasures of wisdom nnd knowledge...

'J'hc school then sang the hymn. 1 ' Uod 1 the nil
:.\{erci ful. ll
The R.ev. Augustus \r oodbury 1 of Prov idence~ was
t hen introdncecl 1 and deJi,·ercd the dcdiclltory adclrcs.o::..
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The occasion which has called us together is ottC of
g reat interest to c\·cry citizen of our State. It is the
fir~t time in the history o f o ur Xormal School that it
can welcome its friends to a house which it can call its
own. I t seems, therefore, c~pcc i all y fitting that, while
co ngratu lating th e school upon its present good fOr·
tunc and its happy auspices to-day, we should rcdcw
its pa~t career, and read the lessons which its story
has to suggest. l t is a sto ry of struggle, hard and
someti mes doubtful. But we are g lad to fCc! that
faithful and persistent strivin g has at last won its
Xormal Schools in this country nrc of a very recent
orig in. lj'or a. considerable period they haYC found a
place in the European systems of public instruetion.
and their e ffi ciency has been amply prm·cd.

Th ey

date back in Germany to the time of Lu ther and the
Prote~tant

Bcf()rmati on.

I nd <'ed 1 if it be acccptcd 1
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that the schools which hear thi!-i name arc lOr the espe('ial purpose of tmining their pupil!-i in the best
methods of teaching, they belong to a very early d<l)'
in the history of the Christian church.

I t has long

been considered essential, thnt he who would teach
other~ must

lil•cly.

be taught how to do his work most eflCc-

El·en the word or the Lord could best find

its utterance from the lips of those who had been instructed in 11 the schools of the prophets.. , The old

world saw and supplied the need.

The new world,

dest ined to be "time's noblest of1Spring 1 " Cllllllot ccrlolinly be indifferent to the opportunities and dutim;
which ti111C has brought.
\Yithin the last century the cause of public education in the United States has been set forward by a
strong and vigorous impulse. In New J·~ngland, and
especially in :Massachusetts, 1.1r. Horace )fann was
prei..'minent in the work.

He1 more than any one else,

was, doubtless, instrumental in educating the public sentiment to the point of feeling the need of a
~pecial

training fOr the teachers of the common schools.
I I is zeal, his self-devotion 1 his ability in 11flilirs, his moral
tlS Secretary of the Board of Education, he had the satisfaction of establishing in )[assllchusetts-partly by private
enterprise, partly by :O:.tate 1tid-normal instruction, or
the inslru<:tion of tenchers. as a part of the school
enthusiasm, were all engaged in the work, and

system of that Stale.

:!4
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On the 2d of July, 1839, "Ir. ;\[ann wrote in his
diary· "To-morrow we go to Lexington to launch
the first Xormal School on this side of the Atlantic.
I cannot indulge in an expression of the train of
thought, ""hich the contem.plation of this event awakens in my mind. Much must come of it, either of
good or of ill. I am sanguine in my fn.ith tha.t it will
be the former. But the good will not come of itself:
That is the reward of effor~ of toil, of wisdom.,,
'J'he next day he records: "Only three persons presented themseh·es for examination. In point of numbers this is not a. promising commencement. \\'hat
remains but more exertion, more and more, until it
must succeed ?n But the school was established-that
was the main thing. )Ir. Cyrus Pierce, a. name honored and revered, was appointed Principal. A second
school was started in Barre. September 5th of' the same
year. For the first five years, the enterprise was barely sustained. In 1844 it seemed to be at the point of
utter failure. But Mr . .Mann persevered, and by clint
of great eflOrt with his friends, and great sacrifice on
his own part-at one time selling his own library----;-hc
saved the institution. lie bought a building in \rest
Xell' ton, which he fitted up for a State Xonnal School.
This became a success. ln 1850, two other schools
were established, and thenceforward, "Xonnal Schools
were firmly fixed in the policy of the St<tte and in
the affections of the people of 1Ins.<achusett•.
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Tn the State of Rhode Island, Henry Barnard became a, worthy coadjutor of Horace :Jfnnn fOr the promotion of the same great cause of public education.
Doubtless the system of free comnwn school instruction ha.d excited as deep an intcresl nmong many of
the people of our State ns a.mong other communities
in New Enghtnd. But it did not take, until within
the present century, t.hal practica.l form in our legislation~ which would make it an effective agent for the
public good. rn the Constitution adopted in 1842,
provision was made lOr the est1tblishment of <t school
fund, and it was made the duty of the General Assembly "to promote public schools a.nd to adopt all means
which they may deem necessary and proper to secure
to the people the aclvanta.gcs and opportunities of
ecluca.tion. 11 Previous to this time the different towns
had
some attention to the subject. Public
citizens formed associa. tions1 which were incorl:'ora.tccl by the Genera.! Assembly 1 and maintained
schools by the taxation of the different members. Tn
this \\'ftY 1 the TJegislaturc, by virtue of the authority
gi,ren in that clause of the charter, which empowered
the General Assembly to do what was u meet for the
good and welfitre" of the Colony, l1<td, to n limited
extent, favored the cause of public education. At
t.he February Session of 1800> an ncl was passed I. to
esta.blish j1'ree Schools." But in 1802 it was suspenclecl1 and in 1803 it \\'<l~ repealed, and the mat,tcr
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was again left to private enterprise and liberality, or
to the action of the different towns. .At the January
Session of 1828, however, the General Assembly
11
definitely passed an act 11 to estnblish Public Rchools.
Prm·ision was made for the appointment of School
Committees and the formation of a. school fund. Jn
the acts gmnting the privilege of lotteries a.t this
tinw, a. section was always introduced providing for
the payment of a. certain smu into this fund. But the
year 1842 must be marked as the time when a. system
of public school instruction became embodied in ou1·
fundamental law. Not then, indeed: did the schools
become absolutely free. Even down to a. very recent
elate there existed a provision in the General Statutes
by which a. school district could impose a tt rate of
tuition, to be paid by the persons attending school,
or by their parents, employers or guardians_,, It is
true that the ra.te was small, but it was still a. charge.
and in many cases might hcwe proved a burden.
The removal of this special tax in the January Session
of 1868, accomplished the result of giving to Rhode
Island free common schools.
The General Assembly, in pro,·icling for the enforcement of the Constitution of 18-!2 1 authorized the
appointment of a School Agent. But this office was
merged in that of Commissioner of l)ublic Sehools,
which was established in 1845. )fr. Bamard was appointed the first Agent, and subsequently the first Com-
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missioner. Jmmediately upon assuming the duties of
the positiOI\·hc engaged in a fo;eries of labors which
fully occupied his time and demanded. the utnwst of
his strength. He ''isited c,·cry portion of the State,
. clcli,·crecl lectures, organixccl teachers' institutes and
as.-;ociations, began what he calls an ''itinerating Normal School agency," and cndca,·ored in every possible
wny to arouse the people to a sense of th~ neces.o;ity
of raising the standard, both of the schools and their
teache rs. During the period of )Jr. Barnard"s occnpancy of the office, more than ele,·en hundred meetings were held exprc.~ly to discus.o; topics connected
with the public schools, at which more than fifteen
hundred addresses W<'re cleJi,·erecl
11:xperienced
teachers were sent on mi ions of education throughout the schools of the State. )fore than sixteen
thousand pamphlets, relating to the subject, were distr ibu ted among the people, and the columns of the
public journals were employed to call public attention
to the matter. Even the popular almnna.cs were enlisted in the cause, and in one year not one of this
class of public manuals was sold in Rhode Isla nd,
without havi ng at least sixteen pages of educational
rending attached. The indcfittiga.blc Commis..-.;ioner
left no labor unperformed, whicll could in any way conduce to the promotion of the object to which he had
dcYotecl himself. Especially was he interested in the
establishment of "a thoro ug hly organ ixccl Normal
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Hchool, or an institution for the special trnining of
teacher:-.,. Convinced of its great nced 1 he says:
·'I have everywhere so set forth t he nature, necessity
nnd probable results of such an institution, as to prepare the public mind for ::;ome legislative <tction toward
the establishment of one such school.,,
~h. Banutrc1 1s plan contemplated t.he establishment
of two Normal Schools-one in the city of Proviclenc·e, and the other at some coJwcnient point in the
country. The school in Pro,·idcncc was to haxe a
connection ·'under the auspices of the Rchool Committee,, with the municipal school system, ttanclnlso
with Brown l fniversit.y, under a disti11cL professorship,
with access to libraries, apparatus ancl cour:ieS of leelures." 1l'hc school in the country was to be a training ~chool, nl.odcllcd in some of it.c; fc<tturcs after the
then f~l.mous school in Kruitzlingcn, in Switzerland.
rt was to be pnrtially industrial, and the pupils were
to cam a portion of their living by their htbor. The
course of instruction in both schools was to include
the teaching of those principles of' science which were
most closely applicable to the occupations of our people. l.Ir. Barnard was sn.nguinc of the succes..:; of this
plnn 1 bclic,·ing that the f.'lcilities fOr carrying it into
execution were greater in Tthode Island than clse·whcre. "Her territory is small; her wealth is abundant; her population is concentrated; and the occupations of her people are diverse. Commerce will
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giv·e expansion; manufactures and mechanical art~
will give activity. power, im·eution and sk-ill; and
agriculture, prudence and conservatism." The conditions seemed fa.,·orable.
But this plan prm·ed to be more comprehensive
than many thought practicable. The Geneml Assembly seemed willing thai the experiment should be
t.ried, at least in parl. At the .June Session of 1844,
a bill, consolidating the cliflCrcnt acts relating to pu hlic education. was passed by the House of RepresentatiYes, in which it wa:o:i made a part of the duty of
the School Commissioner to 11 establish one thoroughly
organized .Kormal School in the State.,, .Mr. Barnard
made an address before the T.egislature upon the sub.iect. and the bill and his remarks were printed ror
circulation among the people. At the J nne Session
of lS45, the bill again came before the General Assembly, and, after reYision, wns passed by a large
majority. The section containing the authority for
the establishment of the Normal School was retained
intact. But a f:ttal omission was made. No appropriation was made for carrying the proYislon into
effect. Mr. Barnard, of course, could do nothing
without money, and, as voluntary subscriptions and
gifts were not forthcoming, the project rell still-born
Resolutions were passed by meetings of teachersnotably by the Rhode Jsland Institute of Instruction
in ;Janunry, l 850-and reports were made by the local
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School Committees, commending the institution. But
resolutions and reports are a. somewhat unsubstantial
foundation for a structure of this kind. The State
took no further action. The Normal School was yet
only a promise-perhaps hardly that.
Brown University now began to move in the matter. The reOrgani~ation of tha.t institution in 1850,
according to Dr. \Yay land's plan of affording a more
practical education than a curriculum mostly classical
could give, em.braced a professorship of didactics.
The duties of this oflice included a course of normal
instruction, of which it was hoped many young men
and women intending to become teachers, or already
in the profession, would be glad to a.vnil themselves.
lt was also proposed that other Professors in the C"ni''ersity should take part in this instruction by means
of lectures upon various subjects connected with the
schools and the methods of communicating knowledge.
~fr. San1uel R. Greene, then Superintendent of Schools
in Providence, was appointed to the professorship.
An arrangement was made with the city authorities
by which he was enabled to hold both positions, and
in the winter of 1851-52, the first normal classes were
taught in the hall of the Providence High School
house.

Jt is a curious and noteworthy htet, that the Normal
School should virtually have bad its beginning in the
,·ery place in which we have now met, and to which,
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after an absence of twenty-seven years, it has now returned for its permanent home. About eighty persons, mostly young women, are said to ha.ve attended
the first winter's instruction. So successful was the
experiment as to attract the a.ttention of the community to a rcmarknble degree. The School Committee
of the city corcliaiiy npproved it, and the contributions of rich and hberal citiz.ens furnished the means of
enlarging its scope. Professor Greene was able to rent
and fit up suitable rooms in the building then owned
by the Second Universalist Society. on the corner of
Broad and Eddy streets, for the accommodation of his
classes. .Messrs. Dana P. Colburn, from the Normal
School at Bridgew11ter, 1\fass., Arthur Sumner, from
lhe Normal School at Lancaster, :Jfas.-3., and 'Yilliam
Russell, were engaged as assistant instructors, and, on
the 24th of October, 1852, the school was opened.
The term continued until A.pril18, 1853. Eighty-fh·c
cliflCrent pupils, with an a.veragc attendance of sc,·cnty-fkc, received instruction. The results were very
gratifYing to the friends of tho enterprise, and in the
autumn of 1853, Professor Greene began his third
term of instruction. .Messrs. Colburn nnd Sumner
again became his :lssistants, and to these was added
ProfCssor Arnold Henry Guyot, who deli,·crcd a course
of lectures on physical geogra.phy. This term began
NoYember, 1853, and ended April, 1854-. Meantime
f'.Uch had been !,he interest in the moYcment. ns to in-
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duce the City Council of Providence, under the advice
of the School Committee, to pass a resolution, :March
31, 1854, providing fOr the est.'lblishmcnt of a Xormal
School for the city, as a part of the municipal system
of public instruction. Professor Greene, now fully
occupied at the l"niversity, retired f'rom the immediate
superintendence of the school, glad to fbel that he had
been instrumental in beginning a work of permanent
benefit to the community and the schools. Mr. Colbum was appointed Principal, and the term was advertised to begin on the 29th of )fay.
Stimulated by the success which had attended the
::-<ormal School in the city, the General Assembly became aroused at last to the necessity of providing fOr
the institution. :Jir. Barnard, on account of impaired
health, was obliged to resign his ofllce of Commissioner in 1849. The thanks of the General Assembly
were voted to him. A testimonial was presented by
the teachers of tile State, and his portrait was painted
and given to the lthodc Island Historical Society.
Ilis labors in the cause of public education arc .-ery
gratefully remembered at the present day, and his
successors in office ha.,·e in many ways expressed their
high appreciation of his faithful sen· icc.
upon the retirement of )Jr. Barnard, the office of
Commissioner was filled by the appointment of Mr.
J•:Jisha H. l?otler, of South l..::ingstowu. It certainly
was a. fOrtunate selection. 'Yith an earnest. and cor·
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dial interest in public education, )[r. Potter joined
<\. f'ine culture and excellent attai nme n t~ .
] lis legnl
knowledge. his extensi,·e acquaintance with leadi ng
cit b:cns thronghout the State, hi!-3 wide mngc of reading, were ;til brought into requ isition. and the comm on
:-;chool sy~tc m of our :-)tale is largely iudehtcd to his
judiciou~ administmtion and his well-clirccted labor:-.
He wa~ c~pecially active in the work of proYiding- H
better education for teacher~. l [c ('had hoped,"' he
~l"t.ys, in a letter addressed to Uon:o rn or " 'i lliam "~
l loppin, )[ay :1. l 85J .. " thM the :\ormnl school nlrcad_,, started in PrO\·idPncc mig ht succeed ns a ))l'intle
undertaking "-the sum ne<'ded to make up any d<.:ficicncy in its support to be ·· :mpplied by prinde or
lcgislati,-e aid.'' The General .:\sscmbly. at it::: .J;IH·
uary sc~..:.ion, 18;)-!. had alrend_,, made an app ropriation of' one thou:-:and dollars for this pttrposc, bnt it
was "fOund impracticable to contin~u· the school in
this way." l[e npprehcnded \.that seriou~ diflicultic~
would arise,. from a '· partucr::;hip" of city nnd State
in supporting such an institution. 1[e thcreliwe rccom·
mendecl th;\t the C: C'ncral Assembly ~h ould appropriate
a su ffi cient su 1n of money fOr the school, that it might
be ''entirely free of expense fin· tuition, so thnt th<.'
poorest might recei,·c its adnllltagc:-:.. ,
.\Jr. Polter·s rccomn1cndation was fil\·ombly rccci,·c<l The General .:\.s...;embly, a.t the .:\fa_v :-;cs.~ion
of 1H.) 4, pa..-:....;ed an <ld (':.;hlhlishing a ··:-;tate Xorn111l
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School.ll and appropri~tted three thou:;and dollars fOr its
support. The hall in the building, before occupied by
Professor Greene's school. with some additional room
and accommodation:;, was hired at an annual rent of
seven hundred and fifty dollars. On the 29th of 1Iay,
the school was opened, as had be10re been announced
;\[r. Colburn was appointed principal and Mr. Sumner
assistant. 'I' he pupils were requested to sign a. pledge,
that it was their intention to fit themselves for teachers in the public schools of the State. Three young
men and twenty-four young women passed the pre. liminary examination and were admitted to the school.
The opening exercises consisted of prayer by H.ev.
'l'heodore D. Cook, of Providence 1 introductory remarks by Govemor Hoppin. and a.n address by Commissioner Potter. The address closed with the expression
of the confidence which its author had, that his hearers
and himself would "hereafter look back to the occasion as constituting an er<t in our educational hisLory." Addresses were also made by Professor GrecHc
and R.cv. Edwin :M. Stone. During the first year
eighty-eight dill'crent students-seven young men and
eighty-one young women 1 with au a.verage attendance
of sixty-six and four-ninths-belonged to the school.
Qf these, SCYenty-six found OCCupation as teachers
very soon after their graduation. A few o[ the first
members of the school continue, rtfler a quarter
century's service, to hold the position and success-
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fully to perform the duties of teachers in our public
;;:chools.
The State Normal School seemed now to be an accomplished fact. The first written report of )[r. Col·
burn to the Commissioner, elated December 31, LSn6,
gives a Yery creditable exhibit of the work and progre~s of t.hc school to that time, and speaks with encouragement of its future prospects. The te1whers
appear to he enthusiastic, and the pupils f;tithful and
studious. A library of 1200 YO!umes was accumulated, and ~l beginning made in the collection of an
a.ppa.ratus. The list which is given of the latter, it
is tmc, is somewhat meagre-n two mm·able blackhoards, a good piano, one six-inch and two tweh·einch globes, a Yaluablc collection of outline maps and
charts, and a set of anatomical plates .. , Hut, as Mr
Greenough remarked, at. an educational conYention.
held in 1872, ''costly buildings, beautiful furniture,
convenient appamtus., good text-books may aid, but
our teachers make onr schools.,. Teachers cerhtinly
made the Normal School in the first ye11r of its existence; for the supply of everything else was very
deficient.. The chief and promising fact was that a.
beginning ha.d been made.
A notable e,·cnt of this period was the holding of a
special ses.sion of the school, beginning April 7, 1856.
and continuing for three weeks. "It was attended,''
!'ays ) fr. Colbnm, "by nearly one hundred and fifly
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teachers,·::- nnd is believed to h;l\·e been in a high degree successful.'' or the gentlemen who gave in:-:truetion and lectures. I find the names of He,-. Hobcrt .\llyn. who succeeded ~Ir. Potter as ('ommis..;;ioner
in 185J.. )fr. B;wnarcl ReY. Dr. B<trna:'i ~cars, then
President of' Brown l'ni,·ersity, J>rofC~"ors Alexis Caswell, ]~obinson P. Dunn, James B. Angell, George I.
Chace. \rilli<lm Uammcll an(l _\lbcrt Harkness, Hev.
Dr. F.dwnrd B. TTnll, He\". George '1'. Da.~·. ll e,·. E. )1.
Stone, He,-. 'J'hos. 11. \'ail. Rev ..John Boyden, He,·
Dr. S. A. C'rane, I{ C\". T. D. C'ook. lfon. \Y elcome B
~ayle:-:. (: en . .Joseph S. Pi tman <lnd _.\fr. Led \\'. Ru ssell. The last mentioned gent leman g-a,·e a. ' 1 n1hwblc
course of lessons in readin~r a11Cl clo(.;ution ''- which
\\-a~ thought deserving- of special mention
.\lr. ~umner rcl"igned his position in .Jul:·- 185-5. on
accouut of' ill-health, and .\[i:o:s 1Lannah \\'. Cooclwin:
.\!iss Emma '1'. Brown and ~li~.;; Annie I•'. Sa.uncler:-,
who had hccn "assistant pupils,'' were a.ppointcd
<l&<>istant teachers. Misses Brown and Sa.unders very
acceptably perfOrmed the duties of their oflice unl.il
their resignation, .July 10, 185 i. Professor Urcenc,
<lt. the beginning of the second term, :-;eptember 1l,
1854, took charge of the department of English
Grammar and ihc .\nalysi:o: of the English Lan guage.
and held the position until Jnly 10, 18tH, when he
•'l'ho who!t• nnml"'r WM one hmodr<-d Qtul forty·~ix-t hirt~u yomog mo:n
tired ~nd lhirty-thrtl.' yo•u•g women.
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Yocal mu:-.it: wa::. la.nght by .\ lr. ('harlcs .\ 1
('lnrk, f't·om :-;cptcmhcr II. 1854. to .Tnly lS, IH55,
when the depa.rtment passed into t.he charge of .\lt·.
Roben R. l•'ielclcn 1 who held it till his resignation .
.July 10, 1857. ~lr. ('olburn states his obligations to
ProfCs.,:;or Krusi, of Lanc;1Sier, )fnssachnsett"", nne\ to
Profes.sors Dunn and .\ngcll, of the l "ni,·ersit.y, fOr
V<llua.blc assi~tance. l~rofes.sor Dunn gn,·c a. coun;;e of
ten lectures on English litemture during the spring of
1856, and Commis:;:;.ioncr A ll.n1 deli,·crcd a course of
twenty lectures on intellectual philosophy, during the
'/'he school had t.hus, at the
winter of' l85.)- .)(i.
start, enlisted the sympathy ;tnd aid of the leading
educators in our community. }fr. Colburn was sanguine that it.s future was assured
.\t the .January :--:.ession of the Genc~·~tl .\ssembly
in 1857, there were cerl<tin tokens of a coming change.
II was thought by some, that larger pecuniary aid
should be giYen by the towns, and that Lhc State
Treasury should he rclie\·ed in part of' the expense
rcsigucd

of maintaining the school. A moYemcnt was mnde1
cspccinlly in Bristol. which looked to the rcmo,·nl of
.\ proposition wns <llso
the school to that plncc.
made to transfer the school to \\' oonsocket. ] I was
still hoped that it might be retained in ProYidencc, as
· really I he only place II' here the school would be likely
to Aourish. But the city authorities were unwilling
'l'hc
to mnke any appropriation for its support.
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school had outgrown its accommodations.

ft had
increased to ninety-seven members, with an axeragc
attendance of seventy-nine; yet only sixty-four could
find seats in the rooms. )[r. Colburn earnestly pleaded
fOr the erection of 11 suitable building, but the General
Assembly turnerl a deaf ear to hi s appeals. A house
of sullicient si~e and convenient arrangement con ld
not be rented in Pro,·idence without increased expense. and there was no hope of obtaining from the
Legislature a larger appropriation. )forco,·er, there
were then, as there always arc, persons who imagine
that change i~ synonymous with imprm·ement. At

any rate, it was fOund that the school would soon be
obl iged to renuwe from Providence. The town of
Bri:stol, with its beautiful situation, its well tempered
climate and i!s delightful society, seemed Ycry attracti,·e, and the General Assembly, after long di~cnssion,
decided that it was the proper place .
..\ t n tow n meeting held April l , '1857, a committee
consisting of l.l essrs. Byron Dimnn, Nathaniel Bullock.
William IT. S. Bayley, J ohn :\orris nne\ Samuel \\".
Church~ was appointed to procure ~uitabl e room~
At a subsequent meeting. the committee reported that
they had bought a lot of land. had secured the old

Congregational :\[ccting H ouse, then standing in the
mitldle of one of' the principal street~, and had arnwged f-Or its rcmovnl to the new ~itc. '!'heir nction
w:\~ confirmed. a nd the sum of '4,564. 15 was paid hy
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the town for the land. the I'CillOYal of the building,
the necessary repairs, furniture and other needful expenditures. .An annual appropriation was also made
fOr the cnre of the building, fuel and the like. The
citizens were generously disposed nncl were evidentl:·
glad to ha.ve the school Hmong them. ~\t the )fay
:-)ession of JB57, Lhe Gcnen1l Af-:.sembl_v passed the
resolution: by nuthoriLy of which the l'emOY<ll was
made .
.:-\ farewell reunion of Lhc pupils, graduates an(1
friends of' the Institution was held in the rooms which
the school had occupied in Proviclence1 on the JOth of
.Tnly. lt \Vl\S attended by o,·er two hundred of the
former m.embcrs of Lhe school and a large number of
invited guests. Public exerci!:les were held in the
audience room or the Reconcl rni\'CI"S<tlist Churc:hl
kindly ollered by the society lor the pnrpose. Orig·
ina] hymns by )liss Seraphine A. Gardner and )!Jiss
)lnry )1. Shclle,v 1 were sung. Prayer was olfCrecl by
He,·. J\ lr. Cook and addresses were dcli,·ered by President Rcars1 ProfCs.'30I' Greene and Commissioner .\llyn .
. \f'ter the exercises in the church 1 a collation was
scn'ccl Songs by .Miss Harah C. Paclelforcl a.nd .\liss
Candace G. \·rilcox were sung, and a poem was read
by )I iss PaclelfOrd. President Sears, Professors Greene
and j .. ngell 1 Ex-C:o,'ernor Uoppin 1 ~[ayor \Villiam .JL
Rodman, H.ev . .l\lr. Cook and Mr. Colburn made brief
and happy spceches1 expres.<sing their regret fOr the
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r·cmontl of the school from Providence. and their
hopes for its continued succe&5
.Mr. Colburn began the ele,·enth term at Bristol.
with Mr. Daniel (:oodwin 1 a graduate of Hrown L:niversity of the class of 1857, and ) Ji"'l Hannah \\"
(:oodwin 1 as his assistants. The school held its :;cssions in the old Methodist Church, from September
l.Sth to the 2lst 1 when it removed to the ('ourt Ilouse1
where it remained till October 23d. when it took possession of the building furnished hy the town. rt was
thought fitting that the occaSion should be obscned
by public excrci~es of dedication. Prayers were of~
fered by Rev. ~lr. Reed and Rev. o·r. Thoma~ Bhcp<l-rd1 of Bristol 1 and addresses were ma.de by Governor
Rlisha Dyer1 Ex-Governor Byron Diman, Commissioner John Kingsbury: who succeeded )lr. ~\llyn in 1857 1
~rr. Colburn, Lieutenant-Governor Thonuts G. Turner,
of \Yarreu, ReY . .J. Lewis Diman 1 of Fall l{.h·ei\ Rev.
Jfessrs. A. JlcKeown, Reed and ""illiam Lawless1 of
Bristol) and Eaton ·J laxcy 1 of \~'arren. The school
opened with seven young men anU thirty young
women. The people of Bristol did all in their power
to make the school succes..:;ful 1 and H.e,· .. Dr. H,hepard
was especially acli,·e and cordial in the expression of
his interest. lie made frequent visits to the school 1
and on one oecasion delivered a. very valuable address
upon the litemture of the Bible. The lown itself wM>
certainly attractiYc; but it was compamth·ely incon-
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,-cnient of ;tccessl and there was lacking the stimulus
which
com muni ty alwn.ys imparts.
year of the remu,·al W<'lS rendered inexThe
pressibly sad by the sudden cle.tth or Mr. Colburn,
December H\ 1859. The pa.inful slory of the accident by which hi5 morb1l life was ended lws beeu
often told. H e was thro"·n from his carriage, dragged upon the frozen ground and killed) almost at the
very moment when he W<lS preparing fOr <tn increased
joy in lifO. His clea.th ca.usel~ an universal expression
of sorrow and s.)' mpathy: not. only in our community)
but among the teachers nnd friends of public education throughout Kew Englnncl. llc was widely known
and wherever known was both esteemed nncl beloved
Full of enthusiasm in his protession 1 he ha.cl won :t.n
enviable reputation in New Jlampshi rel :Jlassa.ch1tsetts
and Rhode Island. Particuhtrly in the direction of
Teachers) Institutes he ·was fi1vombly known in New
England <tnd in several of' the Middle and \\"estern
States. But 1 s<tys his biogra.phe1·, \( There can be no
doubt tha.t the great work of Mr. Colburn's lifO was
his instruction in Xorma.l Schools. For ten yeard he
co nsecrated to th is ,-oc;t.tion his ripest powers of mind
a.nd heart, and by his success in it the value of his
brief
must be estimated. The N"ormctl t)cbool ""\\';)S
his workshop 1 whence emctnatecl his most positive influence on the surround ing world, and where his loss
will be longest f'elt.', \Vi th in a. week of eompleting

we
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his 36th year1 he was taken suddenly nway from
cnrthly scencs1 yet he had lived long enough to secure for himself n ''cry large measure of public confidence and print,tc friendship. l)osscssing the mathematical genius which seems to belong to the Colburn
family by right of birth 1 he prepared and published
several manuals of arithmetic1 which 1 c,·en in these
days of t he multiplicity of tcxt-books1 have an exceptional character and value.
After the death of ~Ir. Colburn, the appointment
of Principal was gi,·en to ~II-. Daniel Goodwin. who
had been :Mr. Colburn 1s assist.:1nt until Xovember1 1859.
Mr. Goodwin, however1 had already begun his theological studies1 and he could only accept the appointment for n short time. lie finished the tcrm 1 remaining until l!"ebntary 1 1860, when his connection with

t.hc school was ended. His sister, ,\liss Goodwin 1 was
appointed temporari ly to the placc1 with Miss l~leanor
H. Luther as her a."sistant. lticanwhile, the General
~\_ssem bly at its .January Session in J 8H0 1 cst.<lblished
a. Boa.rcl of Trustees or the ~ormal School 1 to whom
its administration was entrusted. This Board consis-

ted of Governor Thomas G. 'rurner1 e.r·f~{ficio 1 )lessrs.
John Boyclen 1 \Yilliam Goddard, Thon1<1S Shepard.
flamucl G. Arnold, .John .J. Reynolds, and School
Con1missioner .J oshua B. Chapin 1 who had been appointed in L859, e:c-o_(Jicio. Subscqucntly 1 Governors
\Yilliam Sprague 1 William. C. Cozzens and James Y.
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Smit.h, ~fessrs. Charles H. Denison, A. IT Dumont,
Charles T. Brooks, Benjamin H. Hhodes, John P

II ubbard 1 and Commis.o;;ioner Henry Rousmaniere1
wrre members of the Board. Their first annual report was submitted at the .January Scssion 1 1 6L
At this time it is stated that the library of the school

contained 1913 volumes, mostly text.-books.

'l' here

was also a good supply or maps1 charts and apparatus
for illnstra.t.ing the principles or chemistry} g-alvnnism

nnd electro-mag-netism
On the lith of M<t}', 1860, ,\fr. Joshwt l(cndall, of

Me<lchille 1 Pa. 1 was elected Principal of the school,
nncl he soon afterwards ns.r.;umed its direction.

ill iss

Goodwin held the position of assistant till the summer
of 1863 1 when she retired 1 carrying with her the warm
esteem of all who had come under the influence of her
teaching and the high appreciation of the Trustees for
her ' 1 eminent qualifications as a normal instructor,.
Mi~s Luther wns promoted to her plncc, and ?\!iss Ell<'n
:J. LcGro was appointed second assistant.. During the
two yenrs immediately following :Mr. Colburn's den.th 1
the school had succeeded in holding its own, but had
made no incre<lSC. Xotwithstanding the faithful exertions of the teachers and the excellence of the instruction, the number of pupils beg~n to lessen. The
place was not commodious to the people of the State.
The removal of the school was a, blow from which it
wa:;; (Onnd difficult to recover. During the 24th term)
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in the spring and summer of 186 1, there were but
twenty students in attendance, of whom, howeYer,
thirteen were young men. Cpon ~\[r. Kendall's accession, the school numbered nineteen-fh·e young
men and fourteen young \\·omen.
The new Pril.lCipal came to the school with a high

l'Cpntation, and all t.hat he did while he held the office
was fully in nccord with it. Bnt he came a.t an inopportune time. ft was just before the breaking out of
the great ciYil war, which was a disturbing influence

through all parts of our national life. Tt was a time
of national porplexity and trouble, such as we may
all pra.y may never \·isit us again. The interests of
Yct in the school year
education sufTCrcd deeply
LSG2-63 the average number of students was fortyone. but immedia.tcly afterwards the numbers dropped
rapidly.

)[r.

Kendall held on nu1nfully thl'ongh the

waning fortunes of the school, lahoring earncstl_v and
fitithfully, and striving, amid the din of arms, to well
perform the scholar's quiet duty. But the constant
diminution of' numbers was fiu- from encouraging. I n
nl:-;o. a spirit of oppo:-;ition to the school
arose. :-)ome of its graduates, as was natural.
had failed in their tca('hing. Local jealousies also began to show themsekes. There were plenty of critic:;;
to say tha.t the results were not equivnlent to t.he expenditure of money a.nd la.bor. The low rate of' wages
lin· teachers at the time also hindered the growth of'
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the school, as fCw young mCI\ especially, could be
fOnnd willing to receiYc a smaller compensation thnn
Ihey could comm~nd in other kinds of labor.
In the face of these discouragements, Mr. Kendall
bra,,eJy held his pOsition and did his work. He was
very zealously aided by two men, whom he has particularly mentioned as ha.ving placed him under special
obligation-He''· Dr. Shepard, of Bristol, and ReL
,\Ir. Boyden, of IY oonsoeket. They were both persistent and able supporters of the school and highly
Dr. Shepard had
valued friends of the teachers.
11
long served the canso of education in Bristol as
chairman of the School Committee in that town,"
and ~fr. .Kendall .: found him ready to listen to his
representations, sagacious in counsel and e\·er loyal
to the best interest,s of the school. Mr. Boyden lived
at a clistaucc, and, of course, was not so frequent a
visitor, but his coming was always an interesting occasion. He was sure to gi,-e some fresh word of
cheer, some suggestions drawn from the depths of
experience or some lofty ideas to 'guide and stimulate
the youthful teacher.'' Hut it became more dearly
evident, year by year, thn.t the school was doomed.
In February, 1864, ~Jr. Kencln\1 tendered his resignation, to take effect at the end of the summer term,
hut was induced to continue in his ofiicc until Jnnnary1 1865, when he closed his connection with the
school. Miss Luther was left in charge, Miss LeGro
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having taken a position as teacher in a private school
in Providence. At the close of the spring term, 1865,
the school adjourned for a vacation of five weeks. Tt.
was hoped that the General Assembly wonkl consider
t.he feasibility of sending it back to PrO\'iclencc, and
some proposition was made to that effect. But it
amounted to nothing. The Trustees suspended the
school until after the meeting of the Legislature in
~fay, and in .July ''oled to suspend it indefinitely.
During its lifetime of cleYen years1 the St.ate Kormal School, in the opinion of it.s friencls 1 and of those
best qualified to judge of it.s character and its work 1
had accomplished a great deal of good. Six hundred
and fifty.fivc pupils-one hundred and twenty-three
young men and five hundred and thirty-two young
women-had rccei,·ed it.s instruction. rts excellent
influences were recognized by m·ery School Commissioner. l.fr. Allyn, in 1856, cleclal'es that ':the
success of the experiment had been very gmtifying
to the friends of the measure.
The effect of the graclua.tcs of the school is already
felt to some extent fOr good upon the teachers of the
State. rrhcy have gone abroad into various schools,
and by coming into contact with other teachers. and
by making popular the methods or instruction learned
in the school, Lhey are gradually but surely causing
the standard of attainments in school teachers to rise,
as well as the standard amount of duty they shall he
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required to pcrform. 11 Jn L857, he &lys that u many
of the teachers of the State now deem it an essential
prcpamtion for their duties, e''Cil when they know
that a few terms in the school-room m;ty he their
whole teaching life, to attend the Xormal School and
devote a period to the special re,·iew of their sc hool
studies, and to receiving inst ru ction in methods of
teaching and ordering a school. ·r.· ,-:The larger
m:\jority of these pupils of the State h1we shown
themselves to be possessed of more than the usual
:;pirit of zen\ in their profession and of s.tcrifice fOr
the g reat obj ect of all teaching-the good of others.. ,
J le notices an improvement in ''skill in in teresting
children., and "tact in communicating instruction, 11
and declares 1 ' tha.t nowhere else than in the Normal
~chool can a young person obtain for his mind a more
profitable d iscipline.', Commissioner l~ingsbury, in
1859, declares. that the success of !he experiment" has
demonstrated the necessity of the .Xormal School,
where,·cr it i::; the design to raise the entire mas..:; of
teachers to n. higher le,·el of knowledge and character., Commissioner ll emy Rousmaniere, who succeeded Dr. Chapin in 186 1, declares, in his first report,
that ' ·the <jualificalions of many teachers and the gen·
cral standard of instruction in Rhode -Island ha,·e been
<t<h•anccd by the agency of the Rta.te .Xonual ~chool. .,
Its "graduates-with a single exception-arc among
the most acti\'C and successful teachers in our 8tatc ...
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Ue also justly says, that the school maintained '·under
Jfr. Kendall a rcput:ttion for thoronghnes.<.; and eamestncss equal to that which it had during the administration of the lamented Colburn... Through )fr.
Kendall's entire administration he enjoyed the confidence and esteem both of the Trustees a.ncl the public, nnd it was with genuine regret that the fricnch of
public education in Rhode Island separated from him.
~ow follows a period of trial and suspense.
li1or
five years the State made no adequate provision for
the instruction of the teachers of its schools. The
necessity of the Normal School was fClt, as soon as
it ceased to be actively alive.
DiflCrent attempts
and experimen were made, with a view of supplying the loss. Jt was thought that. the city of Providence might ctclcl a ~onnal Department to its High
School. But this was found as before, to be both
impracticable and inconsistent with the municipal
scheme of public instruction
]t was also thought
that the city and State might be induced to take
some joint action in the premises.
~\ menwrial
upon the subject was presented to the City Council
and the General As.<sembly in .May, 1867. Dut no
action fO\Iowccl It wns also thought that a. Normal
Dcpctriment coulcl be added to the incorporated academies in the State. An act was passed, r.larch :n.
1866, fOr proYicling instruction in the special preparation of teachers. Agreeably to the pro,·isions of this
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act, about one hundred and fifty pupils were thus
trained at the Providence Conference Seminary at
East Greenwich, and the Lapham Institute at Scituate, at an expense to the State of . '2,440.00:"
:J1eanwhile, the subject came up for discussion in
the Teachers' Institutes, and resolutions were passed,
recommending the reestablishment of the State Normal School and it.s permanent location in-Providence.
Dr. Chapin, who was reappointed Commissioner in
1863, and helcl the office till 1867, urged the matter
with great force and earnestness in his annual report.s
to the Legislature. School Committees-particularly
those of Providence) Cmuberlancl, Scituate, Portsmouth1 Exeter1 North Kingstown and V~lesterly were
decided in their expressions of the need of the institution. The Committee of Cumberland cleclares1 that
t: the need is every year becoming more urgent. n
That of Scituate says, that the establishment of such
a. school ''would tend to elevate the character of our
schools) and hence) in the highest measure to benefit
our children." Portsmouth says) tha.t "the best intm·ests of public education cannot be promoted without the establishment of a. State Normal School.n
Bxeter says, that ''it is much to be regretted that we
have no Normal School." ~Tortb Kingstown says,
that 11 the importance of establishing a State Normal
• Tht

mnoun~

l)llid wtre to the Seminary
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Gl'(!(luwich, in 18(;7, $420.00; in 1868,
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School, as a means for the achancement of our common schools, needs no argument.'' The Committee
of \\resterly is very emp hatic: " ' .Ye hope tha.t a Normal School will be established in this State, and that
no persons will be employed to leach in our public
schools, except graduates of tha.t or similar institutions. :i\Juch of the time of the children is now
thrown away at the commencement of each term by
employjng teachers, who, while their intellectual culture is n-Il that could be desired, know but little. if
anything, of the art of teaching. 11
The exlntcts which J have quoted-and more might
be added-are taken from the reports of the year
1869-70
Such strong testimony to the value of
normal instruction, was a
effective proof of the
feeling of the people of the
especially in the
country towns. But above all the rest, ancl bringing
all the rest into a cumulative force for the reestablishment of the Stale Normal School, were the persistent
and untiring labors of the Commissioner. Mr. Thomas
'""- Bicknell received the appointment in Uay, 1869,
and he at once set himself to work to bring about the
desired result. He left no stone untnrned during the
years 1869 and 1870, to inspire and combine the public sentiment in fnvor of the enieq;rise. It is true
that the ground had already been prepared nncl lhc
seed had been sown by the labors of his predecessorS,
n.nd he was able to reap the harvest which had
part

in
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been brought on to it.c;; growth nnd maturity by them.
But at this particular moment it seemed to need precisely the qualities which Mr. Bicknell possessed, and
the effOrts which he put forth to bring the former
labors to the ir cpnsumma.tion.
Yet the Commissionees work was by no means
easy. There was sti ll much prejudice to ov-ercome,
and much opposition to encounter. The edncfLtional
paper of the State, the "Rhode Island SchoolmastCJ\ '' was in a state of suspense, having fallen by
the wayside through apathy and inerlion 1 in 1868
'l'he General Assembly was natura1ly indisposed to
make a second attempt which might end in a second
fitilure. Public opi11ion docs not rapidly crystal lize
in our Rtn.te. }[r. Bicknell immcdia.tely rcYivcd the
n Schoolmaster," and organized the work required to
reestablish the school, which he presented as his first
and most important theme in his report of .January,
1870. Then, by public educational lectures in every
town in the State, by 'r eachers' Institutes, and papers
n.ncl discussions thereon, by the newspaper press, which
opened its columns freely to the Commissioner1 by the
Jlhode lsland Institute of Tnstmction, by the distribntion of educational tracts1 and by personal interviews
with the member~ of the a ·eneral ASsembly, the labors
of the Commissioner graclna.lly began to bear fruit. ln
these two years of effort a great deal of work wa~ clone,
nncl that it was well clone the event has amply proved.
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As a preliminary measure 1 the General As.c:;embly a.t
the January Session of 1870 established a Board of
Education 1 consisting of the GO\·emor and Lieutenant·
Oovcrno1\ e.,··o.f/icio, two members from Providence
county 1 and one from each of the ot.l1er counties of
the State
'l'he School Commissioner was to act.
as SeereLary
On the 31st of March, 1870, the
fOllowing gentlemen were elected in Grand Committee: Messrs. Frederic \V. Tilton 1 Newport; A. F.
Spalding, Bristol; George W. Greene, ]\:ent; Samuel
II. CroS.<;1 "\rashington; Daniel Leach and Charles H.
]J'isher1 l)ro\·iclencc. Since thcn 1 Governors Ticnry
Howard, Henry Lippitt and Charles C. Yan Zandt,
Lieutenant-Governors Charles R. Cutler, Charles C.
Van Zandt, llenry T. Sisson and Albert C. Howard,
~[cssrs. Augustus D. Small and Thomas H. Clarke~ of
Kcwport 1 Ezra K. Parker1 of Kent 1 George L. Locke,
of l3risto1 1 a.nd Commissioner Thomas 13. Stockwell
have held places on the Board. The office of Go\·ernor was at that time held by Hon. Set.h Padelford,
and that of Lieutenant-Governor by lion. Pardon \\'.
Stc\·ens1 who heartily and effectively seconded .i\fr
BickneWs endeavors. GoYernor Paclelford was especially interested jn the ma.ttcr1 and rendered Yery
valuable service. Another year passed, and the difl1cnlties were, one by onc 1 smoothed a.wa.y. At the
January Ses.':iion of 1871, a bill was introduced reestablishing the State Normal School. Upon the quos-
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tion of its pclss..ttge in the Senate, ~Ir. Bicknell was
ill\·itcd to speak upon the subject. He addressed the
Senn.te for an hou1·, and after nnswering a few inquiries from individual Senators,· the bill was passed without further discussion, and with but one dissenting
voice. Some opposition was shown in the House of
Rcprcsenlati,·es, but the bill was finally passed by a
,·cry large majority. The Board of Education nnd
the Commissioner were lll<'tde Trustees. Ten thousand dolla•·s were appropriated for the special uses of
the school, and an additional act was passed, gi,·ing
mileage to those students who were obliged to traxel
a distance "not less than five miles." )fr. Bicknell
might well S<"ty in his report. of 1871: ~~This act is
most vital to the interests of all our people, and the
spirit of our legislators in regard to this measure, and
the unanimity of their action in its passage through
both houses of the General Assembly, express the
felt want of such an institution in our State."
The Trustees were authoriF.ed to fix upon the place
for the school. They wisely and promptly decided
to establish it in Providence, and im.mcdiaiely addrcs..;:;cd thcmsch-cs to the performance of the duty
assigned to them. They visited the best Xormal
Schools in Xew England, and those at Albany and
Oswego, in New York. The High Street Congregational Society, in Providence, just vacating its house
of worship, disposed of its property, and the pur-
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chaser olfered the building on reasonable tenns of
rent. The audience room and gallery were fitted up
as conveniently as possible, and hired for the school.
J[r. James C. Greenough, as Principal, and i\Jisses Susan
C. Bancroft, ) fary L. Jewett, and Almira L. Hayward,
as assist.rtnts, were appointed as the staff of instruction. To these were afterwards added by rcsigna·
tions, new appointments and changes, i\Iisses Sarah
~Iarble, Anna C. Bucklin, Lydia S. Hathbun, Tela M.
Gardner, Annie E. Kenyon, :Mary J. Hriggs and
Louise P. Remington. Special teaching and lecture~
were gi,·en during the first year by Professors Chace.
Greene, Diman, Benjamin J1'. Clarke and T. ""biting
Bancroft; by Messrs. George W. Greene, Nathan
Williams, Charles II. Gates, Carl W. Ernst, Ellery
C. Davis and Mrs. II. M. )[iller. To these was subsequently added instruction by Profe&sors Eli \\". Blake
and Charles \\·. Parsons, i\lr. Benjamin \r. Hood, .Mrs.
)laria T. Hichards and Mrs. l•:llen D. Carney. The
school and the [niversity were once more united.
The opening exOrcises occurred on the 6th of
September, 1871. Prayer was offered by the Hev
Professor Diman, and addresses were delivered by
Go,·ernor Paclelforcl, :Mayor Thomas A. Doyle, Um·.
Daniel Leach, and Messrs. Greenough and Bicknell.
One hundred and fifty applicants fOr aclmis.c;ion were
present, and, immediately after the formal exercises
were ended, the preliminary eXaminations Look place.
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Certificates were given to one hundred ~tnd six. Before the end of the year 1871 the nnmber of students
was increased to one hundred and fifteen-of whom
eight were young men. 'l'he lectures giren by the
professors of the University were attended by audiences that crowded the rooms. The teachers of
!ntercstiiJg
lessons and exercises in
branches of study.
Dr. Lowell Mason presented the school with singing
nnd service books, and gifts were made to the cabinet
by different gentlemen of Providence and elsewhere.
The public interest was manifested in a very cordial
and generous manner. '!'he friends of the enterprise
had reason for especial gratific!l.tion in the manner of
its renewal
It requiTed but a very short time to convince C\'en
doubting minds of the wisdom of the step_ now taken.
Mr. Colburn may have been too sa.nguine, when, in
his first report, he anticipated for the school over
which he had been placed, a most prosperous fut.ure.
lie was 11 not anrare,n he saicl 1 u of a single instance in
which a. public Xormal School, whether established by
city or State1 had been discontinued: or had failed to
command popular Ow or. n It would have been very
sad !Or him to ha.ve lived long enough to witness tlw
temporary failme of tl~e Institution which he had
helped to found. It certainly was painful to those
who clicl witness it. But in the g1"a.cl resumption
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of the school, the disappointment, if not fOrgotten,
was put aside for better feelings. The day had come
whe1l the people of our State were ready t.o gi ,,e a
generous support to their school. Y car by year their
interest and their confidence have since been growing stronger. The school h;ls rapidly increased both
in public influence and public f..'l.vor. The <lnnual ap·
propriations have been readily made. The gentlemen
who have filled the executi1·e chair of the State-Governo rs Paclelford, ] [oward, Lippitt and Yan Zandtha.ve given it a hearty support. 'l'he numbers of
students haYe grown with the yea rs. The graduates
of the school have won for themseh·es a. good repute,
a.nd the value of their service has been everywhere
recognized. The ollicc of the teacher has gained in
honor, and the cause of public education has been
largely helped.
Thus we reach the last chapter of our story. )[r.
Bicknell resigned the oflice or Commissioner, December 31, 1874. )fr. Thomas B. Stockwell was ap·
pointed his successor, and has filled the place with
distinguished energy and ability. So well had the
work been done in the Normal Hchool, as to induce
the General ~\.sscmbl y to take yet furth er measures
fOr its progress. For several years the plan of
building a. new lligh School House in the city of
Providence had been discussed, and, in J 874, the
time seemed ncar for its execution. It was thought
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that the city would be wi ll ing to sell to the :-;tate the
old High School House estate. rn situation it was all
that was desirable, and the building could easily,·ancl
at a moderate expense, be enlarged and fitted for the
Xormal School. Here was an opportunity too good
to be lost. The General A&,cmbly, at its January Session of 1875, passed a resolution, appointing Messrs.
Samuel H. Cross and John A. Adams, of the Senate,
Augustus \\'oodbury, Albert C. Dedrick and Bradbury C. Hill, of the House of Representatives, to
purchase the estate, and fit up the building for the
uses of the school. An appropriation of $40,000 was
made at the May Session of 1877, to enable the committee to perform their work Upon the decision of
the city to build the High School House, the eommittee at once proceeded lo complete their business.
The estate was bought for $30,000, and possession
was given July 1, 1878. Under the direction of ~fr.
i\.lpheus C. :Morse, architect, who is to be highly commended fOr the tastefulness and economy of his plans,
the work was immediately begun. )Iessrs. William
C. Davenport & Company took .the contract, and by
theml with grea.t fidelity and thoroughness, the building has been l)lacecl in its present condition .\.n addition has been built, p<H'titions ha.ve been remo,·cd
or changed, a. laboratory prcp;.lred, dressing-rooms
furnished, stairways improved, the grounds graded,
and all needful accommodations secured a.t an expense
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of. 91 990.79 1 making the entire cost or the building anc1
hmd $39 1 990.79.

'I' he work was finished XoYember

13th. and the school took possession or its new premises
at the opening of the winter term 1 December 2nd
At last, the State :-lormal School has found a permanent home. It will not be compelled to seek n
shelter elsewhere tha.n under its own roof: Tt hns
established itself firmly in the confidence of the people.

Its experience has been hard itnd trying 1 but
through it all 1 the li·iends of the school h;tvc kept

their courage and their f:1ith, and they rejoice to-day

in the succes::; \\'hich they have won.

Since its reestnblislmJcnl, in 1871, its record has been very creditable.
Five hundred and eighty young men and

women-of whom one hundred and fifty-fh·e were
teachers befOre their coming-have entered the school
for regular instruction 1 and seventy more ha,-e_ attended upon special exercises. The number of graduates has been two hundred and one. )fore than 95

per cent. of these ha,·e taught since graduation, of'
whom twenty have received appointments in Providence1 and six in ::\cwport; fi\'c are teaching in high
schools1 and eight in Normal ~chools. The whole
number now teaching, so far as can be a~certctinecl, is
one hundred and thirty. Of t.he graduates, forly·l\\'0
had completed; and sixty-live had partially recei,·ecl a
course of high school instruction befOre entering- the
school

I)EI)J('..\TOBY .\DJ}Hr.SS.

fl9

Tt is with great satisfaction that we see the advantages of our State School improved and appreciated.
\Y e promise mm;;;eh-es better results still. "' e hew~
come to understand that the best instruction in the
art of teaching is needed to gi,-e a. special training for
the useful and honorable profession, whose duties are
studied here. The welfare of future generations demands that the need should be supplied. Through
the children of to-clay, the character of ou1· Rtate
through many yean-; is to be fOrmed. Through the influences that proceed from our publi<: schools and
their teachers, the widest results for good or evil arc
to be wrought. Let us be careful lest we introduce
fi1lse mct.hocls of' study; lest we allow the substance
tO be ~acrificecl to the show, the loYe of knowledge to
be overcome by the desire fOr rank 1 solid instruction
to give place to the encouragement of ambition to
shine in public displays. How responsible the position, how important the duty of those who arc to
the chilclrenl to direct t.heir
guide t.he teachers
mincls1 to set their hearts aright! \Yc arc glad to feel
is held, and that this
position
this
assured to-clay that

or

duty is here perfOrmed by f;l.ithful men and women
To Mr. G recnongh and his as.<:;istants our whole community is deeply indebted. Their diligent labors.
performed under the impulse of a mre enthusiasm
a.ncl camcstness1 are for the elevation of the chn.mcter
of our whole State. There is not a school dif.itrict
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within our borders but will be t.hc better, and not a
home but will be the brighter for their G~ithhtlness.
May they continue for many ,vea.rs to work for us and
fOr our fellow-citi;r,ens, receiving from the public autlwrities a generous support, and winning the clescn·ed
honor of public appreciation!
To faithful and thorough work, then 1 in the instruction of our teachers fOr the improvement of our
schoo1s and the elevation of our communities throughout t.he State 1 we now declica.te these pleasant and
commodious rooms. In former years they have been
the scene of good, genuine 1 truthful labor, faithfully
performed and closely applied to the practical life of
those who have here been taught. Some of our best
and most successful men, some of our truest women,
have been educated within these 'ivalls. The city of
Providence may well be proud of thcrcsulls which have·
been wrought in its High School. That school has
been removed to a more spacious and e1egant structlue, and I doubt not has before it a future as brilliant
as its past. But the ol~l walls and the familiar rooms
are still endeared to us by tender memories and grateful associations. Still will this house continue to be
sacred to the same high uses of good instructiOI\
sound and useful knowledge, pure and lofty aims of
life to which it was originally devoted. Hither will
come up the young: men and women of our dear

J)Jo:])lC.\'I'OH\'" .\I)DRESS

Gl

Commonwealth 1 inspired by a generous ambition to
serve the intcre~ts of their State by the efiOrts they
are making to imprO\·e its schools. \\'hat fine and
gmcious fruits of life are here to be borne~ H we
cannot look back to the past with peJ:fect sn.tisfi1ction,
we can look forward to the future wit.h a certain hope.
That this hope may be fully rcali:~.ed in the success,
:-;ounclness and stability of' this Institution is now our
sincere prayer. For we recognize the fact, that here
we lay the foundation of that strong buttres.":i and support of a repul>lit<lll gO\·ernment- the frec 1 pnhlic 1
common school!
The address was f'ollowecl by a song from the
school 1 called, ''Through field and forest n
The benediction wat-> pronounced by the He,· Dr.
Lauric. and the exercises were finished.

COmi !SSIONERS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
n~1t·nmd ... .
Potter .. .
Hobert Allyn ..
.John Kingsbury ..
Joshua. B. Cha.pin .. .
Henry Housmanicrc ..
Joshua B. Oha.pin ...
Thomas W. Bicknell ..
'l'homas B. Stockwell ..

..... 1845-1849.
. .. 1849-185J.
..1854----1857 .

... 1857-1859.
. .. 1859-1861.
.... 1861-186:3.
. ..... 186:3-lSGtl.

..1869-1875 .
..... 1875-

TRUSTEES OF THE STATE NOR)!AL SCHOOL.

'l'homas G. Turner, ex-~{licio
.Joshua B. Chapin, ex-o_Oicio
.John Hoyden ..
William Goddard ..
John J.
Thomas
Ramuel G. Arnold ..
William Rpraguc, B.T·O.Oicio

. 1860-1860.
........ 1860-1861.
1860-1865.
..........
..
. ....... 1860-1865.

. ........ 1860-1862.
....... 1860-1863.
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Hemy Housmanicre, ex-o,Oicio..
.l8GL-18G3.
Charles lL Denison ........................ 18Gl-J864.
A. IL Dumont..
. . . 1862-18():3 .

.JamesY. Smith,
.Joshua B. Chapin, ex-(J.Oicio
*Charles'J'. Brooks ..
l3cnjaminlL Hhoades ..
John P. Hubbard ..

Seth Padclford, ex-o_Oirio ..
Pardon \Y.
Thomas W. Jl>Cknell, e.•·'~U>tto
])nnic!Leach
0corge \r. Greene.
Samuel H. C1·oss..
:F redcricW. 'l'ilton....
Charles H. Fisher..
GeOJ·ge r~. Locke.
Charles ROn tier, ex-o_Oicio..
Augustus D. Small..

'l'homas H. Clarke.. .
l•:r.ra K. Parker.. .

Thomas B. Stockwell.
C'hade:s 0. Yan Zandt.,
J\ !bert U. Howard, c:c-~Oicio. . .
'Jo:let:t(~l,

bul did lLOl<JU!Iltty.

... 1863-1865.
. . 1863-1863.
. . . 1863-1865.
. .. 1804-J8G5.

. ... 1871-1873.

.... 187 1. .. LS1L-IS~/.J. .
. ..... 1811. ............ 1871-1872.
.18'71-

. ....... 1871. ... 1872-187:3.
. ... .. .... 1872-187$.

.1873. ..... 181+... 1875-1877.
.. . .. 187•-1877.

. . 1871-

EXAM II'IERS OF THE STATE NOR\1/\L SCHOOL.
1873--!.
. . . . . . . Providence Counl_v.
J::dward JJ. Freeman ....
Thomas Steere.. . . . . . . . . . .......... ProYidcncc County.
.. .. ... Kcwpo•·tCounty.
FrcdcricW. Tilton ..
Bristol County.
George Lewis Cooke . .

1874--5.
. .... P•·oridencc County.
Charlc$J. '\"hitc ..
. .... Providence County.
Ansel D. Nickcr:;on ..
'J'homa.s Wentworth H igginson . . . . . . . Newport County.
\r illiam J . Mill(n·..

. ......... Bristol Count)··

187~-6.

Hobert S. Andrews ..
Dexter B. Potter ..
DariusR Brewer ..

. . Bristol C'ounty

.Kent

EXAMlNEHS OF TilE S'rA'rE KOHMAL ~CHQQl,,
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1876-7.
CharlesW. Parsons ..
Charles B. Fitz ..
Thomas Coggeshall ..
W'illiam N. Ackley
Albert C. Dedrick ..
Nathan l?. Dixon, Jr ..

. .Providence County.
. .... Providence County.
. ... Newport County.
.. Bristol County.
. .Kent County.
. ... Wnshington County.

1877-8.
.. Pl·o,·idcnce County.
'I'. Whiting Bancroft.
Providence County.
George W. Jcnckes..
. .. Newport County.
Darius B:tker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Bristol County.
Isai.\C F. Cady. .
. . Kent County.
Joseph Eastman..
Arthm E. Main . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington County.

1878-9.
. . . . ... . . P1·ovidencc County.
)[errick Lyon
.Providence County.
i\fowry Phi1lips .
LnciusD. Daxis .............. . . . .NewpOrt County.
.. . Bristol County.
S. K. Dexter ..
. . . . . . . KcntCount.y.
llemy S. Vaughn ..
. Washington Count)'·
DnriusR Brewer ..

TEACHERS OF THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.
DANA P. Oor.UL'RN,

Principal

Arthur Sumner,
Samuel S. Greene,
Charles :M. CJm-k.

Assistant ...
Special ..

.... 185-t-185!).
. 1854-1855.
. .... 1854-1857
.1854-1855.
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TJ.~ACHERS
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. ........ 1855-1857.
Hobert S. Fieldon,
Special ..
llannah ·w. Goodwin. Assistant....
. ..... 1855-1863.
... ............ 1855-1857.
Emma '1'. Brown,
.... 1855-1857.
Annie F. Saunders,
............ 1857-1859.
Daniel Goodwin,
Principal
.... 1~59-1860.
D .\NIEL GOODWIN,
Assistant..
. . . 1860-1865.
:b:leanorR. Luther,
JosrruA KENI>ALr.,
Principal..
. ... 1860-1865.
Ellen J. LcGro.
Assisbl!lt..
. ........ 1863-1864.

JAS.

C.

GREEKOL'GH.

Snsan C. Bancroft,
MaryL. Jewett,
Almi1·aL. Hayward.
Charles H . Gates,
Na.than W. Williams,
Ellery C. Davis,
llarriettc .M. Ui\lcr.
CariW.Emst,
Samh:Marble,
Anna. C. Bucklin,
Lydia. S. Ra,thbnn,
Ida M. Gardner,
Annie E. Kenyon.
Mary J. Briggs.
Louise P. Remington,
Benjamin W. Hood,
Ellen D. Ctnney.

PriAcipal
Assistant.

........... 1871. ............ 1871-'1878.
.... 1871-1878.
. ....... 1871-1872.
.. 1871Special
..... 1871-1873.
. . .. 1871. ....... 1871-1873.
..... 1871-18'75.
Assistant ... ... ........ 1872. . . . . I 872-1874.
.. 1874-1875.
. . . . . 18'75. .1878. ...... 1878..... 1878Special. . .
..1878. .......... 1878-

l'JORMAL SCHOOL,
265 HIGH STREET, PROVIDENCE.

EXAMINATION

DEVOTIONAL EXEIWI."mS.
l\Ictholl o!' teaching the Elements of "'atural Science,
,\rithmctic.

-

S•·::<ron CJ.,,s,;,
~IlDDLE

Cuss.

R

CLASS.

SIXGISG.

Examination of' Senior ('lass .

SINGING.
Chemistry.
Teaching Exercise.

IIIU8IC,-"Glo1·y l;e to 'l'h('e."
Grrmnn Sulntntory,

ConA E.

l'L.\f'E.

~SSAYS.

80JYG,-"In the 8ta1·ligltf."
~SSAYS.

!Jrporf ol J.lriucip;ll,

c'illti

J:(tlrlrr.<i{J fo (fjr;u/uafc/1.

ValNliC'tOr)',
_/IWAF\DING

OF

PIPLOMAS,

By his Excellency Gov.

I!O?W?Yl.

}DDRESSES BY MEMBERS OF THE;; jjoARD OF
TION AND OTHEF\S .

PARTING HYMN,
PRAJ'EB.

fDUCA-

I

,--

Ehl;ll~~r ~!~~$t ~u~ttttr.h;11s 6n~:ltt~f~~.

1

Pine Forests.
All's not Gold that Glitters.
Bashfulness.
Agassiz.
F.xnmpJe as nn Influence.
Enghtncl's Lmnentcs .
The Yoyngc of Life.
Education.
'IllC Three Blind 13nrds.
The End );'ot Yet.

Sar:lh A:-hworth. Crompton,
T~allou.

Lincoln.
:-;arnh :r. Booth. Crornpton.
l\Iitttic> Cnsr, );'orth Rc:ituntc,
liP lien A. Chnn·h . Providence.
Desire l''·

:Minnie L. CJnd:c. Lincoln.

.. \my l!,. Collins, ProYidcnc·<',
lint tic .J. J)oclg-(•, ,,~atc·hcmokct,
Alic:c (;. EnchC!". Rmithti<>Jd.
Corn(']i!t )f. Gotr. B!\rrlng-ton.
Fanny (~ri~wol<l. \nttchcmokct.
S. Emma I fnywarcl. ProYidcncc .
ltla R. Iron:-;. GJorcstcr.
l\lm-y E. Kiernan. J'roYillcnc·c,
A<l:t l~ . Mnson. ProYi<lt•nc·t'.
S.

Xcnh~

Eclwnr(l E,·crctt.

Lnngnugc of th~ Facial Expr<'ssion.
E,·olntion .
- AdYn.ntngcs of an Education.
\Yilliam

M. A<l<lic ::.'llnrray, ProYidencc,
J~mmn. P<'lTy, Rehoboth. Mass.,

li.

The Presence of the Pas1.
Snow.
\Yilliam Shnkspcare.
. Deutschland uncl Arncrica.
Emulation.
",.ntkins Glen.
Our Toils ancl our Rcwnrds.

-

Pnnnjc J. I'itc:hor. Enst Greenwich.

Cora E. Pineo. " ·an en,

H.osn. H. 'l'inldcr. ProYiclcncf' .
Robrccn. II. " 'hite. ProYiclenc~.
J·:llen F.

'Vin~or,

'YorU~worth.

"They also serve who only stand an(l ·wnit."

)fowl'y, !:'mithfieltl,

Gcorg-itn·ilte,

J'!te Spriny te1·m. 1l'ill begin lVednesday, February 4th. 1Si4. E:ramination of Cmulidates
for Admi.<t-<tion, Tuesday, Feb1"ltary 3, 1874, at 0.30 A. JJ!.

l'rovidcncc

1'1··· ~~

('o. 1 l'liulcn•.

265 HIGH ST., PRO VIDEXCE.

EXfl};[I]'l-jlQIO]V

lunrinatinn.

Devotional Exercises.
Ar ithmetic.
English Litm·ature in the Common Schor.!,
Singing.

)\.[IDDLE CLASS.

-

Object Lesson on Birds,

SENIOH CLASS.

Method of Studying and Teaching Ilistory,

-

MIDDLE CLASS.

Singing.
,JUNIOH CLASS, (B.)

Chemistry,

P.M.
Singing.

Ex:uuinat.i on of Graduating Class .
i\Iental Philosophy, Principles of Didactics;
;\lodes of applying principles in schools of
tlifl"ercnt grades; Class (]uti••s of the teacher ;
!-'~!tool Government, etc.

FI[I(Qfl ~ 9:30
I

ft .

.~M.

Int?·oducto?-y Exe1·!Yi.ses.
Salutato1·y,

Jf1 P?JF·
P:SS.:fi1!S.

~.ettort

of

~rindtml,

mut

~ttclrt~rl

to

<13nultmtt~.
.Anm·e R. Kenyon.

Valecliclo?·y.
AWARDING
frl'/ Elis

OF

DIPLOMAS,

!"~cellenc y GQ~.

trowijrd.

J!tltlrcs!Jl'[l bu JJlcmbclfi oJ' 1111[ ~oanl oJ' ~tluadiou
;uul oll(tr!J.

PARTING

HYMN.

11!1 Jfat·y S. TillPy.

PRAYER.

Greenville,

ORRA A. ANGELL,
l\f.

BET~LE

rawtucJ..:et,

CLARJ\E,

LYDIA S. DURFEE,

Providence,

l\IARY E. EATON,

Providence,

JDA 1\I. GARDNER,

Pascoag,

SUSIE E. IIULDIG,

Oxforcl.

CLARA L. TIULL,

Providence,

A~~IE

E.

l\ln~s.,

*LOUlSE 1\IATTISO:-\',

A]1ponnug,

ORIA.NNA E. NICTTOLS,-

ProYidcncc,
Pascoag,

PJJJT~ LJPS,

10 ndcrgartens.

" roman's \York.

Rrightest Gems.

The Light of JnteJligcnce.

Hnrvesting and Rowing.
'!'he Real and the Ideal.

\T'cstcrly.

ELLA A. TAYLOR,
'l'TTO~IPSO:'\',

Anticipations .

()ompcnsation.

Provitl encc,

TSDJA. S. RATIInm\',

ALICE E.

Ruined Castles.

Roslyn, L. T.,
'!'he First Stroke i • Tia lf the R>tttiC.
Lonsdale.
All Roacl s Lead to Rome.

KE~'"YO~,

JESSIE KERR .

LILLIS O.

Descriptions.
Jn and Out of Place.

Luthet· and Era sn1us.
-

ncroism of \Von1nn.

Newport,

1\IARY S. Tl I~ LEY,

lliclden Benntics.
*Course

~carJy

completed.

Tlte Fall Term will begin lVednesday, Septernbe1· 2d, 1874.

r ,·amination of Candidates

for .Admission, Tuesday, Septernbet·lst, 1874, at n:30 A . Jf.

Onr hearts and Yoiccs now we raise

To Thee our God and King i
.\ cccpt our parting hymn of prnisc,
' Ybicil humbly we would bring.
lc:we the plncc to us so dear,
Where str:mgers fir'3t we came;
part as friends-with naught to fc:tr,
Trusting in Thy dear name.

\\~c

"~ e

Without Thy help our work is Yain,
Guide Thou our future liYes;
I Lelp us to liYe for others' gain,

By

constr~nt

sacrifice.

And when our task on earth is past
~lay each-who hears Thy call,
_\t, Thy dear feet some trophy cast,
And crown Thee Lord of all.
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Let us in :1. tuneful chorus.
Ra1se our voices sweet and c lear.

;

Priceless seeds of good :tnd knowledge,

0

~

\Vc've been gathering side by side ;
" 'ego forth to-da.y, as sowers
O'er the field of life so wide.

1

May we toil so wisely, bravely,

~

'
{

~

.Making life so nobly grand,
Leading spirits onward, upw:\rcl,
To the reaper's harvest land,

'

That, when pearly gates unfolding,

f.t
.·. ·

Bid shc:wcs
us welcome,
we nmy
l\lany
to crown
our bring
labors-

,
1

~

J
1
11

By Miss Ji.'Ua IV. Bodf<Sl•.
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1\Iany oftCdngs to our King.
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PRELIMINARY
ANNOUNCEMENT

RHODE ISLAND
NORMAL SCHOOL
LECTURE AND
EXTENSION
COURSES

1912 -- 1913

SATURDAY COURSES
There will be lectures at 10:15 in the Assembly Hall on
November 16, December 7, January 4, January 18, February 1,
February 15, March 1, and March 15.
The speakers include Mr. Henry T. Bailey, Principal
John G. Thompson, Professor Henry Suzzallo, and others to
be announced later.
The first lecture will be by Mr. Bailey on "Beauty in
Common Things."
Class work at 9, as follows:
Primary grades in session for observation. Grade rooms.
Children's games and folk dances. Miss Thompson and
Miss Shepardson. Gymnasium.
Arithmetic. Drill work. Mr. Fisher. Arithmetic room.
*Printing for the Grammar Grades. Mr. Landall.
Printing room.
TUESDAY LECTURES
Lectures will be held on Tuesdays in the Assembly Hall
at4:15.
GENERAL COURSE

November 5, Miss Caroline D. Aborn, Supervisor of
Kindergartens, Boston:-How the Kindergarten and the Primary School contribute to the child's education in literature and
the fine arts.
2. November 19, Professor Stephen S. Colvin :- Nature
of the Mental Image.
3. December 3, Professor Stephen S. Colvin: -Technic
of Learning.
4. December 17, Superintendent William H. Holmes:Individualized Teaching.
5. to 9. January 7 and 21, February 4 and 18, March 4.
Professor Winslow Upton:-Our Place in the Universe.
10. March 18, Mr. C. H.W. Mandeville. Cashier National
Exchange Bank:-Banks and Banking.
1.

LIBRARY COURSE

On the alternate Tuesdays, commencing November 12
there will be a series of lectures on library economy. Special
classes for library work will be offered at 3:30 on the days of
the library lectures.

THURSDAY CLASSES
These classes will be held at 4:30 on eighteen consecutive Thursdays (excepting during vacations) commencing
November 7, as follows:
Oral Reading, Miss Patterson.
Study of Common Things in Nature, Mr. Vinal.
•sewing, Miss King.
*Cooking, Miss Day.
*Manual1)·aining, Mr. Landall.
*Hand Work for Grammar Grades, Elementary
bookbinding, weaving, basketry, leather work,
Miss Anthony.
WEDNESDAY MORNING TALKS
Miss Smith will give a series of talks at nine o'clock on
Wednesday mornings on appreciation of music She will be assisted by Mrs. Small with illustrations on the piano.
The dates and general subjects are as follows:
October 28, November 6. November 20,
Beethoven, The Symphony.
December 4, December 18, January 8,
Schubert, The Song
February 5, February 19. March 5,
Wagner, The Opera.
March 19, April 2, April16,
Tschaikowsky, An Instrumental Suite.

NOTICE: - Further information concerning these courses will be sent
to any address on application.
The lectures are open to the public.
The limited classes, marked ( • ) are for teachers only, and only on
application through the superintendents.
Full statements concerning all courses will be ready on November 5.

THE RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE.
=====1902=====

A COURSE OF LECTURES
Tlzc .f11dttstriat History of the Ni11eteentlz Ce11tury
SATURDAYS IN JliARCH,
AI lUI-thirty A. Jlf., 6_y

REV. EDWARD

CUkfJliiNGS,

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF TilE
-BOARD OF TRUSTEES.HIS

EXC:BLJ,T~NCY

TilE GOVERNOR,

CHARJ,I~S

DEAN KIMBAJ,L,
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HE Trustees of the Rhode Island Normal
School cordially invite the public school

teachers and friends of education in Rhode Island

to attend this course of lectures.
The lecturer, Rev. Edward Cummings, was formerly professor of sociology at Harvard University.
He has spent many years in Europe, studying the
social and economic condition of wage earners in
different countries, and investigating the methods
and results of self -help and

philanthropic move-

ments such as trade- unionism, co- operation, and
the meliorative institutions created by employers
and by the state.

THE INDUSTRIAL HISTORY OF THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY.

Five Lectures by Rev. Edward Cummings.

March r.

At ten-thirty o'clock,
The Industrial Revolution of the Nineteenth Century.

March 8.

At ten-thirty o'clock,
The Meaning of the Labor Movement.

March IS.

At ten-thirty o'clock,

March

At ten-thirty o'clock,

The Trade Union.
22 .

The Co-operative Movement.
March

29.

At ten-thirty o'clock,
Socialistic Tendencies.
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ARTIIUR IV. BROWN
TO-)!QRR0\1' we go
to Lcxin~on to launch
the first Normal School
on this side of the
Atlantic," wrote Horace Mann in his diary,
July 2, 1839; "!cannot indulge in an expression of the train of
thought which this event awakens in
my mind . l\I uch must come of it, either
o f good or of ill. I am sanguine in my
faith that it will be the former. But the
good will not come of itself. That is
the reward of effort, of toil, of wisdom.''
"Only three persons presented themselves for examination," he wrote in the
diary the next day. "In point of numbers
this is not a promising commencement.
\\' hat remains but more exertion, more
and more, until it must succeed?"

In our country, when a great idea
needs, for its proper promotion, only
''more exertion, more and more," it is
practically certain that it will be promoted. \:Vith a tireless worker like
H orace l\Iann ready to supply the necessary exertion, the merest nucleus of so
great an idea as that of the Normal
School was sure of growth from the outset. The school was establi shed at Lexington, with Cyrus Pierce, the right man
in the right place, as principal. On
Sept. 5, 1839, the second Normal School
in America was started in Barre, Massachusetts. "). [ore exertion, more and
more," came from Mr. Mann, who at one
time sold hi s own library to save the
pioneer institution.
A new impul se was given to the idea
by the establishment of a simi lar school
at Albany, 111 1844; and of two others in
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)lassachuscus, in 18so, at L-'mcaster anJ
Bridgewater.
In Rhode Island. in 1845. Henry Barnard began what he called "an itinerary
Xonnal School agency." through which
he held some 1,100 meetings, distributed
many tho~1sand pamphlets, contributed
many stro111~ letters to the press, and even
put at least sixteen pages of stirring educational matter into every popular almanac sold in the state. These arguments
influenced President Francis \Vayland,
of Brown University, to establish a proSamuel S.
fessorship of didactics.
Greene, the noted grammarian. then
superintendent of schools in Providence,
was appointed to the professorship. and,
in the winier of I8SJ-2. eighty persons,
mostly women, received instruction under him in the hall of the Providence
High School on Benefit Street. October
24, 1852. the second session was opened
in a suitable room at the corner of Broad
and Eddy Streets, with Dana P. Colburn,
from the school at Bridgewater. Arthur
Smnner. from the one at Lancaster. and
\Villiam Russell. as associate instructors.
Eighty-fi"e pupils attended. In 1854
Professor Greene retired. because of other
pressing duties, and ~Ir. Colburn became
principal. The school g rew. having 147
pupils at one time. but in 1857 the state
legistlaturc failed to maintain it in Providence, and ;, was moved to Bristol. where
financial airt was generously furnished.
In its new home it flourished well. considering the lack of a central location in
a thickly populated place, until December 15, 1859. when )fr. Colburn was almost instantly killed by being thrown
from his carriage and dragged upon the
frozen ground. This distressing accident proved to be a mortal blow to the
school as well as to its principal: for, although a very good man. Daniel Goodwin, was selected as the new principal.
he had to leave three months later to be-

gin the theological stud ies he had previously detided to pursue. His sister
carried on the work until ~ Jay li , 186o,
when Joshua Kendall, of :.\Ieadville.
Pennsylvania. was chosen as her sucCnder him the attendance
cessor.
steadily increased for two years or more,
but contran· to the usual experience. the
majority of the student body was sometimes composed of you ng men, and the
Civ il \\"ar, with its insatiate demands for
young volunteeers, and its abundant
promising business opportunities, dried
up this source of patronage. At the close
of the spring term, •865, the school was
closed for a vacation of five weeks. but
it opened no more in Bristol. It had
done a grand work, educating as teachers 123 young men and 532 young
women.
~Iany earnest attempts were made to
resume the work, either in Bristol or elsewhere. but the body of the dead Normal
School lay in the path, and most people
assumed th:tt its spirit had Aown forever.
In 186g, however, matters suddenly began to assume a different aspect. The
change was not accidental, but rather a
\•cry point~d illustration of how, in the
words of Bryon :
Th cspiritofa~>i ngl c mind

;\lakesthatofmuhitudestakeoncdirection.
Asr<oll thev.atcrstothcbrcathing v.ind.

A new Commissioner of Public Schools
saw that many strong, earnest men and
women were deeply interested in the improvement of their schools, but that. under exist ing discouragement s, they were
working somewhat aimlessly, at best. and
too often at cross purposes. He knew
what had ix'cn done by Horace ~[ann in
)fassachusetts, and by Henry Barnard in
Rhode Island. and he decided at once
that he would unify. encourage, and
energize the strong but scattered forces
eager for further progress. Having thus
decided, he threw himself unreservedly
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into the work of organization. He
stirred the educational public as it had
never been stirred before. and the wind
of his spirit seemed to breathe a new and
vigorous life through the dry bones of
the :'\onital School idea. His enthusiasm was contagious. his confidence in his
cause absolute. and he seemed to put
iron and electricity into everything- he
touched. Indeed. if the reader will cx-

a

~~~~c ~~~~~t5at~:;n!~;n~~~~~s~;!~n;~·s ~~~

thorou~hly alive that he seemed ''like a
case of itch in a district school. for he
set everybody to scratching at once."
From \Voonsocket to \Vcstcrly. from
Burrillvillc to Block Island. from Coventry Centre to Little Compton Commons.
he blew his clarion call to the friends of
higher education, and they gathered
round him in an army of progress whose
advance was resistless.' He revived the
suspended school paper of the state. and
through its columns and those of the
daily and weekly press. which were
freely opened. he and his co-workers
made Little Rhody ring with educational
arguments. The Rhode Island Institute
of Instruction. at its last meeting in a
church vestry, had had an attendance of
only twelvf', and its previous meetings
had never been large. The young com·
missioner hired for it the largest hall in
the state, and men stopped on street cor·
ners to inquire if his zeal were not carry·
ing him into insanity. He next engaged
eminent speakers from far and ncar, and
they began to consider the appointment
of a guardian. He then announced that
the American Band wonld furnish music,
and they thought they might have to stop
him by main strength. But no one
wanted to play the star part in belling
the cat. and the excitement continued.
There was method. however, in all this
madness. The hall would not hold hundreds who wished to auend. and the im·
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petus gi\·en the institute is still operative.
.\large crop of new schoolhouses sprang
up all over the state, almost as quickly
as the armed men rose from the sowing
of Cadmus. The enthusiastic educators
spoke in the legislature. and their words
received profound attention; their leader
added a characteristic speech, and, with
but one dissenting vote, $10,000 was
\·oted to reopen the Xonnal School, in
Providence, with an additional sum for
·'mileage" to students coming over five
miles.
Sept. 6, '1871. opening
exerci-;cs were held at
265 High Street, con·
ducte<l by the young
commissioner, Thomas
W. Bicknell. The next
the school was
•-~~ day
~~~~>~1: • eo~ w;:~:!~ ei~~
1

were young men, by three of the best
teachers ever in charge of such an institution-James C. Greenough. the prin·
cipal. from the \\'estfield. :\lassachusetts.
Xormal School. and :\lisses Susan C.
Bancroft and :\Iary L. Jewett as head
assistants. There were other teachers of
the first order of ability. btit I specify the
three named individually because the
brunt of a hard battle to popularize an
uncertain project fell upon them most of
all. and no ''ictory was ever more com·
plete than theirs.
December 31, 1874. Thomas B. Stockwell succeeded Commissioner Bicknell.
who had gone to Boston as editor of "The
Xcw England Journal of Education."
and he, too, has done grand work in ad·
vancing the State Xonnal School.
Through his labors, the school moved,
July 1. 1878. into full possession of its
first home, the Providence High School
house on Ben<:fit street. and in 18g1 to
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its new building". erected at an

cxpcn~c

~rcatcr vicis:.-itudcs than this, and none

of $.too.OCX>. and probably the bc~t t..'(\ificc
of its kind in the United States. Lack
of space forbids more than passing mention of :\lr. Greenough's able successors.
Thoma~ J. :\!organ, George ..-\. Littlefield.
William E. \Vilson. Frederick E. Gow-

has won. in the end, a higher place.
Cndcr Principal Otapin students enjoy
advantages not excelled anywhere, and

~~T~~c~~~~- c~~::cs,,~·irCJ~:~i~~~;'tca~::~~~~;

ment of the Xonnal idea as now undcr·;tood and applied in modern education.]

teachers.

in some ways unequalled.
fOur SI..'COnd article will be devoted to

:\lr. Chapin's plans in the larger develop-

Few schools have experienced

Science T each ing 111 Second ary
Schools
AARON GO\.E
Superintendent of Jlublic Schools. De1wer, Col

T

HE scientific departments of our
secondary schools arc weakening
incfficicntinstruction,andunlessahalt

be soon called the days of fair knowledge
of elementary physics and chemistry
with the fifteen-year-old boy will be only
in memory. The typical university senior
who properly seeks for and obtains a

position as teacher in the high schools,
is more and more poorly prepared for the
legitimate duties of teacher and unprc-

cedcntly well skilled in scientific knowledge. He is enthusiastic along the line
of original research; he demands
promptly, an elaborate and expensively
equipped laboratory; he puts the classes
at work on as high a plane and under
directions that demand as high scholarly
attainments as he himself possessed during his university course. This class
of teachers are forgetting more and
more the plane upon which they lived
during their high school days. Time was
when the ordinary Jaw of refraction and
reflection in light, the parallelogram of
forces and the laws of falling bodies were
of practical use to the high school boy.

\\'e shall find in the classes, to-day, boys
and girls noundering along, sometimes
in original research and very often clutching at problems and heartlessly meandering in unscientific investigation, neglecting drill in elementary principles of na·
turalscience.
I am complaining that university laboratory methods and college proficiency
and efficiency constitutes too much of the
work in elementary science which only
should have a place in the high schools,
the more advanced and skilled manipulation and calculation being reserved for
the university. I am complaining of the
high shooting of the young university
men who arc largely filling the positions
of teachers in our secondary schools.
The fault will be remedied in most cases
by from five to ten years' experience, but
in the meantime hundreds of bright boys
and girls, especially girls, will have tx-come so palled with their attempt~!
work in SC!ence as never to realize good
therefrom; and worse than that to live
the rest of their lives with a belittling disgust of true elementary science study.

R URA L HIGH SCHOOLS

110!'. IIENR\' SABIN . I owa

:~~~- ~c~:k~~ ~~~r

;l::::;:;l [a~r~;u:~~:

] T
feasibility of establishing such schools for
the i111mcdiate advantage of children who
reside on the farms or in the smaller
conntryhamlets. Ifthcprcscnttcndencyto
consolidate sc,·cral small schools into one
larg-er one, and grade ;t. after the similitude of the city becomes the settled policy,
then the highest grade may be established
as a high school open to all the children
of the district under equal conditions.
Or it may be deemed ad,·isable to erect at
the center of the town~hip a high school
building-, and continue the lower school
in othe r localities.
Each scheme has its advantages. and.
which is advisable, very often must be
left to be determined by attendant circumstances. Or a county may sustain a
High School for the benefit of all the
rural schools within its limits.
The more important question for consideration is, what effect should the establishment of such a school have upon
its pupils and upon community life about
it? As far as knowledge studies are concerned its course of study may run
parallel in some respects with that of the
Grammar~ geography, history,
city.
arithmetic, in an extensive sense, must
not be crowded out by more ambitious
studies; they must be given in their most
practical fonn. An eminent educator
says very pointedly and truthfully: "I
find it necessary to say often that the core
of the school curriculum is right; that
the need of an illiterate man when he
goes away from home, is a knowledge of

reading and writing, rather than a knowledge of beetles. bugs, lobsters, whales,
and other st uff which is displacing the
three R's in the curriculum of many
:;chools.''
The length of the course in such a
!>chool is of prime importance. h is altozcther probable that the pupils attending
school will not have over three years at
the most to spare; many of them must be
contented with two. If this conclusion
is correct, then everything which makes
for show, or amusement, must be rigorously excluded.
The pressure of life, and the haste "to
.~et to work earning money:· is as great
in one section as another. The course of
study then must be so arranged as to give
the largest amount of knowledge and discipline in the least possible time. Those
branches must be selected for prominence
which have a direct bearing upon country
life, and at the same time those which
tend to make the child a citizen of the
world, and to give him a knowledge
more or Jess complete of the civilization
1)f which he is to be a part, must not be
ncgle<:ted. In order that those who
cntcrmaycompletesuch a course in three
years or less, two things arc to be con:;idcrcd. In the first place, there must
he no break, but the high school course
must be a continuance of that commenced
in the schools below. In other words,
whatever changes are found necessary in
the common school studies, must be followed by corresponding changes in the
curriculum for the Rural High School.
In the second place, those desiring to
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Greene. the first principal of the Rhode
Island :\onnal School, in a lt.'Cture which
the writer attended. ~me thirty-one years
ago. "Blackberries. ur-r-rrr-ur!" herepeated emphatically. with that peculiar rattling challenge of attention which
all his old pupils will recall; then he
paused. ~cmoved his spectacles, and
looked ~omcwhat sternly over his au<liencc.
;'Jlf.,\CKberrics,'' he repeated
once more, in very staccato tones, "when
grec11, arc reel."
As the learned professor. with all the
solemnity of an oracle. ga\·e utterance to
this simple and well known truth, it

seemed the height of the ridiculous,--of
the utterly incongruous; but its paradoxicality, if lmay be allowed to us·e the
word, was no greater than the contrasts
shown by the ATormal School in its sunchased shadows, its alternating adversit~· and prosperity.
Although homed now in what is said
to be the be~t building in its line in the
L·nited States, its usefulness has more
thail once bc"n re~tricted by strait-jacket
quarters, as in th<: body of an abandoned church, with the buzz of a wood·
\\·orkinQ: mill on one end and the noiSl'
of a busy street on the other, always
ready. when windows were opened, to
drown the individuality of pupils in singing- and encourage the teachers to give
p1actical illustrations of the distinct
enunciation which they advised their
classes always to usc.
.\!though the politicians gave many
fair words. they did nothing practical
toward getting an ideal home for the
school until Commissioner Thomas B.
Stockwell enlisted and unified the efforts
of the graduates and teachers, creating
a strong body of sentiment to which the
legislaure was glad to rrive the nccessar~
attention.
Although located in the smallest state
in the l.'nion. it has nearly always been
ranked among the ten best Normal
Schools in the country, wltile under Principals Samuel . Greene, Dana P. Colburn. James C. Greenough, and 01arles S.
Chapin, it has had no superior between
our two great borderin'!' oceans. Largely
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through his efforts to g-i\'c his pupils a
good basic knowledge of our language,
Professor Greene elaborated the most
practical and thorough,-most consistent, coherent. concise, and comprehensive
system of English Grammar ever developed de novo on original lines. His
pupils understood Grammar. They could
gi\·e something more than mere opinions
on fine grammatical questions. They
could analyze and synthctize accurately.
They k11c~~· that they knew what thcv
taught. and could give valid reasons
therefor. \'cry few of the teachers of
to-day understand the subject as did
nearly all the ~raduatcs in Professor
Greene's day.
Instead of Grammar. think of Arithmetic, and in place of Professor Greene
put Principal Colburn, and you will ha,•e
under consideration the greatest >l'ormal
exponent of numbers, their science and
an. that America has known. Only less
great. the merest fraction, were some of
his graduates as teachers of .\rithmetic.
Is it thorough Pedagogy you haYe in
mind. or sound. lucid. workable Psychology. or uplifting. compelling institute
addresses? Xotc how Professor Greenough towered in all these above nearly
or quite all the Konnal 11\en of his day.
\\'hen he began his work, after the old
school had died in Bristol. doleful
prophets said that he might possibly gal,·anize it into temporary animation. but
that he could ne,·cr re\'i,·c its former
profe..-!'oiOnal spirit. Yet when one looks
back upon the record of his first class.
of twenty-five, which was graduated
abot1t a generation ago, :md of which all
but three arc still living, ancl most of
them still engaged in educational or litcrary work, in responsible positions. he
sec:-o at once that the initial impu!:;oc ginn
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regime of Principal Greenough and that
of Principal Chapin. my purpose in this
article will be fulfilled by setting forth
the aims and ,,·orkinQ" principles of the
school under the latter's new and efficient
administration. L:ndcr six leading di\'isions of the subject, with appropriate
subdivisions, I outline, as briefly as is
consistent with clearness,The Future Policy of tile Rhode Island
~Yo rmal School

I.-The gradual approximation to a
truly professional school. The Normal
School should not be a high school, or a
college. or a mere training school. Its
aim. which public conditions do not permit it to attain fully, at present, is to become as thoroughly a professional school
as is a school of law or of medicine or of
theology. Tts one reason for existence
is the belief that there is a philosophy of
education which may be taught and an
art of teach;ng which may be acquired.
This is the :\'ormal School idea. In one
fonn or another it is accepted now b,·
nearly e\·ery intelligent educator of experience. The one dispute among school
men must turn upon the _question, "\Vhat
is the best form of professional instruction?" This Normal School believes
that the course of study must include in
due proportion the following topics:I.-Educational thcory.-The history
of education. Psychology. Pedagogy, organization and management of schools.
the principles and art of teaching, and
methods.
2.-A thorough study of the subject
matter of the clcmentarv school curriculum.
3.-0bscn-ation of model teaching.
4.-f'racticc in teaching under expert
supen·ision.
11.-Thc gradual increase of the re~r r~: :~r~:~~~l~:~,~~r~.nust ha\'e been one quirements for admission, and the adopPa..;sing over the period between the tion of such selective standards as shall

1
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secure the best personalities

teaching profession.

for the

The most serious

question which faces the educational
public to-day is how and where to secure
the best men and women to train as
teachers. It is unfortunately true that
some Normal Schools do not -demand the
bcl)t. It is <.'<Jually true that no Xormal
School of to-da~· can secure the best;
hut this difficulty can never be cntirclv
~olvcd by X ormal Schools or colleges.
It is, to a certain extent, an economic
matter and follows the laws of economic
demand and supply. The public g-ch as
good teacher!' as it is willing to pay for.
\\"hen cities and towns will make inducements to teachers both financiallv and
professionally, they will secure the teachers whom they arc now :-o.ccking- in vain
to get with inade<Juatc inducements.
The qualifications of a good teacher
arc both natural and acquire<!. The former include all that we mean by personality. Tn dNail. these are:t.-Adaptability and tact; i. c., the
ability to adju!>t oneself in thought, lang-uage, and method to the immaturity of
children.
2.-A strong attraction for teaching,
based on a genuine love of chilclrcn.
3.-Jntellectualability.
4.-Exccutiveability .
.::; .-Common sense.
6.-Good health and a cheerful disposition.
One who Jacks atn- of these natural
qualifications will not teach well. Since
the Xonnal School cannot create personality, it cannot make teachers. Its most
important function is to discover, to inspire, and to train the born teacher. and
to fit her into her appropriate place in
the schools.
There can be no academic tests of personality. The candidate for the teaching profession is admitted to the Xormal
School chiefly upon evidence of her in-
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tellcctual ability. The condition is always implied that she may be dismissed
whenever it becomes clear that she lacks
conspicuously the natural qualifications
of a good teacher.
To the natural teacher. however. the
Rhode Island 1 ormal School offers unexcelled opportunities for acquiring that
professional knowledge and technical
skill which arc indispensable to the best
teaching.
III.-Thc gradual raising of the
standard of work in the school, both
through a stronger curriculum and
through better teaching. One of the
foremost problems of the Xomml School
is how to secure depth and breadth of
scholarship without sacrificing that practical knowledge of the art of teaching,
for which such scholan;hips haYe always
stood. .\s between a p<.!tson of scholarship who cannot teach and one of limited
educational attainments who can teach.
the Xormal School will always select the
latter. ~\II superintendents and employers of teachers know that this position is
sound. But the demands of the time<:
are for better scholarship among our
teachers and among our students; ancl
this demand the Rhode Island Kormal
School re<:ognizes. :lnd, as occasion offers. and conditions permit, will seek to
meet.
1\·.-.\s a corollary of the third. those
in char~e stand for a gradual introduction into the faculty of more men. and of
more teachers. both men and women.
\\'ho ha\'C had college or university
training. \\'ith the exception of specialists in music. art, gymnastics. and kindergarten training. it is quite certain that the Xormal School cannot afford to demand any less equipment than
a college or university course. The
Xonnal School faculty should eventually
be composed oi instructors whose standan\ of scholarship would make them wei-
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come on the faculty of a firstwclass college; who .ioin to this equipment that
working knowledge of children in the
public schools and their needs which can
come only from practical cxper·ience in
the schoolroom. It must be said now
that it is practically impossible to find
instructors for normal schools who
possess this twofold equipment. Some
institutions select the latter qualification,
ignoring the former. Some insist upon
the former and ignore the latter. The
Rhode Island Normal School will endeavor in thC future selection of teachers
to require both. but with a misgiving
born of the knowledge that the supply of
such teachers is inadequate to the demand. There is no source of supply
from which to secure thoroughly prepared Normal School instructors. Perhaps there will not be until several firstclass normal colleges have been established.
V.-The gradual perfection of the
training school system. which. by requiring one-half year of actual teaching in
sole charge of a school. will furnish the
only sufficient test of a student's ability
to teach. The training school system is
as follows:-

Obsen·atio" of Model Teaching
The observation school meets the need
of a preliminary couse i·n observation and
practice. Its eight rooms are in charge
of teachers selected for their skill and
ability.
As an observer, the ?\ormal student follows the child through all the gradations
of school life; as a class instructor, she
tests her special fitness and strength;
finally, as the teacher in charge of a room
in one of the training fchools, she proves
her ability to instruct and her power to
govern.
Students arc assigned in groups to the
kindergarten and the several rooms.
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Each group passes successively from
grade w grade. thus making the entire
circuit. Observations are systematically
directed and interpreted, until observers
are familiar with methods, material, and
devices used, and arc fairly intelligent as
to what may be expected of children at
differem stages in their school career.
Students are allowed to specialize, to
some extent. in their practice work, ac~
cording'
their tastes or aptitude for

Practice in the Traiuing School
Students of the first class are appointed
tot he training schools outside the building
for a term of twenty weeks. Here every
student is responsible for the teaching'
and management of an entire school, subject to the ordinary conditions of town
or city. The work of every school is
directed by a critic teacher, while the
whole scheme is under the personal super~
vision of the principal of the Normal
school. There are now twenty-three such
training schools connected with the
Rhode lsland Normal School.
So far as is known, the only Nonnal
Schools in the country which afford
equal training in the practical art of
teaching to that given at the Rhode
Island Normal School arc the New
Britain, <;:onn .. 1\ormal School, and the
Oswego. ?\". Y ., Normal School. The
Fitchburg, ~lass.. Normal School has
the same system, but requires only twelve
weeks of teaching
YL-As soon as the conditions mentioned above are perfected to the highest
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possible degree. the Non11al School
should take up the task of preparing college graduates to teach in grade schools.
If all the professors of Pedagogy in all
the colleges of the country should dc\'Otc their time to this work for the next
two dtXades, the supply of college graduates well trained for grade work would
be far below the demand. The Normal
School is in no sense a rival of the college. but a coadjutor in this work. The
ideal arrangement for the Normal
School, and the one which it would prefer. is some scheme of coOperation with
a good college, whereby the department
of Pedagogy of that institution should
thoroughly train competent seniors in
Educational Theory and in the subject
matter of the grammar school curriculum, while the Xormal School should
have charge of the training-school work

of these seniors under such conditions as
to furnish a decisive test as to their ability to manage and teach school. It is
hoped that some such arrangement may
beeffectedinthefuture.
In no state of the Union is there a
better opportunity for the development
of a strong Xomml School. which shall,
in a sense, be a leader in its appropriate
work. The compactness of the population of Rhode Island, the excellent means
of travel from the remotest quarters of
the state to the Normal School building,
the location of the school in the midst of
a population of 300,000 people, and the
superior equipment which the state has
given, combine to furnish an opportunity such as the school cannot neglect
if it would, and which it has no disposition to neglect if it could.

Meth~:g::s ~:~w~es;~~i!~ t~ev~:~,:n ao( ::i~::; ,~:i\~ ts~:i~;;rl~ ~~~:<1 ,kindly
1

111

1

11

on.
For the world it loveth a hero and seldom sayeth him nay.
He was strong with the strength that hath carried all obstacles out of his war:
He was brave; what othe'rs had fled from he faced and did not quail;
He was proud with the sense of a power that was never known to fai l,
.\ nd the world that lovet h a hero, laid its richest gifts at his feetAll things for the valiant victor who·suffereth no defeat!
Then again I saw in my vision a man who hath striven and lost,
For years he had fought unyielding, yet he counted not the cost;
For this man, too, was a hero; and he took the decree of Fate
.-\s a brave m;:m taketh his portion who hath fought where the odds are great
No palm of a valiant victor, no kingly crown for him,
For the world that loveth a hero, hath eyes that are wondrous dim.
But a goddess stooped and touched him and I saw, as again she rose,
He was wise with the wonderful wisdom that sees and feels and knows,
With a heart deep-touched with sorrow, that could feel for another's pain
And a soul that had braved such dangers that no fears to him remain.
And 1 said, " ~ot all to the victor, to him be the honor meet,
But never be less to the hero who conquercth in defeat ! ,.

~~s L\0c-t v~f J-

rnwJ.. \'2l ~ 1'?

•

Dear rrteod s of the H. I. Nor11al School :-

834 W. 'l'e.utb St. , Los .Angaies,
June 14, l8Q8.

M1;.;s Marbl& ' s kind •requeEt. to a1ve you e
•ord on tbo boopy occam.cn of your laat &l!.se11bl~ In tbe old bulldlnb meets wltb a
most l:earty response. My own asrociations with tbe old buildinQ: are 110st happy,
and I look back with much pleasure to the ho\il"£ spent tbere with so maocy or you.
1 &ID tbankful for all that bas been done in tbe old building tor 'bte couse of ed ucation, and f1cr the uplifting of tba teacher, and I hope that it nill all be many
t1111es surpassed by the soocessful work dona in t.be future 1n the new building. We
are to gro~ from grace into grace, and to p&£S t rom glorn to glors, and l:O may it
be with the WAhde Island Jlorm3.1 School, t4ay it continue to be a potteJz in fittr:ng
teachers for tbei J N>rk , a:r.d in advancing the beneficent influence of our profe ESion· .
·
Tbey tell us that it is still a qn.a1t.ion ~bather teaching is a profes s ion.
I
pre!Ume they .sre correct., but. if so, then tbe establishment of t.be full acknowledg ment of t.be prot sion depends upon u. all.
~~n we a,-s an1m.£ted wi tb tbe true pro t ..$:Si·mal spirt .. , ..,ben we have prepared O\.rsel ~es for the w.ork wi tb r;uly profe ss ional
zeal, we sbsll find our profe s s1Cn recei ved as one, and Jemunerated as: -q..ne, without
further agitation.
lr. order to do tt:is we atmt !1 rst bcnor our profession, M must look \.t pon it as
the highest ar.d best work in the 't~Orld, ·98 m~t prepare ourselves tor it to the
fullest po s stble extent, not cnly by a cour e of JmOfessional stndy, but by enriching
our minds acd our hearts, •o 'h r 11' Et p o1 db 1 t ex by trainlni our powers and rac \.ll tle.t. by e v.e ry means within our power. We Dl\llt t.onor and coi5perate with all •ise
effort t •o imp I0'\8 the courses of st.Kdy, tl:e methods or instruction, and tbe train i•R or te chers . We mnst l!o;ally s\:l)port In eve r y po tsslbl e way all prof<> sional
school!~ and use oun intt~nca in their bebalr .
~e must al 8)
onor our fellow teachers , 1-.e must work wi tb them in harmony for
the best 1nt4u&sts of the schools, 'l\8 must OHD&ider them colleaqu.;s in a common
~ork , not rivals in a st rtVgle for the supply of the market..
We must treat them in
all our relations witb them according to the dictates of the Golden rule, and fur ther tbeir 1ntere sts as we would our 01n .
J; tnally "'must bonor our 'lfOriol ~e must give it the best of ourselves Witbcut
measure or stint. He •LSt be faithful , earnsst, thcughtful, progres !!'ive, and we must
bold wba • MJ bave gained not as our own, but as the property of our profe s sion, tor
the good or all tbe schools.
Let k.8 conUn
to .m.cw oul'uelveu &E loyal to the Normal Sc!lool in 1't.E ne• bliild ing aa .,. bay• been in the old, ac"- as udt-d in our endeavors t.o f ).(J' tl" J tte inter
esta o¥" education M:lerever &n work lies . I have to tbank ro"ne of you for pleasant
letters and me maaaa w1 thin the paSt yea•r, and I hope yo11 will bold me in 10emory as
at facti ooately &IS I do you,

Very Ia ace rely yo>1r friend , Jr,..~

)'/. .[M.v;., ,

PRESENTATION OF SCHOOL MUSIC

OBSERVATION DEPARTMENT

WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

JANUARY TwENTY-THREE, NXNETEEN HUNDRED SEVEN,

ONE-THIRTY O'OLOOK

l'f0'7

METHODS OF TEACHING MUSIC

EMORY P . RUSSELL, DIRECTOR OF MUSIC,

PROGRAM

1.

FIRST YEAR.
(A)
(O)

SCALE WORK.

(B)

TONE DIO'.I'ATION.
( D)

NOTE READING FROM THlll CHART.

RO'.l'lD SONGS.

2. SECOND YEAR.
(B)

TONE DICTATION BY GROUPS,

(A)

SCALE \VOR.K.

(O)

NOTE WRI'.I'l"NG ON BLACKBOARD.

(D)

NOTEREADJ:NG FROM CHART,

(E)

EXERCISES.

(Fl

SONGS .

(JJ')

SONGS.

3. THIRD YEAR.
(B)

RHYTHM: DRILL.

(A)

SCALE WORK.

(0)

TONE DICTATION BY GROUPS,

(D)

NO'l'EREADINGFROMOHART,

(E)

EXERCISES.

4. FOURTH YEAR.
(A)

TONE

DICTATION

BLACKBOARD.

(D)

EXERCISES.

BY

( 0)

GROUPS,

(B)

NOTE

WBITXNG ON

NO'.l'EI READING FROM CHART.

SIGHT READING,

(E)

SONGS.

5. FIFTH YEAR.
(A)

TONE DICTATION BY GROUPS,

(0)

NOTE READING FROM CHART,

(D)

EXERCISES IN TWO-VOICE PARTS .

(B)

RHYTHM DRILL.

(E)

SONGS.

6. SIXTH YEAR.
(A)

DRILL IN OHROM.A..TIOS.

(0)

EXERCISES rN THRlDE- VOIOE PARTS,

(B)

NOTE READING FROM CHART.

(D)

SONGS,

SEVENTH YEAR.
(A)

SPELLING AND PRONOUNCING OF CHORDS.

(B)

EXERCISES IN TBREE- VOIOE PARTS.

(c)

SONGS,

8 . EIGHTH YEAR.
(A)

EXERCISES IN FOUR-VOXOE PARTS.

(B)

SONGS,

/

AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS TO GRADUATES
OF THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL CHARLES S. 0HAPIN,

CLASS

ALBERT FRANK OOCHRANE
MILTON BRADFORD EDDY
HENRY JOSEPH GALLAGHER
SAM.l:JEL HOFFMAN
CHARLES DENNIS MACOMBER
ED=H CONGDON BOWEN
GERTRUDE AGNES CONLEY
HELEN MAY COOPER
MABEL MARY FOSS
GLADYS ANTHONY MERBER
LILLIAN ROBY PARROTT
ANNA CAROLINE PETERSON
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DEDICA'l'ORY EXERCISES.
New State 1\""ornut l Schoo\ t o be
• li'ornudl,_· 0l)ene-d Next '\\Te(l nesday.
The building comrhittee of the new
State Normal School, of which HNl.
John E. J{endrick is Chairmar... will hand
over the keys of the building to the Governor· ¥.rcdnesday of next week. This
e1.:ent will mark the finish of the hand some structure on Capitol H!!l, the work
of which was begun in the 3pring of lSM.
The school will be open for the beginning or the regular fall term ~Ionday,
Sept. 12, 'and by that time tt is expected
that everything will be in i·eauincss fo r

the rec~ptJon of the students.
Wedn~·sday noon there will be formal
dedicatory exercises, to which prominent
State and city officials and leading edu-

cational lights from outside Rhode Island will be invited . The program::Y'.)
for the occasior. is not. yet complete. t,l. t
it will include an interesting series o
speechmaklng and music pertinent t
~uch an occasion. rrhe chief opeak~r '}I!
h(;.. l-Ion. "l;Villiam T. liarris, Comn
sioner of Education, Vla.~hington, D. C.
Others who will deHver addr~?~ses . are 1
Hon. H~t!l".)' .barnar<.A of Har~ford,
Dyer and Commissioner of }!Jducadon
Stockwell.
The exercis<:s will take place in the
large slucly hall, which is one of the
finest apartments of the big Normal
School. At. the proper moment, )lr.
Ket.drick, on behalf of the committee.
will h .. nd over the keys of t)le building
to Gov. IJyer, punctuating this cere~
mony with fitting remarks relat ive to
the work novv· completed. Reeves's Band
Will rer~der a musical programme incidentn.l to the dedicatcry exercises.
Prom 11 o'clock next Wednesday until
Friday the building will be open for
publi.::: in~pectton. this being the firs t
occasion th\1 citizens will have "'. had to
view the interior of the structure in its
almost complete form . Of la.te it has
been fountl necEssary to restrict adrnit-.
tance to only those ~-ho have business
inside. At present a large force of contractnrs' men, janitors, eng-lneers and
1 oth~?r employes is at work putting the
finishing touches to the interior fttting_,
This force ha::; been ellgaged nights and
Sunday5, as well as during the hours of
daylight.
Many of the departments are as yet
unfurnished. but the furnishings . have
arrivl"•d and are now available to be
pla.ced in positlo_n._ _

l:icv.l
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N~W-NORM.!L SCHOOL. I
Dedicated Tc·day witl1 ilpproprlate
Cf'remonies.
''it'liH:n

Ot"lli~TI:';{;t"l~lli:O

()l"FI·

ll,'I,\L~ .\"H) t~nn:_\TOII'< l'lli;:~t::.T.

•

•
--

New State Norma1 Schoo1.
Th

bwldlnl< "'"' d<'<II<"O.t«< <<>·<Ia)' .-·m "l'P"'I>tlat~ n·r~monl.,..

NoRMAL ScHOOL

THI~TY · FIRflT CLl\~~~
NORMAL HALL,

PROVIDENCE,

FRIDAY, JULY 1st, 10 A.M.

Music.
PRAYER.
Music.
Story Telling,
:Man's Dominion, ·
Attempt liard 'l'bings,
Historical Pedagogy,

Addie CongdlJU Randall.
F. Lillian Armstrong.
- Katherine F. Doran.
Claudia H. Church.

Music.
Moral Cultme and Self Government,
Elizabeth A. Ryan.
Education In School and Out,
Oscar Ellsworth Haskell.
Holland as a Te~cher,
Agnes Shaw Westcott.
A Finished Education, .\linuie Fran~cs Dow.

Music.
Not n Method but Methods,
Om Fourfold Civilization, Books 1ror Uhildren, 'l'he Pedagogy of Rosenkranz,

hllll"y A. S 1{ugan.
· Laura 8. Yeaw*.
- Annie Louise Cooke.
Stella Freeman Nickerson,

Music.
Principal's Address to Class.
Srlf Education by 1'eaching,

-

- Florence R. Kenyon.

Presentation of Diplomas
BY HIS EXCELT"llNCY GOVERNOR JOHN\\'. DAVIS.

Class Song.
*Excused.

BENEDICTION.

ESSAYS
Not read for want of time.
1\Ioral llolidays,

.

Annie 8. Drown.

The Teacher's Duly to His Profrssion,
Margaret Maria Cavanaugh.
. Mabel G . Cook.
Ilow We Stud ied Pedagogy,
Means For Ends,

. Franklin R. Cushman.

The CrentiYc Power of Thought,
Some Mistakes iu Teaching. .

::\[ayE. DaYison.

"In 11iemoriam," Iodi\·iduality of tbc Teacbe t·, .

-Sarah E. Kelly.
Emma A. King.

Lo\~e of Truth,
Invention in the School Room , The Force of Gentleness,

Freedom, The Goal of Cnltlll'e, Plea for the Littl e Ones,
·white's Pedagogy, .

L. Linda llunt.

Susie A. Matteson.
- Phebe E. Morris.
Mary E. Olney.
Clara F. Sherman.
,Tenny Rsthcr Tu cker.
Mai.Jc·l E. A. " 'a ile.

N. B .-Class History and Proplwcy will be rend in :\ormal
ITa II at 1 P . 1\f.

~bode l~land ~tate No~mal ~chool.
THIRTY-FIRST CLASS.

-----JULY 1ST, 1887.-------MoTTo:-WHAT AND
FLORA LILLIAN ARMSTRONG,
ANNIE SNOW ilROWN,
MARGARET MARIA CAVANAUGH,
CLAUDIA HERBERT CHURCH,
ANN!Ii: LOUISE COOKE,
MABEL GERTHUDE CooK,
FRANKLIN R. CusHMAN,
MAY ELLA DAVISON,
KATHERINE FRANCES DORAN,
MINNIE FRANCES Dow,
OSCAR ELLSWORTH HASKELL,
LOUISA LINDA HUNT,
SARAH ELLEN KELLY,
FLORENCE RUTH KENYON,
EMMA ALICE KING,
SUSAN ADELINE MATTESON,
PHEBE ELIZABETH MORRIS,
MARY ANNA STANISLAUS MUGAN,
STELLA FREEMAN NrCKERWN,
MARY ELIZABETH OLNEY,
ADDIE CONGDON RA:<~DALL,
ELIZABETH AGNES RYAN,
CLARA ETTA SHERMAN,
JENNY ESTHER TUCKER,
.MABEL EUNICE ALIC~: \¥ A!Tg,
AGNES SHAW "WESTCOTT,
LAURA STANLEY YEAW,

HOW?

Westerly.
Providence.
Valley Falls.
\Varren.
Smithfield.
Oak Valley.
Harmony.
·willimantic, Conn.
Providence.
Providence.
V.'oonsocket.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Howard.
Attleboro, Mas~.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Lonsdale.
Providence.
Shannock.
Providence .
Wickford.
Hope Valley.

Grana National "fantasia.
<J?.ee<oes Orchestra.

Doc/worth

ln<oocation.

Opening cAaaress.
His ExceUency, Go<oernor Elisha Dyer.
fJII!arch.

Go<o. 'Dyer.
Orchestra.

Cf?.eport of CJ3uilding Committee.
john E. Kendrick, Chairman.
Transfer of Keys.
Cfhomas B. Stockwe[[, Commissioner of Public Schools.
"fred Gowing, Principal Rhode Island Normal School.

'Dedicatory Prayer.
'R..ecv. Charles]. White.
O'berfure.

Au her

La Sirene.
Orchestra.

cAddress.
William T. Harris, LL.D.,
United States Commissioner of Education.

cAddress.
Henry Bamard, LL. D.,
Jirst Commissioner of Pub£ic Schoo[s.

8Jusic.

Jungman

Harp Sounds.
Orchestra.

CJ3enedidion.
'R._e'b. Henry W. 'R._ugg.

jR eunion
•

31 st ({! lass

FRIDAY, JULY 1, 1867.
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~TATK ~OK.II!L ~lHOOJ.

Elnen New Teacllen Graduated
TilerefromYuterday.
\io1. Lllllt•ftthll'ru~n~ theDrparUng.
Mudent•lllth lllplonta~.

"1'o faithful ana tnorougn wor~ then, ln tile.. instruction of our teache-rs for too improvement of
our schools and the elevation of our commu::.Utiea
throughout the State, we now. aedicate theso.pLeasant and commodious rooms. In former · years
they have been the scene of good, genuine, .truthfullabor, faithfully perforn:OO and closely applied
to the practical life of thos.s who have hare been
taught. Some of our bea.li and most sacces3ful
men, some of our truest.. women, have. been educated within these walls. The city ot .Rrovldenco
may well be proud of tll.~:results which.have besa
wrought in its High Sea~l. That school has been
removea to a more spa.crous and eleg::.nt structure,
and I doubt not haa befo:re it a fnttU.e. as brii.Uant
as its past. But th& <>ld walla ~ tne fa mille.-.:

i~~m;r~:r~~lla~~~~!:n~ uss~J(~~W:rt~:~~:!

continue to be sa.c:r&d to the oome high U!IBS of
good instruction. sound and 11seful knowJedge,
pnre and lof~ atms of life to whicil. it was
originally d.C~:v.~ted, Hither will come up tb.e
young me~ and women o~ our dear Common-.

fh~a~!~Cth~k8sf:~~ut~:~J:~nt~~;e:!

I

~e amounta

I

ma.klr.lo$1 to imnrove its :tehools. What fine and
gracious fruits of life are her~ to be borne ! U
we. ~annot look back t& the pas\ with perfect satbf..aotlon, we can look 'lt>rward to the future wiU& a

p!Ud were to the Seminary at
East Greenwich; in 1867, S428 OOlln ~ags, S~S 00; •
ln,l869, $600 00; to La._v.bam, 1q +~1 1 ~~ W; J_4 I

I t6§8, ts!89 90; \lll~, f~M w~

certain hope. That it may be fully realized in the
succeBB, soundness and stabU!ty of this institution

~t~~iiu~~a~1~;~~etE~~~ibJ~rb~~tr!:~~~ra~~~~o~~

of a republican government-the free, public, common school!
At the close of Mr. Woodbury's add tess. there
was more music, after which the benediction was
pronounced oy Dr. Laurie.

1

::griday iillening, flune 27th, 1879 .

.f:l~te

uml

ntB~it~
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"MATTEI."

PIANO DUET . .

'lllSS '11cCLOSKEY & J.\IISS FEELY.
PIANO SOLO.
MISS WHITE.
"THE WAVES ARE HUSHED TO REST."

MISS POND .
CHRONICLES OF WINTER CLASS OF "i9.
MISS BLACKBURN.
PIANO SOLO.
MISS HACKETT.
VOCAL DUET.
MISS CORMAC'! & J.\IISS .McCLOSKEY.
CLASS PROPHECY.

CLASS OF JUNE, '19.
~1ISS

HOUIES.

VOCAL QUARTETTE.
\ MISS GOR~!A:-< & MISS McCLOSKEY,
) MISS GETCHELL & MISS MOFFITT.

CLASS PROPHECY.

(Continued.)

MISS

SILO~E.

AGNES SOREL.

DUET.
MISS McCLOSKEY & MISS FEELY.

PIANO SOLO.

MISS NEWELL.
PIANO SOLO.

li!ISS MOFFITT.
PIANO DUET.

MISS ?.IcCLOSKEY & i\IISS ;\!QFFITT.
PIANO SOLO.

MISS HACKETT.
PIANO SOLO.

MISS PETER ON.
PARTING HYMN.
~!DIBERS
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\Ve, voyagers o'er life's fitful sea,

Have anchored here and happily;
The days and seasons quick ha\'e pa"ecl,
;\ncl now, too soon, has come the last.

Adieu to you, our teachers dear,

With thanks for favors lasted here.
Ye ~ccnes where mem'ry loves to dwell,
Ye dear, familiar scenes-farewell!

The hour is come; we may not stay;
The word is given : we haste away;
In separate barques wc·put to sea
And wish to each prosperity.

If bounteous H em·en will deign to guide

Us safely o'er life's dangerous tide,

The voyage and perils over-past,
'Twill bring us safe to Him at last.
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REPORT.

To the llono..able the Gene..al Assembly of the State of Rhode
Island:
Your Commission, to which, by virtue of a resolution passed
M<l.Y 24, 1893, was delegated the authority and duty "to select and
pnrc·hase a site and erect thereon a building for the State Normal
School," respectfully beg leave to present this their report.
The constitution of the Commission at the elate of its creation
was as follows: His Ex:cel1ency D. Russell Brown, Governor; His
Honoi· Melville Bull, Lieutenant-Governor; Messrs. Dwight R.
Adn.ms, Samuel H. Cross, John E. Kendrick, J. Howard Manchester, Percy D. Smith, Frank E. Thompson, and rrhomas B. Stockwell, Trustees of the Hhode Island Normal School.
At the first meeting of the Commission, held May 27, 1SD3,
Messrs. Kendrick, Cross, and Smith were appointed a committee
to look for and examine sites for the proposed building, and report
to the Commission with their recommendations. At a meeting
held September 2, 18!)3, the committee appointed at the previous
meeting reported progress, but nsked for further time before
making a specific recommendation.
At a meeting of the committee on site held December 23, 1893,
it was formally decidecl that the site occupied by the old State
prison combined more advantages than any other available locntion, and on the 4th of January, 1894, the Commission voted to
ask the General Assembly that the said old State prison lot, with
the buildings thereon, be transferred to them for the uses of the
new building. In response to the above request a resolution was
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passed by your honorable body April 27, 18!14, "transferring the
old prison property in Providence" to this Commission.
On May 27,1894, Messrs. Kendrick, Thompson, and Manchester were appointed a committee" to select a site and to prepare,
or cause to be prepn.red, plans and specifications for the new
Normal School building to be submitted to this Commission for
suggestions, approval, or rejection, as may be deemed best. Upon
the approval of the location, plans, and specifications for the new
Normal School building by this Commission, the said committee
is hereby authorized, directed and empOwered to proceed and
cause to be erected the said new Normal School building on the
site selected, and in accordance with plans and specifications approved by this Commission. And whenever it shall become necessary to provide proper furnishings for the said new Normal School
building, the said committee shall prepare and submit to this
Commission, for its approva.l, a list, schedule, and plans of such
furnitm·e, htrnishings, apparatus, and equipments as are, or may
be, deemed essential for the said new Normal School building;
and after approval by this Commission the said committee is
hereby authorized and empowered to purchase the said furniture and equipments, and to locate and adjust them to and for the
uses and purposes of the said Normal School building."
In January, 1894, there were four new members of the Commission, His Honor Edwin R. Allen, who became a member of the
Trustees of the Normal School by virtue of his election as Lieutenant-Governor; the Hou. S. W. K. Allen, elected Trustee in
place of Dwight B . Adams, resigned; and the Ron. George T.
Baker and the Rev. Chat·les J. White, elected Trustees in place of
J. Howard Manchester and Percy D. Smith, whose terms of
office had expired. At a meeting held June 9, 1894, Samuel H.
Cross wns n.ppointed to fill the vacancy on the special committee
on site and building caused by the expiration of the term of
office of J. Howard Manchester.
Steps were immediately taken, upon the transfer of the old
prison properLy to the Commission, to fix upon a definite location

for the building. It was soon found that there were two fixed
points which must be considered in making this decision- the
proposed new railroad station ancl the new cnpitol. After several
attempts to fix upon a location within the limits of the prison lot,
it was found that the most available spot would b1ing the first
floor of the building twenty (20) feet below the le,·el of the tmcks
at the new station, while it would crowd the building close up
under the hill. The more the problem was stuclied, the more clear
did it become that the building must go up on higher ground and
back further on the bill. The prison lot was bounded by three
streets, Gaspee, Promenade, and Park, while between the lot and
Lincoln street lay a strip of land some thirty feet above Gaspee
street, about three hundred fifty feet in length and a little over a
hundred feet in width, occupied by five wooden dwelling-houses.
It was at once seen that the possession of this land would make
it possible to set the new building where it would not only ttppottr
well against the hill, but also from the railroad terrace and the
centre of the city. Accordingly, in order to facilitate the labors
of the Commission in acquiring the needed land, the General
Assembly, on June 13, 1894, passed a 1·esolution conferring upon
the Commission the power to condemn such Janel as they might
deem necessary for a suitable site.
In the meantime, while the ground was being measured and
leveled and efforts were bei11g made to place the building in
proper relation to the site of the new State House, it became
more and more clear to the entire Commission, as to every one,
architects and engineers, who gave any thought and study to the
matter, that the tract of laud lying east of the old p1isou lot, 011
Gaspee aud Francis streets, and occupied by an iron foundry and
a machine shop, should be controlled hy the State, both for appearance's sake and for the preservation of tl1e fnhue property of

the State.
Accordingly, on June 2!1, 1894, the committee on site and building was directed to secure from some architect or engi neer, nnd
present at the next meeting, a sketch showing the location of the
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Normal School within the tract of land bounded by Gaspee,
Promennde, Park, Lincoln, and Francis streets, and with special
reference to th e site of the new State House. It wns also voted
that unless the land contnined within the above area, not owned
by the State, can be pnrchnsed at reasonable prices the Commission will net under the nnthmity conferred at the preceding session of the legislature.
On Au gust 4, 18!J4:, a plat of the territory above described, with
a locati on thereon for the new building, was presen ted by the
committee on site n.ncl building and fo1·mally adopted by th e
Commission. At this same time Messrs. Martin & Hall, architects, were authorized and instructed to prepare a set of plans for
the new huilding for th e inspection of the Commission.
During the interval between this meeting and the one preceding, efforts were made to obtain the terms upon which tl1e owners
of the land above referred to would sell their property to the
State. A report upon this point was made by the committee on
site n.nd building, sbowi11g that the p1ices asked were far in exces.~
of the tax valuation, and above what was believed to he a fnir
vnlue. The committee wns instructed to make further efforts to
secure n modificntion of the prices asked for the property n.ud
report at the next meeting.
On August 24, 18!J4, the committee on site and building reported
that they had been unable to obtain any lower prices for the desired property, nnd it wns voted to condemn the land lying between the prison lot nnd Lincoln street.
Messrs. Martin & Hall, architects, presented at this time n. set
of plans for the proposed building. Aiter full discussion and
considerntion these plnns were accepted in substance and the
architecL<i diTectecl to prepare complete working chn.wings n.ud
specifications.
At a meeting of the Commission held October 6, 1894, the question came up as to the duty of the Commission with reference to
the rest of the laud lying adjnceut to tl1e }nison lot, not included
within the previous vote to condemn. After a full discussion of

the whole subject, and especially in view of the absolute certainty
that, for reasons already given, the State must control that property, it was unanimously voted to take the necessary steps to condemn all property bounded by Gaspee, Promenade, Park, Lincoln,
an d Francis streets. Samuel W. K. Allen, a member of the Commission, was authorized to act in their behalf in all matters pertaining to the condemnation of the above land. Proceeding in
accordance with the above authority, Mr. AJlen, on the fifth of
November, 1894, fil ed with the Common Pleas Division of the
Supreme Court the certificate of condemnation with the accompanying papers and a petition for the appointment of commissioners to fix upon the value of the land taken.
Full and extended hearings were given by the commissiouersGttrdiner C. Sims, J. Edward Studley, and Addison Q. Fisher-and
all parties interested were notified to be present. On September
14, 1895, the commissioners presented their l'eport to the court,
making their award. On a comparison of this award with the
prices asked it was found that in every instance the sum fixed by
the commissioners WltS less, showing that the judgment of your
Commission was correct in deciding to condemn. No appeal was
taken from the award except by one party, who, on taking his case
to a jtuy, received a less sum than that awarded by the commissioners. Tlll'ongh the efforts of the counsel employed by the Commission quit-claim deeds were given, upon the payment of the
award, by each party hn.viug n.ny interest in the laud condemned,
thus secm·ing to the Sta.te the fee to the ln.u'cl.
At a meeting held February 2, 1895, it was voted that hereafter
the committee on site and building shall be known and designated
as the " building committee." Messrs. Martin & H1.tll presented
their completed plans for th.e new building, and they were adopted,
and the building committee were authorized to execute a contract
in behalf of the Commission with Messrs. Martin & Hall for the
preparation of the plans and specifications for the new building,
and for the supervision of the erection of the same.
lt was also voted at this time to employ ProfessorS. H . Wood-
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bridge, of Boston, us engineering expert to prepare plans, specifications, and detail drawings for a steam heating and ' 'entilating
pbnt, with power, for the new building. Experience has demonstrated that the beil.ting and ventilating of a large building can
only be fully tiecured through the aid of one who has made the
combined service a special study. It was felt that this Normal
School should be a model in this respect, and, therefore, that the
best available htleut for such 1\ purpose should be em ployed.
Prof. \Voodb1·idge has won f01· himself a national reputation in
this line, and the Commission believed that, in securing his sel·vices, they had done the best thing possible. The results of his
labon:; since the school was opened are such as to justify the action
of the Commission.
At the time of the condclllllation of the la.ncl on Lincoln street
the buildings wore all occupied. The tenants continued therein
until the month of April, 1805, when, in accordance with a vote of
Commission, they were notified to remove on or bef01·e May 1;
and the building committee were authorized to sell, either at
private sale or auction, all buildings on the condemned land.
At a meeting held April 12, 1895, the full plans and specifications were presented, the specifications read and considered and,
after some revif.;ion and amendment, adopted; and the building
committee were authorized and directed to advertise for bids for
the construction of the building. Accordingly advertisements
were at once inseded in the three Providence dailies, and information relating to the matter was given by the architects to contractors of note in other cities.
On May 4, 18D5, the bids were opened by the Commission.
Thideeu bids were received, five from Providence parties, three
hom Boston, and five from 'Vorcest~r. The bids ranged from
S221,008 to $280,000. The lowest bidders were N. B. Horton &
Son, of Providence, and they were awarded the contract. The
contract was signed May 8th, and the work was begun on the 14th.
During the preparation of the plans and specific~tions the question arose whether the building should be built strictly u fireproof"

or simply ' 1 slow-burning," as is tho case with most so-called
fireproof buildings. On inquiry of the architects it was found
that to make the building strictly u fireproof" would increase the
cost from forty to filty thousand dollars. This was a. large sum to
a.dd to the cost of the struchue, but the mm·e tho Commission
considered tho matter the more clearly did it seolll to them their
duty to lllake this building as nearly perfect as they could. It
was to Le in all re:spects the best of its kind, that it might stand
fOl' a pledge of the State's interest in education, and an incentive
to tho municipalities in their future provision fo1· tho education of
their children. Accordingly the building was made fireproof, no
wood being u8ed in the pal'l;ition or iu the stairl-3, a.uclleaviug on ly
the flooring, retiting on iron and terra cotta, and tho doors 11ud
casings to be made of wood.
lu June, lS£15, His Excellency Charles \Ya.rren Lippitt, by virtue
of his election as Governor, became t\ member of the Trustees of
the Normal School, and hence a member of tho Commission.
\\' hen tho plans for the heating and ventilating were ready, in
order to secure as wide and satisfactory a competitiou il.s possible,
tho engineer, P1·of. \\'oodbridge, was autho1it.ed to advertise for
bids in hil:l discretion, besides advertising in our own pil.per~.
Eleven bids were received, eight from Boston, one from \\'orco:-;ter,
one from :F itchburg, and one from New York, ranging from ::11£1,764
to S29,4.48. Lynch & Woodward, of Boston, were the lowest Uidders, and the contract wtts awarded to them.
As the digging for the foundation of the building proceeded it
soon became evident that the difference in the grade of Ptwk tlnd
Lincoln streets would necessitate the erection of a heavy ba.nk or
retaining wall on the sides of those two streets, which was done
at a cost of S12,000. This not only gives a secure support for the
streets, but renders the basement of the building almost as <tvailable for use as one of the regular floors, and makes an excellent
playground for the ch:ilchen of the model or observation schools.
As the operations of the contractol'S for the building did not interfere at first with the premises occupied by the fountlry and
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machine shop, the occupants of those two places were allowed to
remain until the spring of 1896, ·when all the buildings upon tho
territory enclosed by the five streets were torn down and the
grounds cleared.
'£he .developments in electrical science have been so great
during the past few years that it was deemed best to place the
whole matter of the electrical equipment under the charge of expert electrical engineers, and Messrs. Lewis & Claflin of l'rovideuce were engaged for this servi ce. '!'hey fn e autho1·ities on
that subject, recognized by the insurance companies, and the successful working of the plant testifies to th eir ability in the layout,
and thei1· faithfulness in overseeing its installation. The building
is thoroughly equipped with facilities for complete lighting by
either gas or electricity, so that in case one should fail the other
wou ld be available.
In October, 1896, advertisements were put forth calling for bids
upon the plumbing. November 7 five bids were received-four
from Providence and one from Boston. '!'he Boston bid was fifty
per cent. higher than the lowest bid, while the others ranged from
$12,500 to $14,580. The contract was awarded toP. O'Connor of
Providence, he being the lowest bidder. Concerning the plumbing, it should be said that the specifications called in all cases for
the most modern, most perfectly arranged, most effective apparatus, installed in the very best manner. It is believed that these
conditions have been fulfilled, and that the building from a sanitary point of view is unexceptionable.
In December, 189G, bids for the electric wiring and gns piping
were called for, and on January 2, 1897, seven bids for the elechic 'dring were received-three from Providence, one from Newport, one from " ' orcester. and two from Boston. They ranged
from SG,725 to $16,472. Messrs. Scannevin & Potter of Newport
were the lowest bidders, at 86,725, and the contract was awarded
to them. But one bid for the gas piping was received-that of
David Burton of Providence for SL,645, and as that was stated by

ll

the architects to be a reasonable bid, the contract wns awarded
to him.
In the plans for the building as prepared, the wardrobes for the
children of the model schools, on the first floor, were built of hollow brick and projected out into the corridor, taking up haU of
the width of the same, and greatly interfering with its appearance
and with the light. Accordingly, in January, 1897, the building
committee were authorized to have these wardrobes taken down,
leaving the question of supplying their place to a later clay. Tho
committee were able to have the change made without expense to
tbe State, and the clear view which the corridor of the first floor
now presents for the enti1·e length of tho building is a convincing
proof of the wisdom of the change.
It now began to be evident that plans must soon be made for
the treatment of the grounds about the new building. Their extent and their condition, consequent upon tho removal of the
various buildings, made it imperative that the Commission seek
the advice aud aid of a landscape architect or engineer. Communication was first had with Messrs. Olmstead, Olmstead & Elliot,
of Boston, and while their proposition was under consideration
application was made to the Commission by Mr. Frank M. Blaisdell, landscape architect, of Boston, who came well recommended,
for permission to make a suggestive sketch for the treatment of
the grounds. It was decided to let him do so, and on May 1,
1897, Mr. Blaisdell submitted his sketch. It was cru:efu1ly examined, and, as it seemed to utilize the existing conditions most
satisfactorily while securing the desired results, it was accepted,
and l\Ir. Blaisdell was engaged to prepare full working plans and
supervise the work. Bids were called for the work, including all
the grading, the building of the three flights of granite steps and
the face wall in front of the building, the making of the esplanade
and the terraces at the two ends, and sodding and seeding the
entire ground. But two bids were received which complied with
the conditions, the lowest of which was h·om Thomas Minton, of
Forest Hills, Mass., for $17,500. As his bid was very much lowe1·
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than the other, and as be was found to be perfectly reliable, the
contract was awarded to him. Work was immediately begun and
before winter it was practically completed; and it is to be snid
that the contractor showed throughout the entire time not only
a willingness, but a desire to make everything sntisfactory to the
committee and Commission. The results of his labors are before
you, and the Commission await your verdict and that of the State,
confident of approval.
'lith the coming on of winter in 1896, it was found to be necessnry for the protection of the build.:ing to start the fires in the
boilers and maintain the heating plant from that time on. '!'here
was so much masomy in the building and it was obliged to remn.in
so long a time waiting hmds to push it to a finish that it ·would
h~\ve been materially injured to have left it without heat. Hence,
January 1, 1897, an engineer and fireman were employed, and
from that time on the building was kept from freezing in cold
weather and from gathering dampness a.t other times. 'l'he ndvantages of this com-se have been apparent all through the work
of finishing and since its completion.
In .Jnne, 1897, tlll'ee changes in the Commission occurred.
Oov. Charles "~nrren J.Jippitt and Lieut.-Gov. Allen retired, }uwing ceased to he 'l'mstees of the Normal Sehool witl1 the expiration of their terms of onice, and their places were taken by His
Excellency Elisha Dyer and His Honor Aram J. Pothier, who
beC':1me 'l'l'llstccs of the Normal School by virtue of their elertion
as Govemor alHl J.Jieut.-Governor, respectively; whllo l?rn.nk Hill
of .t\...'lhn.wn.y wns elected a member of the 'l'rnstees in place of
Samuel H. Cro~R, whoRe term bad expired. At the meeting of the
Commission held .June 5, 1897, George T. Baker wns elected on
the huihling committee to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of Mr. Cross from the Commission.
Among lhe various features of the building which the Commission helieve will add to its efficiency, they would particul-arly call
yonr attention to the elevators and the mechanism by which they
are operated, to the Llackboards throughout the entire buildiug,
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and to the system of clocks whereby one uniform time is secured
in every room, and all without trouble to the teacher. The blackbon.rds are believed to be the finest ever placed in any school
building and will remain the same as they are now. The special
feature of the elevators is the system by which they are operated,
whereby the water is used over and over again as the motive
power.
In general, the Commission have sought to make the building
ns nearly perfect ns they could, not for the simple sake of having a
perfect bnildiJlg, but because they believed that such a building
wonld be in the end the cheapest for the State, and would best
serve the purposes for which it was erected. The originnl sketches
nncl specificntions of the needs of a normal school were made by
Mr. "\V. E. "\Vilson, nt that time principal of the school, and were
the resnJt of long experience, on his part and thnt of his asso'cintes in normal school work, and of Cftreful study of the best
normal schools in the country. The special committee on site
and building visited and inspected schools and availed themsolve~ of tho pln.ns of schools in a11 parts of the country, while the
architects seized upon every snggesti011 their own wide experience could give them. AU these means could hardly fall to produce a bnllding ns nenrly complete in detail as can be C011Structecl
At a.ll point.~ throughout the progress of the work the Commission have sought to protect the State and guard her interests.
All bidders have been required to deposit a certified check, sufficiently large to l10lcl them to the fulfillment of tbclr ngreement, in
case t11eil' bids were accepted. Each contractor wns obliged to
give n.mple bonds to protect the State in case of failure on his
part to live up to his contract.
In the furnishing and equipment of the bullding, first of all the
Commission cletet·mined to secure the very best school furniture
fo1· the schoolrooms, that they might serve as a model for the furnishing of schoolrooms throughout the State; and they have procured au adjustable desk and chair called the" Eclipse."
The cases, stationary tables, or stands, chemical and physical
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outfits, and the biological eq uipment were a11 made to order a.ncl
fitted to the building by the Household Sewing Machine Co., of
this city. The movnble fu rnihue for the various rooms was
mninly furnished by the Anthony & Cowell Co., who were the
lowest bidders for this kind of goods.
The gymnasium, wl1ich is quite a new departure in the erection
of a school building, has been equipped under the personal direction of Mr. J. C. Doldt, the instructor of physical culture at
the school, and it is believed to be second to none in its facil ities
for doing the very best work in that line.
So far as they were able the Commission have sought to make
each room specially effective for the particular kind of work to be
carried on there, remembering, as they do, how the school was
hampered in the old building by the lack of this very feature.
The following statement shows the amount of funds placed at
the disposal of the Commission, and the expenditures grouped
under t11e four headings, land, building, fmnishings, and miscellaneous. The detailed statement of expenditures has already been
given for every bill paid, in the St..'l.te Auditor's a.nnualt·oports.
Received by appropriation or the General Asse mbly ...
from rentsnndsnleof old buildings ...
"

. ... :f-533,00000

'fotnl receipts.
Expended for land, including nll expenses of condemnntion,
grading, etc...
Expended for building, ineludingnrebitccts' and engineers' fees..
"furnishings...
"
" miscellnneousitems,including maintenance..

7,7Ci269

$540,75209

181,696 84
820,990 61
25,66253
12,389 86

. .......... f.540,730 84
Total expenditures . .
12 85
Bnlnnce .......... ...... .. .• ..
$54.0,75269
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In concluding this report the Commisiiion wish to express their
own thanks to Messrs. Edwards & Angell, and to recognize, on
behal£ of the State, their able and painstaking ~:~onices to the
Commissiou throughout their labors, and pn.rticularly the skill and
succesl:i with which they attended to tho interest!; of the State in
all matters couuected with the condemnation of the land which
was taken by the Commission.
'I'o tho building committee the Commission :.md the State are
deeply indebted for the faithfulness and zeal with which they
have performed the manifold duties which have devolved upon
them. The self-denying labors of the chairman of that committee deserve special mention, for he has been instant in season
and out of season in his attendance upon the work at the building, in his attention to the thousand and one little details which
spring up in any such enterprise and in his absolute insistence
that e,·ery item of the specifications should be carried out to the
letter. Such oversight and inspection could not have been secured for mere pecttni<try compensation. To this committee,
through its chairman, the State is indebted for a building which,
when the character of its construction is considered, is one of the
cheapest shuctures in the State.
The Commission recognize the fact that the cost of the building
has exceeded the original estimate, but they feel that they have
11lready given suAicient reasons therefor. They desire to acknowledge the courtesy extended to them by the vm·ious assemblies to
which they have had, in the discharge of their duties, to apply for
funds, and the substantial responses to their requests which have
been made from time to time.
In exchange for the funds which the State has placed at the dispOsnl of the Commission, they now have the pleasure of turning
over to tho State a "building for theN ormal School " pronounced
by the highest edncn.tional authority in the country, the Hon.
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"'m. T. Ilarri8, U.S. Commissioner of Education, to be u the most
fiui!::>hed piece of Normal School itrchitecture iu tho la.nd."
Hespectfully submitted,

EJ-'ISHA. DYELl, Clwi·rmrtn.
SAMUEL W. K. ALLlli~.
GEORGE T. BAKER,
D. RUSSELL BROWN,
MELVILLE BUJJL,
WILLIAM GHEGOlW,
FRAXK IIILL,
JOHN E. KENDlUCK,
FRANK E. THOMPSON,
CHARLBS J. WHITE,
THOMAS B. STOCK1YELL, Secretary.

OCTOBER 26th,
1894.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF

The Rhode Island
Normal School
ADOPTED APRIL 7• 1915

RULES AND REGULATIONS
THE RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL
I.

TRUSTEES

As provided by law, the management of the Rhode I sland Norm al
School is vested in the Board of Trustees, which is, therefore, the
final authority in its administration. The fo llowing rules a nd
regulations a rc prescribed for the government of the institut ion, but
the Board of Trustees rcs<'rves the power to amend, suspend, or
revoke any of their provisions.

II.

ORGANIZATION

At a regular monthly meeting, to Lc held on the first Wednesday
in February, in each year, the Board of Trustees shall be organized
by the election of officers and the appointment of standing committees, to serve fo r one year and until their successors a rc chosen.
Th e officers shall consist of a president, vice-president, chairman,
and secretary. The Governor shall serve as preside nt, the Lieutenant-Governor as vice-president, and t he Commissioner of Public
Sc hools as secretary. A chairman shall be elected to preside at
meetings in tho absence of the president and vicc.. president, and to
act for the Board of Trustees as it may determine.
It shall be the duty of the Secretary to record the acts of the
Trustees at their meetings; receive communications nddressed to the
Trustees and make proper reference of the same to a committee or
the Trustees; transmit their rulings, instructions, and other acts to
persons concerned as occasion may require; kce~) the financ ial
accou nts of the Normal School; prepare pay rolls of teachers and

employees; arrange for the auditing and approval of bills and payrolls; certify to the State Auditor the approval of bills and pay rolls as
authorized by the Trustees; endorse checks and money orders
payable to the B.hode I sland Normal School or its Trustees; transmit
all moneys received to the General Treasurer; draw checks in payments to teachers and employees, and perform such other duties as
pertain to his office and as may be assigned him by the Trustees.
He shall serve as secretary to any committee of the Trustees and
keep a record of its meetings when requested to do so.

III. MEETINGS
The Board of Trustees shall hold regular monthly meetings on the
first \Vcdncsday of each nlonth, and a majority of its members shall
constitute a quorum. Special meetings may be held at the call of the
president, chairman, or secretary.
The order of business at regular monthly meetings shall be as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reading of records.
Financial stateme nt.
Approval of bills.
From the Secretary:
a. Communications.
b. Reports.
c. Unfinished business.

5.

Heports and recommenchtions
Instruction.
Hepo'rts and recommendations
Supplies.
7 Ucports and recommendations
Building and Grounds.
8. ]{eports and recommendations
:Mileage.
9. New Business.
10. Adjournment.
6.

from the Committee on
from the Committee on
frpm the Committee on
from the Committee on

IV.

COMMITTEES

1. Standing committees of the Trustees shall be appointrd as
follow!j:-Committee on Instruction, composed of five members;
Committee on Supplies, composed of three members; Committee on
Building and Grounds, composed of three members; tlnd Committee
on l\Iilcagc, composed of three members.

2. l\Tembcrs of the stand ing committees shall be appointed
annually at the rcgul:t.r monthly meeting held in February, and they
shall serve until t heir successors arc chosen. Vacancies may be
filled :.1.t :my mrct ing of the Trustees.
3. The standing committees shall perform the duties a~signcd
tlwm herein, subject to the direction of the Trust res, and such otlwr
duties as ma~· be delegated to them by the Trustcc:s.
4-. Special committees may be appointed and e;npowercd by the
Trustees to n-et in their behalf.

5. In case a quorwn is not present at any regular meeting of the
Trustrc:-; and for such reason no action is taken by the Tru:-;tcc:-; on
bills due at the ti111C or on other urgent matter, any tommittee may
:.Htlhori7.<' 1 on hchaJf of the Trustees, the payment of such bill:-;
in('urrcd in its dep:ntmcnt and act for the Trustees in other matters
of it:-; drpartmcnt demanding immediate attention, as it may deem
nccessm·y.
6. All tommiUecs sha ll report their official acts nnd the tondition:-; of the ir respective departments and make recommendations
for improvement when they deem it expedient or \\"hen called upon
by the Trustrr!:> to do so.
Committee on ln:struclion
1. Thr Committee on lnstruction shall have supcrvh;ion of
instruction and government, and it shall be its duty to formulate, as
occasion mny require, courses of study and training, conditions of
admission of students, and standards of promotion and graduation,
and submit them to the Trustees for adoption. It sha ll rccommrnd

changes or improvements in its discretion, but no change shall be
made without its recommendation and the approval of the Trustees.
2. It shall nominate candidates for all positions in the institution,
except those connC'cted with the building and grounds. So far a.s
practicable, nominations for teachers for any academic year shall be
made to the Trustees at their regular monthly meeting in the preceding .i\Jay.
3. It shall supervise extension courses and all lectures and
add resses for the school, and shall recommend to the Trustees
instructors and lecturers therefor.
4. The committee is empowered to fill vacancies temporarily
among instructors and lecturers until the next meeting of the Trustees,
when it shall report thereon.
5. It shall give advice and direction to the Principal and Faculty
on rules and methods of government and instruction, and recommend
to the Trustees, as it may deem expedient, improvements in the
organization, practice, and regulations of government and instruction.
6. It shall hear complaints or appeals of teac.hers, students, or
other aggrieved persons, pertaining to government and instruction
in the institution.

7. I t shall be responsible to the Trustees for the proper expenditure of appropriations rpade by the TrUstees for instruction, lectures,
clericnl assistance, and incidental expenses of instruction, as authorized by the Trusteesj and all pay rolls a,nd bills arising therefor shall
be audited and approved by the chairman or his substitute.

s:

It shnll be the duty of the committee to see that all the rules,
regulations, and direct ions of the Trustees relating to instruction
and government arc carried out.
Committee on Supplies

1. The Committe<' on Supplies shall have supervision and direction
of all material school equipment, except furniture. For this purpos<', it shall purchase, or authorize the purchase of, books, apparatus,

and other school supplies, as seems ncce.sso.ry, and mnke provision for
necessary printing, binding, advertising, postage, and office supplies,
2. Tt shall be responsible to the Truste<>s for the proper expenditure of the several appropriations made by the Trustees for its deportment as authorized by the Trustees; and all bill~ incurred therefo r
shall be audit<'d and appro,,ed by the chairman or other member
of the committee.
CommiUee on Building and Grounds

1. The Committee on Building and Grounds shall be charged
with the care and maintenance of the building and grounds.

2. It shall appoint, with the appro~al of the Trustees, a superintendent of buildings and grounds, and is authorized to engage and
discharge such help as it may deem necessary, and shall report
thereon to the Trustees.
3. I t is empowered to purchase, or to authorize the purchase of,
all supplies noeded for the building and grounds, including material
for repairs, furniture for the building, and everything necessary to
keep the grounds in proper condition.
4. It shall be responsible to the Trustees for the proper expend iture of the several appropriations made by the Trustees for the
care and m:dntenance of the building and grounds, as authorized by
the Trustees; and all pay rolls and bills i1~cuned therefor shall be
audited :mel approved by the chairman or member of the committee.
ComtniUee on Afileage
1. The Committee on Mileage shall have charge of the distribution of the approp riation for mileage among stude nt ~ of the
school, and shall direct and approve a.II payments from said appropriation, in accord with the rules and regulations of the Trusi('('s
governing the distribution of mileage.
2. It shall authorize payrnents of car fare:; to student tea(' hers, as
provided by the rules and regulations of the Trust<'cS goYerning the
same, from the amount allowed by the Trustees for car fare, and all

bills and schedules of payments therefor shall IX' audit<'d and approved
by the chainnan ot: other member of the committee.

V. DEPARTMENTS
For the purpos<' of classifying instructors and stu<ll'nts and of

directing both professional study and pradice in l<'aching, thNr shall
be two allied departmen ts of the institution, to hC' known as thP
Normal Department and the Training Department.
The Normal Department shall mean that part of the in.r.;t itution.
whose work involves a preparation for the proff>ssion of publ ic
education, in distinct ion from practice in teaching.
The Training Department shall include observation and practicrteaching and shall consist of the Observation School and all state'
training school::; that are no,w or shall hereafter be established by the
Trustees.
l\Iinor departments of instruction and training shnll be establishcc~ by the Trustees on the recommendn.tion of thr Committee on
Instruct ion.
VI.

FACULTY OF GOVERNMENT AND I NSTRUCTION

The Facu lty of Government and I nstruction shall consist of two
div isions to IX' known as the Faculty of Government and the Faculty
of Jnstruction.

The Ji'acully of Government
T he re shall be a. Faculty of Government to serve as an advisory
council of the Principal for the govenmtent of the schoo l and to aid
him in his administrative duties, under the direction of the Trustees.
Said FacullJ shall include, in addition to the Princip~tl, the DirPctor
of the Training Department, one or more represrntn.tiv('~ of thP
Observation School to be nominated by the director, approved by thf'
Principal and elected by the Trustees, and three or more instruc·tor~
of the Normal Department who arc heads of departments of instruction, to be nominated by the Principal and elected by the Trustees.

The orgnnization and duties of the Faculty of Government shall
be determined by rules and regulations recommended by the Principal, approvrd by the Com mittee on Instruct ion, nnd ndopt('d by the
Trustees.
The Faculty of I nstruction

The Fnculty of Instruction shall b(' composed of all persons
appointed by the Trustees for service in connection with instruction
and trai ning in the Normal and Training Departments. It shall
hold a meeting as often as once a month during the academic yC>ar
under the direction of the Principal, or of the Director of the Tmining
Department, if the Principal so elects. The objects of such meetings
sha ll be to promote a unity of pmpose and action among the teachers
of all the depa rtments of the institution, to increase the efficiency of
instruction and training, and to secure t he highest standn.rd of
professional education of student teachers. For such ends, there
should be instruction in approved theories and progressive practiCe
in public education, consideration of professional cour:3CS and trai ning
for the sc1·vice of puhlic education, discussion of methods of school
instruction and guidance, study of the basis and aims of public
education in its relation to popular govenunent, rceognition of
professional ethics and comity among teachers and school officers,
and consultation on questions arising fron1 the work and interests of
the institution. The meetings should be a teachers' forum for fre('
di scussion.
The Faculty of Instruction may, by a. majority vote of its members,
make recommendations to the Principal or Truste<>s for improvements
in the policy or work of the institution. It may be ns::.igned other
duties by t he Principal with the approval of the Tl'llstC'es.
VII.

PRINCIPAL

1. The Principal shall exercise immediat<' supervision and management of the N orma.l Sc hoo l in accord with the rules and l'<'gulations
for its gove nunent and under the dirccli on of the Trustees.

2. He shall recommend to the Committee on Instruction nominations of teachers and assistants to serve under his direction or
supervision. For the annual election of teachers on the first Wednesday in May, he shall make such recommendations ten or more days
before said date; and to fill vacancies, he shall make similar recommendations as octasion may require.
3. He shall recommend to the Committee on lnstruction, instructors and lecturers for extension courses and speakers for addresses.
4. He shall direct, or supervise the direction of, teachers in the
performance of their duties, require of them a true observance of
the rules, regulations, and directions of the Trustees, and report any
evnsions or violations. thereof to the Trustees.
5. He shall recommend to the Committee on Instruction rules and
regulations to determine the organization and duties of the Faculty of
Government.
G. He ~Shall recommend to the Com1;.ittee on Instruction, for adoption by the Trustees, conditions of admission of students, courses of
study and training, standards of promotion and graduation; he may
recommend improvements, but shall make no changes therein without
authorization by the Board of Trustees.
7. With the ndvice and assistance of the Faculty of Government,
as provided in rules and regulations, he shall admit students properly
qualified to the Normal School, direct their work, determ ine promotions, and recommend candidates for graduation to the Trustees.
8. He shall rc<'ommend to the Cmnmittec on Instruction extension
courses for teachers in service and courses of lectures and addresses for
the school and public.
9. He shall convene the Faculty of Instruction 1 as provided in
these rules and regulations, at such times as he may deem Lest.
He may require the attendance of any teacher at such meetings or
excuse any teacher therefrom. He may call special meetings of
teachers in his discretion.
10. He may excuse, in his discretion, any instructor for an
absence not to exceed three days at any one time, without loss of

salary, on account of visitation of schools, attendance on edurational
meetings, giving addresses, or other necessary cause, provided that he
render an account of such excuses in his monthly reports. This rule
shall not be so construed as to give any teacher the right of absence.
11. He shall have power to employ a substitute teacher at the
expense of the institution, when necessary, in the absence of a teacher
incapacitated by sickness.
12. He shall make a monthly report to the Trustees on the condition of the institution, with recommendations for improvement,
and transmit the same to the Secretary before the monthly meeting of
the Trustees. He shall, in addition, make an annual report to the
Trustees and transmit it to the Secretary as soon as practicable after
the close of the academic year in June. He shall transmit to the
Secretary and other officers of the Trustees such information as
they may need in the discharge of their duties.
VIII.

DIRECTOR OF THE TRAINING DEPARTMENT

The Director of the Training Department shall be a member of the
Faculty of Government and serve as first as8i8tant to the Principal in
the admini8tration of the Normal School. The duties of the position
of said Director shall be as follows:
l. To serve as principal of the observation schools and to exercise
the direct management of the training schools, under the authority
of the Trustees and the supe rvision of tho Principal.
2. To recommend to the Principal and Committee on Instruction
nominations of teachers for said schools and to direct them in the
performance of their duties.
3. 'ro require of said teachers true observance of the rules and
regulations of the Trustees, and the directions of the Principal and
Director, and to report to the Principal and Trustees any evasion or
violation thereof.
4. To call together teachers of the observation schools, including
special teachers, for instruction and direction in their work, as may
seem advisablei and to convene critic to~\chcrs of the training schools
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for the same purpose, thr rxpcnsrs thci'C'Of to be p:1id on the approval

of the Committee on Instruction.
5. To make assignments to student teachers for ob:.C'rvn.tion and
prndicc tcaehing, with thr approva l of the Principal.
G. To approve the tcJt<•hing qunlifir1\tions of studrnt te:wlw rs for
graduation and to report thereon to thr Prineip:1l and Trustees.
i. To recommend at any time to llw PrintipaJ ways and means for
the improYemcnt of the observation and training school;;.
8. To advise the Principal on the location and m~\intenu. nce of

training schools.
9. To present to thC' Principal an annual report on or after the
close of the academic yrnr.
10. To make special reports and p<'rfonn other dutit's as Director
as the T rustees may drtennine.
IX.

TEACHERS

1. E:-..ccpt as otherwise provided, tenchcrs shall be elected annually
at the i\ fay meeting of the Trustees for the o.cademic )ca r beginning
in the follow ing September. Vacancies m:ty be filled at any meeti ng
of the Trustees on nominations of the Committee on I nstruction,
and temporary appointments to fill vacancies until the next meeting of
the Trustees may be made by said Committee.
2. I n case any person, elected to a fJOsition in the Normal School
and notified thereof by the Secretary, fai ls to notify ihc Secretary of
the acceptance of his election within one month thereafter, his
election is thereby annulled and the position to which he was elected
becomes vaca!lt.
3. All supervisors, tcnchers, critic teachers, and assistants shall
be responsible to their immediate superiors and shall follow their
directions, but they shall h:we the right of appeal to the Committe<'
on Instruction and the Trustees. They shall observe high standards
of professional ethics and comity and aim to promote high professional ideals and conduct among thol5C who arc preparing for
serviC'e in public educat ion.
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4. A teacher may be excused from his duties by the Principal,
without. loss of salary, to visit schools, to attend educational meetings,
to give addresses, or to be absent for necessary cause, for a period not
to exceed three days at any one time; but this ruledoesnotgiveto
any teacher the right of absence.
5. A teacher ine:1.pncitated by sickness may be ahsent, without
lo!:is of salary, for a period not to exceed one month, and during
absence thereafter on account of sickness the salnry paid a substitute
shall be deducted from his salary.
6. Permanent tenure of position, to continue during good be htn·...
iour, may be granted to any teacher or employee after a service of
three years in the Hhode Island Normal School by a two th irds vote
of the membership of t he Board of Trustees at any regular meeting
of sa id Board: Pro··ided, hoV'ever, that any person having any such
tenure may terminate the same by a resignation in writing given to
the Trustees at least six months before such resignation shall take
efTcct; and provided, further, that the Board of Trustees may terminate any such tenure of any teacher or employee by a vote of two
thirds of its membership at any regular meeting of the Board, such
tenure of position to end :md terminate at the close of the academic
year in which such vote shall be passed.

X. SUPERINTENDENT OF BUILDING AND GROUNDS
1. The Superintendent of Building and Grounds shall have immediate charge of the building and grounds, under the direction of
the Committee on Building and Grounds, and be accountable for
their proper care and condition to said Com mittee and the Trustees.
2. He shall recommend to the said Committee the engageme nt

discharge of employees in his department.
3. Under the supervision of the said Committee, he shall haw
dir<'ction of the E'mployees under him, nssign them t heir duties, and
require a faithful performance of their work.
4. He shall consider the needs of the school and convenience of
teachers and students in thei r usc of the building nnd its equipment,

~1 nd
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aim to promote its inte•·csts in the discharge of his duties, and coOperate with the Principal and teachers for such pUI'pose.
5. As authorized and directed by the· said Committee, he shall
purchase necessary supplies for his department, cn.use necessary
repairs to be made, and perform other duties incidt•nt to his position.
6. H e shall keep the sa id Comntittcc informed of the condit ion of
the building and grounds, especially with reference to the need of

repairs or new equipment, and recommend improvements to the
Committee and the Trustees as occasion may require.

XI.

STUDENTS

Admission
Conditions of the admission of students to the Normal School shall
be as follows:
1. Applicants for admission must declare their intention to complete a course in profes!':iional education and to follow teaching n.s a
vocation.
2. If residents of Rhode Island and recipients of free tuition,
they must give a pledge to teach in the public schools of Hhode Island
for at least two years after attendance in the Normal School unless
excused therefrom by the Trustees.
3. Students shall be admitted on certificate only from such
secondary schools ~\S h ave been approved by the Board of Education,
under the provisions of Chapter 446 of the Public Laws, and have
met additional requirements of the Trustees.
4. Students residing in Rhode Island will be admitted with
free tuition, but a y~arly tuition of 150.00, collectible half-yearly in
advance, will be required of every student not a resident of Hhode
Island .

Applicant8 for adrl.ission who present certiffrom principals of approYed secondary schools
that they have sc:ccestfully reviewed, durin~; the
last two years of their secondo.ry school courses, the
subj e~ts of Er.glish gr;ammn.r, arithmetic, geography,
ar.d !nstory of the Un~ted States, shall be excused
from "the entra:1ce exar:oin'1.tio:;s in said subjects.
. 5,

~cates
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Normal School. A violation of this rule shall be deemed sufficient
cause for suspension or expulsion.
:Mileage and Car Fares
1. The annual appropriation for mileage shall be apportioned to
students and, in addition thereto, payments for car fares shall be made
to student teache rs assigned to training schools as hereinafter
provided.
2. One half of the annual appropriation for mileage shall be
d istributed to students at the end of each school semester under the

direction of the Committee on .l\lileage.
3. Apportionments of mileage shall be made in propo rtion to the
distance students reside from the school, fractions of miles excluded,
and thci1· length of attendance, exclusive of days of absence.
4. Students who reside Jess than five miles from the school shall
not be entitled to mileage, unless ordered by the Committee on
:Mileage for special reasons.
5. Students who do not reside in Hhode Island shall be entitled to
neither mileage nor em fares.
ro assignment of a student tearhcr shall be made which will
6.
incur an Pxpense of more than two dollars t\ week for car fares,
exclusive of mileage, except by vote of the Trustees.
7. Student teachers nssigned to trn.ining schools in places in
whi ch they reside shall receive no mileage, but may receive reimbu rsement for payment of car fares between their homes and Providence,
or elsewhere, when such travel is required by the school.
8. Student teachers not residing in Providence a nd assigned to
training schools in said city shall IX' entitled to mileage as when
attending the Normal School; but shalt not receive JXtyments fo r car
fares.
9. Student teachers resid ing in Providence or the non-mileage
zone and assigned to tmining schools in other towns shall be entitled
to receive full remuneration for the payment of ear fares between
their homes and their training schools.
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10. Student teachers whose assignments require them to come
from their homes to Providence to reach the training schools to which
they are a&;igned shall receive mileage as when attending the Normal
School :md, in addition, shall be entitled to receive full remuneration
for payment of car fares between Providence and theit· training
schools .

.11. Student tcach~rs res iding ~e~ther in l;rovid~ncc 1~or the nonmtlcage zone and asstgncd to trmnmg schools nctthcr m pla..ccs of
residence nor in Providence nnd not receiving mileag<' shall be entitled
to full remuneration for car fa res between their homes and tra ining

schools.
12. I n cases ~lr i sing for which these rules do not :-;ccm to provide,
the C'ommittf'c on 1\lilcagc shall determine the proper :unounb to be
paid for car fares of student teachers.

XII . MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS

Records
All records of students of the Kormal School relating to scholarship and training shall be considered as confidential and not open to
public inspection.

Release
The 1;ecretary shall receive applica. tion~, pre:;pnt<.•d hy graduates
of the Normal School, for excuses from teaching in Hhodc Island,
and may grant the same in his discretion on behalf of the 'l""ru:stce:s.

Collections
All collections. and cont ributions of money and of :utitiPs of valur,
sales of books, papers or other articles, canvas$ing for suh~cript i onii,
soliciting or collecting membership fees for nny org:\nizntion, mnong
the pupils of the Hhode Island Normal Rchool, including lhC' Observation School, shall not be allo\\'t"d, excC'pt with thC' approval of the
Trustees. The Principal, Director, supervisors and teachers of ~aid
school are directed not to cause, encourage or pt"rmit any violation or evasion of the foregoing regulation of the Tru:stee!i.
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THE STATE NORMAL COLLEGE-THE NEXT
STEP IN NORMAL WORK.

On the zd of July, 1839, Horace Mann made the
following entry in his diary:
" To-morrow we go to Lexington to launch the first
normal school on this side the Atlantic, and I cannot
indulge at this late hour of the night, and in my present
state of fatigue, in an expression of the train of thought
which the contemplation of this event awakens in my
mind. Much must come of it, either of good or ill. I
am sanguine in my faith that it will be the former.
But the good will not come of itself. That is thereward of toil, of eA:Ort, of wisdom. These as far as possible let me furnish. Neither time, nor care, nor such
thoughts as I am able to originate, shall be wanting to
make this an era in the welfare and prosperity of our
schools ; and if it is so, it will then be an era in the
welfare of mank ind.''
"July 3· The day opened with one of the most copious rains we have had this rainy season. Only three
persons presented themselves for examination in the
normal school in Lexington. In point of numbers
this is not a promising commencement. What remains but more exertion, more and more until it must
succeed!"
This is the brief and pathetic record of the opening
chapter of American normal schools, written by their
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great founder. It sounds not unlike the first chapter
of Genesis, w hen God said, "Let there be light: and
there was light. And God saw the light, that it was
good. . . . And the evening and the morning
were the first day."
Mr. Mann was both sage and seer, as to the value of
the normal schooL lie saw clearly that the common
school and the teacher were one- 1 ' Like teacher, like
school;" that the school was elevated, or degraded,
by the character and quality of the instructor; and that
the first radical work of education was to improve the
fountains whence the healing streams should flow.
The professional school was the essential element for
this great purpose; and it was his first work, the first
step in his adm in istration as an educator, to transplant the normal school from a foreign soil and make
it at home in Massachusetts and America. France and
Germany had enjoyed the practical benefits of the elementary training-schools for teachers for fifty years,
and the schools of the people of those countries had
been vastly improved. Similar results must follow the
American experiment.
A half century has passed since the test was first
made of elementary normal instruction in this country,
and the product has more than fulfilled the expectations of the most sanguine of the founders. We now
have, by the last report of the U . S. Commissioner of
Education, 133 normal schools supported by state
appropriations, with z6, 1 16 students costing annually
$ •,671 ,761, or an average of $6o1- per teacher. More
than 55 ,ooo persons have graduated from the normal
schools since their establishment, and as many more
have gone out to teach without a normal dip loma.

These normal schools have accomplished valuable re·
sults educationally, some of which we may mention.
1. They have established higher standards of instruction for our common schools than existed before.
z. They have increased the. academic knowledge
of teachers by courses of study, which have not only
emphasized the common branches of public school instruction, but have also widened the area of the teacher's curriculum of preparatory studies.
3· They have improved the methods of instruction,
especially in the prirJJary grades, and have made the
teacher a real teacher and the pupil a real student
and thinker.
4· The professional standing of the teacher has
been vastly elevated by the normal school. Salaries
have heen advanced fourfold, the school-year has been
lengthened, school-houses, text-books, apparatus, and
all school material have been immensely improved.
5 . • By educational induction, the whole system of
instruction has been elevated with certain exceptions,
and the whole teaching force of the country, numbering
in the common schools almost half a million of persons, at average salaries of $41.75 and $34.21 per
month for men and women respectively, has been
made better, intellectually, morally, and in professional ways.
While no one claims that the normal schools of the
country are faultless, and while intelligent criticism
would be most welcome and helpful, it is not our
purpose in this article to consider their defects, but
the rather to show their limitations and the fields of
normal and professional work not yet reached by
those now in existence, and the pressing necessity for
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enlarged agencies in professional preparation. There
are three very important departments of school service needing normal aid, which have arisen with and
since the establishment of normal schools. These are:
1. School Supervision.
2. High Schools.
3· Normal Instruction.
I will name a fourth department of education which
is in extreme need of a normal college,-college professorships .
For the equipment of persons for each and all these
departments of work the present normal schools have
made no adequate provision, and in the nature of the
case can do but little to meet the required demands;
for,1. The normal school has, in the majority of instances, only an elementary course of instruction of
one or two years.
2. The pupils are in the main graduates of the
grammar schools or high schools, with little mental
discipline or acquirements.
3· Its graduates and pupils are all needed in the
primary and grammar-school departments, and the demand from these quarters is not and cannot be supplied without ten times as many elementary normal
schools as now exist.
4· As the candidates for tire four departments
named are now expected to be persons of a collegiate
training, or an equivalent academic course of instruction, it is evident that the two courses could not be
economically carried on under one and the same administration, any more than a high school and a col1ege
could be managed and instructed by the same faculty.

In the present stage of educational discussion and
state of public sentiment, little argument, if any, is
necessary to show the need of high, broad. deep quali~
fications for the positions of high schrol teachers,
superintendents, normal teachers, aPr .:ollege profes~
sors. And it is one of the most significant signs of the
hour, that with the demand from the schools springs
up in the fraternity itself the want of a large professional training. As to the needs of such trained men
and women in New England, we have but to refer to
the annual reports of state superintendents and other
school official& As to the needs of the schools, we
have a most noteworthy documt!nt in the special re~
port of State Agent Martin, of Massachusetts, on the
high schools of that commonwealth (Forty-Eighth Annual Report of the Board of Education, r883-'84).
He says in this report : "Of the 228 schools of this
grade reported , I have visited 105, spending from
three to six hours in each. I have not made it my
business to examine the students, but rather to study
the schools, directing my attention chiefly to five
points,-the relation to the lower schools, the mem~
bership and organization, the courses of study, the
methods and means of teaching, and the incentives
and aims." I quote from the report:
"I have found that the schools [high] are composed
neither of chi ldren of the rich nor of children of the
poor, but of children of the people, some rich, some
poor." "In one school I found the children of the mayor
of the city, of a member of congress, and of a colored
barber in the sarne classes. In many towns I have found
the children of wealthy manufa~turers side by side
with chi~dren of the operatives in their fathers' mills."
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This is as it ought to be and reflects great credit on
the good sense of the people.
'~A serious defect exists in the organization of many
of the larger schools. The principal gives all his time
to the more advanced classes. The first-year class is
in charge of the teacher who has the least experience,
usually a young woman, often with little capacity for
teaching or governing. This class has just come from
the grammar school, from a teacher of experience, a
man who has stimulated them to work by the vigor of
his own thinking. On reaching the high school they
lose this stimulus just as they need it JlllOSt, when entering upon new lines of work. In consequence, they
become indiflerent and sluggish. They dawdle and
lounge and play. This is especially true of the boys.
I have found the most striking contrast between the
highest classes in the grammar schools and the lowest
class in the high schools in the same town."
" Each course of study represents the guesses or the
convictions of a few men, committees or teachers,
sometimes of but a single man. Often it represents a
compromise of conflicting opinions. With all the differences, one thing seems to be common. The courses
[of study] do not satisfy those who are using them.
When asking for the course of study, I have often been
told: ~We have one, but do not follow it,' or, 'We
are just making a new one .'" "The simplest facts and
broadest generalizations are learned together, with no
conception of their relations to each other, nor of the
different processes by which the knowledge is acquired. Classifications are learned before the things
classified. At a time when the reflective powers chiefly should be engaged, the students are just put to

using their senses. This is true in every department,
mathematics, natural sciences, history, and language."
"Rhetoric seems to be an indefinite term. . . .
Text-books are used, and definitions and rules are
committed and recited. The books are so poorly
written and the definitions so vague, that the pupils
are left to guess, in their attempt to apply the rules
and definitions to the examples. General looseness
and lack of point seems to characterize all this work. I
have scarcely heard an exercise in rhetoric which was
worth the time spent upon it."
In literature: "Much of the work is empirical, and
not based on principles or convictions. The chief
defect . . is superficiality. The pupils think they are
studying literature, the teachers tbink they are teaching it, when they are only reading it or reading about
it." "Some teachers have been especially commended
to' mj notice. I have found them to be accomplished
women, admirers of literary beauty; but they did not
teach. The class was floated along on a stream of
brilliant talk, breathing a literary atmosphere, and so
supposing it was studying literature. Instead of solid
work, there was only the thinnest kind of literary
veneer."
In geometry: "Many of the students apparently fail
to see beyond the diagram. This may be due to the fact
that the work from the beginning deals wholly with
abstractions, with relations existing in pure space."
In history: "Much of the work . . is the narrowest
kind of task-work, having in it no element of teaching.
The text-book is the only source of information. The
lessons are assigned by pages and chapters. The daily
class-t:xercisc is a mere catechetical examination, and
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most of the questioning violates every educational principle. In one school, each pupil was called upon to
recite the whole lesson without questions. VVhile each
one was reciting, the others were studying. In another
school, as the pupils hesitated, the teacher gave the
first words of the paragraph. Then, losing his place
in the book, be remarked, 'I don't quite see where
you are working.'"
The exercises in history "which I have described
were in city high schools, and conducted by graduates
of colleges. Indeed, those conducting the last three
exercises were graduates from the same college for
women. My observation leads me to conclude that
untrained teachers are much alike, whether they have
been graduated from a college or only from a district school."
In natural science: " The instruction throughout
this department is based on the text-book, and in a
majority of cases is almost wholly confined to it. I
have seen about one hundred and sixty class exercises
in natural science; one hundred and thirty of these
were text-book recitations.'' "Taking the schools as a
whole, it appears that the scientific method has scarcely
more than obtained a foothold. A distingu ished writer
has said : ' We cannot give to the students science; we
can make them scientific.' In a majority of schools
there is little attempt to make the students scientific,
and the attempt to give them science fa ils;" and
mainly, Mr. Martin says farther on, "ffom the fact
that many of the teachers have not been trained in
the modern scientific method." "That so few of the
teachers have themselves been scientifically trained, is
the chief cause of the defective teaching. Many with
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ample time and means continue to use the traditional
methods. I found the dustaccumulatingin one ofthefinest laboratories in the State, in a school with abundant
teaching force,,
"If the pupils have not previously learned to observe, these teachers cannot show them how, for they
do not know how. So the blind lead the blind." "Quite
frequently teachers tell me, by way of explanation of
unscientific science teaching: 'We teach as we were
taught in college.' One who is doing excellent work
said: 'I am trying to teach better than I was taught.'
If this testimony is true, and it seems to come from
competent witnesses, there is little hope of improving
the methods in the high schools, until better methods
are used in the colleges which now supply most of the
teachers.''
I have quoted thus extensively from Mr. Martin's
report, for two reasons,-first, to give a larger publicity to his excellent anrl, I believe, very honest study
of our Massachusetts high schools; and to show, secondly, what I believe to be true, that our best teaching
is to be found to-day in our primary schools, and that
it depreciates as we advance to our higher grades,
until in our colleges we find learning devoid of teaching ability in a great body of our professional chairs;and if we had a commissioner to investigate our college systems and methods, we should find in many the
traditional text-book methods of the fathers, instead of
the scientific methods which hold in real normal instruction, which some of the colleges have up to a recent date treated with the most studied contempt. But
what is true of Massachusetts is in as great measure
true of the secondary instruction throughout New Eng1•
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land. Notable, praiseworthy exceptions there are, and
always will be; but they only serve to emphasize
our position, that the great need educationally of New
England is a normal college, to enable students coming from our colleges for men and women and intending to make some form of educational service their
life work, to learn the principles of the profession into
which they are to enter. With the general admission,
correspondent to the public demand. that our superintendents of education of all grades, our high school
teachers, our normal school teachers, and our college
professors shall be college graduates or persons of an
equivalent training, there follows, naturally and normally, that all such persons shall by nature and experience become apt to teach, through the aid of all the
agencies which ancient or modern thought can devise
and make serviceable.
It is greatly to the credit of the high school teachers
of Massachusetts, that the movement to create a normal
college for college graduates ond those of equal scholastic acquisitions, springs from their own conscious
needs .
As the result ( r) of a discussion held at a meeting of
the New-England Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools, Oct. rr, r88g, (z) of a conference of the
high school masters of the state held Jan. r8 of the
present year, and (3) of several recent discussions in
the state board of education, the following resolves
have been prepared, ·undet the sanction of the last
named board:
Ru olvtd, That the state board of education is hereby author·
ized and directed to establish a state normal college in the city of
Boston, the object of which shall be to furnish professional and
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technical instruction and training to college graduates and persons
of equivalent education, of both sexes, who are preparing themselves for teaching in the public schools of higher grade in this
commonwealth; it being understood that the same rules as to
privileges and restrictions of pupils shall apply as are applied in
the existing state normal schools.
Ruolved, That the sum of Srs,ooo is hereby appropriated for the
current year, for salaries of teachers, fees of lecturers, rent of
rooms, and incidental expenses, the same to be aPplied and
expended under the direction of the state board of education.

The following is a brief statement of some of the rea·
sons given, which render the establishment of such a
state normal college desirable:
1. Teachers in high schools should be persons of
high intellectual attainments and of a scholarly spirit.
Such attainments and such a spirit are best secured
through prolonged contact with liberal studies during
the formative period of life,-in other wo rds, through
a collegiate training. That high school teachers should
be college graduates is now generally assumed, not
only in theoretical discussions, but also in the actual
selection of such teachers by the school committees of
the commonwealth.
2 . But the colleges, whi le furnish ing a liberal education, aAOrd no facilit ies for the professional training
of those who intend to become teachers. Their grad·
uates have no knowledge of the history and philosophy
of education, or of the art of teaching, and they have
had no practice in teaching high school subjects under
expert criticism . For want of specific preparation for
their work, they are obliged to g<lin such faci lity as
they ultimately acquire through the costly method of
experiment on the young people intrusted to their
care . This is not said in disparagement of the col-
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leges. It is not their function to furnish professional
training.
3· There is, therefore, a pressing need of an institution which shall do for college graduates and other
persons of equivalent attainments, who intend to become teachers in high schools, what the existing
normal schools now do for persons of less extensive
attainments, who intend to become teachers in elementary schools. Such an institution should be established
within easy reach of the largest number of the best
schools and teachers of the commonwealth, in order that
those who are to be trained in it may have opportunities for study, observation, and practice under the
inspiration and guidance of the most accomplished
masters of the art of instruction. It should be characterized by the following features:
1. Management, Location, Tuition.
It should be
under the control of the state board of education; its
head-quarters should be in Boston; the tuition should
be free.
2. Requisites for Admission.
Only college graduates or persons of equivalent attainments should be admitted as students.
3· Length of Course. The length of the course
should be a year of thirty-six weeks .
4· Prescribed Course of Study. The prescribed
course of study should include the history of education,
the philosophy of education, the art of teaching, and
practice in teaching high school subjects under expert
criticism. The instruction in this department should
be mainly given by the principal of the school.
5· Elective Courses of Study. The elective courses
should include most of the subjects commonly taught
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in the high schools of Massachusetts. The instruction
in these subjects should be given by secondary or collegiate teachers of ripe experience and acknowledged
skill in their several departments. It should be assumed that the student has already acquired a good
working knowledge of the subjects which he elects
and which he wishes to teach, and the instruction
should be planned with special reference to the best
methods of teaching these subjects in secondary
schools. 'Moreover, the instruction in the elective subjects should be given in the class-room or the laboratory, in which the instructor meets his regular classes;
and the students, in addition to the instruction they
receive, should have opportunity for observation and
practice under the eye of the instructor.
4· If it be urged that the existing normal schools,
through their advanced courses of stlJdy, are fitted to
discharge the functions of such a normal college as is
proposed, it must be said in answer, that, during the
many years which have elapsed since these advanced
courses were organized, they have failed to do so.
College graduates do not, and should not, resort to
training-schools in which they must be classified with
students who are greatly inferior to them in acquired
Moreover, the
knowledge and in mental maturity.
few who have made the experiment testify that the instruction they have received is too elementary to meet
their needs. This is no reflection on the existing normal schools. On the contrary, it is high commendation. It shows that they have wisely adjusted their
methods of instruction and rate of progress to the needs
of their actual students.
At the monthly meeting of the Massachusetts Board
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of Education, on March 6, 1890, the report of the committee relative to the establishment of a high grade
normal school was taken up and discussed; and it was
Voted, To authorize the committee to appear before the legislative Committee on Education and ask for an appropriation for the
establishment of a high grade normal school for the technical
training of teachers.

At a meeting of the New-England Normal Council,
held in Boston in April, 1890, the following resolution
was adopted :
Resolved, That the New-England Normal Council approves the
establishment of institutions for the professional preparation of
teachers for normal schools, high schools, colleges, and of school
superintendents.

The following letters from prominent educators are
self-explanatory:
WoRCESTER, April 7, 1890.
My Dear Sir: Since the matter was first discussed in
our board , I have learned that there is a more anxious
feeling among some of the best and most progressive
educators of the state to establish a normal college for a
higher class of teachers. The present normal schools •
do excellently the work for which they were established ; hut it seems to me there is a necessity of establishing a higher branch, and your plan, if aC!opted,
would fill the bill for the present. Very truly yours,
E. B. STODDARD.
State Board of Education.
Dear Sir: In regard to the proposed high grade normal school, it seems to me not only an expedient, but an
absolutely wise and necessary, measure. Such a school
would be the fit consummation of the work so nobly
planned by Mr. Dickinson and would supply our
high schools with teachers as well trained as are now
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the teachers in the grammar schools. I trust that
Massachusetts will lead, not follow, in this matter.
Yours respectfully,
KATE GANNETT WELLS,

Member State Board of Education.

April

22,

155 Boylston St.

CAMBRIDGE, MAss., April 23, r890.
My Dear Sir: I have always wished the colleges
of the state to direct the higher professional training
• of the teaching profession; but I see no immediate
prospect of their undertaking it, and I therefore hope
to see the state enter upon this plan, which the highest
grade teachers cordially approve and of which they
feel immediate and pressing needs.
ALICE FREEMAN PALMER.
WELLESLEY CoLLEGE, WELLESLEY, MAss.

Dear Sir: . . . l know you must feel sure of
my deep interest in this effort to secure so valuable an
adjunct to our school system, as the normal college
would be, and will no.t doubt that I would have been
glad to aid in any way that I could.
HELEN A. SHAFER.
March 29, 1890.
REGENTS' OFFICE, ALBANY, N.Y.,
April 28, 1890.
Dear Sir: Your inquiry to Principal Robinson of
the high school has been sent over to me. The change
from normal school to normal college was made, not
by the legislature, but by the Regents who in this state
grant charters to colleges, give power to confer degrees, etc. In explanation of our organization, I send
you the laws and ordi nances, and also an address of
mine last July. It is the purpose to maintain one real
normal college in this state, and to make its teaching
give it rank as a professional school side by side with
our law and medical schools. . . . It will of
course take some years to bring about the complete
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change; but the standard is set and New York means
to keep as near the head as possible, not forgetting
how large an undertaking it is. Very truly yours,
MELVIL DEWEY,

Secretary Board of Regents.
It has been suggested that three courses are practicable for the establishment of a normal college. The
first is, that the colleges add an elective course in didactics or pedagogy, for such students as are candidates
for teaching.
The second, that the normal schools now existing
add a fourth year to their present courses of instruction, for the special training of advanced students in
pedagogics.
The third, that the state shall establish a separate
and independent normal college, for the classes above
named, with special reference to the study of the history of education, the philosophy of education, educational methods, material, systems, relationships of
departments, etc. While ready to welcome the cooperation of all agencies which may be established to
advance the educational work, it seems to us that the
advantages in favor of an independent state normal
college are far superior to either of the other plans,
for the following reasons, among others:
r. The normal college should be under state control,
as its graduates are to be employed in the main for the
public schools. Unity in educational matters could be
secured only by state management, as under the present
normal school system.
2. From the whole state, a sufficient number of
students would be found to maintain a proper attendance.

3· The college should be at the centre of population, as Boston , where buildings, libraries, schools of
all grades, laboratories, and instructors as specialists

could be easily obtained and utilized.
4· The expense of the separate college would be
less than instruction at existing colleges. A few thousands of dollars would secure buildings, instructors,

and all the necessary material for such a college at
Boston. A chair of pedagogy at each college would
require a permanent fund of $5o,ooo, besides the cost
of pedagogical libraries, museums, etc ., etc. Of all the
New-England colleges, Harvard and Yale are the
only possible competitors for pedagogical students, and
it is probable that Harvard only would attempt the
work for its students, in any instance. The testimony
on this point is entirely against the work being done

at all, or, if attempted, clone satisfactorily by the colleges.
DISCUSSION.
Dn. JAMES M. MILNE, Oneonta Normal School,
New York. I confess to a feeling of embarrassment.
I am asked to take the place of the honorable state
superintendent; but I suppose it is on the principle that

a pawn is better than a blank. New York people believe in the idea of the speaker, Mr. Bicknell. Normal schools have always had two purposes: r. The
acquisition of the facts to be-learned. 2. The gaining

of strength from facts acquired.

The two alternative

propositions before us are: 1. The university ; z. The
normal college.
1. Can the university do this work?
What ex peri-
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ence is there? What art of teaching is there? What
opportunity is there to develop the chief element of a
teacher's power, that of control? Where shall the uni~
versity students get that power? 2. How is it in the
normal college? There, all academic work is dropped ;
and the aim is the professional training of teachers and
their mastery of educational theory. Such an institution is the New York Normal College, an institution
which does not exist merely on paper. We New
York people are proud of this advance movement, as
we are always proud when we get ahead of Massachusetts. You had Horace Mann. We admire him; we
honor him. In front of our normal school we planted
two trees. We dedicated one to Horace Mann, the
other to AndrewS. Draper, under whom we had taken
this step confidently, not toddling Iulus-like. The
high schools have been growing, along with the normal
schools. Let the high schools go on and complete
their work, and then leave to the normal schools to
do strictly pedagogical work. Let us not have the ex~
perience of other countries, which have tried to com~
bine these two departments and have had to go back.
There, the high schools and academies had not been
developed. It is very well for the colleges to come
now, when the lump has been leavened. It needs bet~
ter training to teach in the primary school than anywhere else. It requires practice in the art, too. What
would you say of a surgeon, who had only the knowledge gained from lectures, and nothing learned from
practical experiments? Would you employ him? It is
well to have an educational department in college. Pat
into it the history and theories of education, from the
days of Aristotle to those of Froebel ; but also have a

normal college which shall develop them in conjunction with professional practice.
ADMIRAL P. STONE, LL.D., of the Massachusetts
Board of Education, Springfield, Mass. Some men
think that the normal idea has been carried as far as it
can be. Not yet. When the pyramids were finished,
some doubtless thought the work of the world was done,
and said : " Let us turn our faces to the sun and die.,
Three things need no defence: Plymouth Rock, Niagara Falls, and the normal idea. Ninety per cent. of
the school population of Massachusetts are within
reach of a free high school. In many places, these
schools have no lady assistant that is not a college
graduate. Her work requires this preparation. Our
present normal schools have no need to leave their own
field of work. The demand for higher teachers is
greater than the supply. Vassar, Wellesley, and the
other colleges are turning out graduates who are to
teach and who need some professional or normal training in order to do the best work. There is an actual
demand on the part of the high school principals for a
normal institution of this kind. Pedagogy requires it.
Let us establish it, and we shall find that we have
made no mistake.
Mn. RAY GREENE HuLING, New Bedford, Mass.
My contribution to this debate will be a bit of modern
history. If, as a result of hearing it, you should condude that within the year there has been a remarkable conversion of opin ion in co1lege c ircles on the main
question now under discussion, I shall not dispute
your logic.
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Last October, at a meeting of some one hundred
persons from all New England, about half representing colleges and the remainder preparatory and high
schools, the duty of the colleges to make provisions for
the training of teachers for secondary schools was
under discussion. The men from the schools generally felt that this duty was imperative, and that the plan
was a feasible one. A gentleman from a Rhode Island college agreed with them ; but the other speakers from the colleges quite generally took an opposite
view.
The president of a Massachusetts college
argued that it was the duty of universities to provide
for professional instruction in teaching; but that the
smaller colleges ought not to provide instruction in
pedagogy. He added: "Let us justly demand the
maintenance of a thorough professional school for
teachers of the higher grades. . . . Possibly some
of the normal schools could profitably be made over
into high normal schools."
The president of another Massachusetts college
drew attention to the serious difficulties in the way of
providing such instruction, but pointed out ways of removing them in the near future, and hoped that it
would be done.
The president of still another Massachusetts college
made further mention of the difficulties, and expressed
the opinion that, in college or university, the way to
advance the profession of teaching is to teach the subjects which are to be taught in the colleges and high
schools and academies in the best manner we can.
Alluding to recent changes in methods of teaching,
notably in natural science and in Latin and Greek, he
asked what good it would do to teach the old methods

and claimed that it was by developing new methods
of teaching subjects that colleges make teachers best
equipped for their work. Again, the small number of
persons who make teaching a profession was urged as
a reason for not attempting to teach the philosophy of
education. Continuing. he said: "I think, too, we
may ofler another apology for not having attempted
to teach the history of the higher education. It is
the most terrible history in the world, and it is the
most depressing thing for any human being, because
there is no good history of teaching and no history of
good teaching. There are no more discouraging biographies than those of men and women who give an
account of their education. I should not, however,
like to be considered as discouraging this education. I
should welcome very heartily the changing of one of
our normal schools in this state into a really high
normal school, in which all the topics which are
grouped together under the general term of pedagogy
could be taught and studied ."
The presiJent of a Connecticut college expressed
his essential agreement with the views above given.
Said he: " What our preparatory education can and
ought to do is, to give the graduate the knowledge,
and, if possible, the common sense, which will enable
him to use it. Then let him practice." He would
not, however, oppose the general view that more attention should be given to the study of pedagogy.
I need not tell you that the outcome of the debate
was quite discouraging to those who hoped for action
by the colleges in providing pedagogical instruction.
In the following January, the matter was again brought
into prominence by a conference of some fifty high
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school masters of Massachusetts, which resulted in a
letter to the state board of education approving a
proposition to establish on the part of the state a new
normal school, which should receive only students
with a collegiate education, or an equivalent therefor,
and should train them to be teachers in secondary
schools. A bill to this effect was prepared and introduced in the state legislature. It failed, however; and
the failure is popularly ascribed to two opposing influences,-certain friends of the existing normal
schools, who wished that the proposed work should
be done within the normal agencies now existing, and
certain friends of the colleges, who desired that the
work should be undertaken by the college or the university and who believed that it would be.
To my mind, the particular way of securing this
better training in pedagogy is not so important as the
thing itself. I favor a separate school under control of
the state. But I would welcome any means whatever
by which the high school teachers of New England
shall be more eflectively trained for their special
work.
SuPERINTENDENT EDWIN P. SEAVER, of Boston. I
beg to say a word, just to put our friends here on their
guard against the remarks of the last speaker and some
statements of the paper read. They say that the colleges won't do this work. I believe the colleges will
do it. A certain college president has been here quoted, though not by name; but every one knows who
is meant. Now, at that meeting, to which the last
speaker referred, a proposition was broached; but it
was entirely new. The discussion that followed was

rather of the nature of a conversation: participants
spoke from the top of their minds. The inference
cannot be fairly drawn that a great university has
pronounced itself against the plan of a normal college
within the university. This discussion is not yet a
year old. There are ways of convincing a practical~
mindeJ president. Wait, and the colleges will do this
required work, and thus close up the gap which now
exists between them and the public school system.
The high schools have grown rapidly; but they have
displaced the academies which filled a somewhat
dif!Crent field and which were very useful. You can~
not succeed in the best way, until the university takes
up this higher normal training.

l-IoN. ]AMES W. PATTERSON, of New Hampshire.
W'hether normal schools shall or shall not be a part
of our organic system of public instruction is no longer
a tentative question. It has been settled by a wide experience, that professional schools are as essential to
secure the best work in teaching as in law or medicine.
Normal schools passed beyond the realm of experiment years ago, both in Europe and America. The
problem is, Shall we have normal colleges to do for
the higher teaching what the normal schools have done
for the lower? The experiment of training teachers
for the higher departments of the profession is in successful operation in France.
The question at issue in this debate is, Whether in
our country this advanced normal work shall be done
in separate institutions established for the purpose or
in pedagogical departments opened in existing colleges
and universities.
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Studying this question in the light of history, we
should as soon expect a revival of religion in sheol
as the origination of a pedagogical department in one
of our old colleges or universities, established for the
pursuit of the humanities. Schools of learning are
conservative and cling to established customs and
courses of study. They naturally look backward and
not forward. The natural sciences even had to be
forced into their curricula by a demand from the
outside. They look upon the accumulation of knowledge and not the art of communicating it, as the end
to be sought in an institution of learning.
But if the addition of such a department to our collegiate institutions should seem to those in control to
be desirable, most of them are too poor to establish it.
Such departments will have to await private endowments.
Clark University will naturally be an exception to
the rule; for it opens when the idea of normal instruction is popular, and there is at its head a gentleman
who is up with the times in these matters. Public
sentiment, I mean educated public sentiment, must
force the old colleges to establish departments of normal instruction of the higher grades in which both the
philosophy and the best methods of teaching shall be
taught. The public sentiment which demands this
change will doubtless bring with it the money which
shall make it possible .
I apprehend that the state will have to take the lead
in this movement and found a normal college as a part
of our public educational system, before it can become
popular and general in private institutions. Our present normal schools fit for work in the common schools,
but not for teaching in high schools and colleges .

My state may not be able to lead on· in this movement; but, as she instituted the second, if not the first,
school in this country for the train ing of teachers, she
will be sure to follow hard after the state which takes
the leod.
Some intelligent people pronounce norm,d schools
a '· delusion and a fmud ." ~ormal graduates ha,·e
sometimes failed as active teachers for want of knowledge, and so brought d isgrace upon the system . A
study of methods without a thorough kno\\'lcdge of
the subject to be tHught can nc\'er make a good teacher. Put a dunce in at one end of the course, and he
w ill come out a dunce at the other. Knowledge must
come first; then, the study of how to teach it to others.
PRINCIPAL J. C. GREENOUGIL of Westfield Norma l
School, MassHchusetts. I call attention to the fact that
the teach ing fo rce in the public high schools is lnrgely
composed of women, and tlwt this question has been
argued and pushed h_v a woman, for years the presi dent of\Velleslcy. She tried the experiment in Stone
Hall, but she gaYe it up. She went abroad and observed . She now says that \·V ellesley cannot do this
work. I met President See lye, of Smith College, and
he said that this work must be done by a professronal
school whose province it is to do it. This kind of
school is coming. It may come through the college,
but it must he by endowment and not by subsidies.
Means will surely be prov ided.

:Mr. BICKNELL, in closing the debate, recapitulated
the nrgurnents presented in favor of the estahlishrnent
of the State Normal College and reviewed the position
of the opponents of the measure.

